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. The Michigan State University Program of Studies in Non-formal

Education, made possible by the Agency fpir Internationa+ Developmentr

has two primary objectives: t build asystematic knOwledge'base
. .

about au.Kformal. edsicatiOn, ana to applyknowledge through consultation,

technical(assistanaTworkshops and the distribution of useful ma-
.

terials in developing areas of he world. .

This series of Team Repor is directed at the first objective,
-

knowledge building. The series consists of the final statements of

nine teams of faculty nembers and researchfellows, each workinlon a

separate, aspect of non-formal education for substained period of

time. The reports range widely over non-formal education. They deal

with its history, its categories and strategies, economics, and

ledrning. Other reports made comparisons among country programs,

survey case studies, examine the feaibility of degigni.ng non-formal

education models, look at administrative alternatives and.draw ptans

for participant training in non-formal education:

The teams were cross-disciplinary inomposition, repreenting

such areas as economics,, labor and industridl relations, r.litical

science, Public administration, agricultural economics_, sociology and

education. Tdgether, members of the teamI produced nearly one hundred.

working papers) many of which were shared and debated in three serifs

of semi- weekly seminars for all project participants. The working

papers, c pies-of which are available upon request, provide the basic

ideas for t reports in this series.

In the nterest of the freest possible exploration each team

was encduraged to range widely over its domain and to develop its own

set of conclusions and.recommendations. Coordination was achieved,.

through the common seminars and the exchange of data and,experience.

) A summary volume, pulling together and synthesizing the main thrusts

of all the team reports in this series, is being prepared under the

editorship of MarVin Gramiistaff: Like the working papers, the summary

voluml will be available for distribution),

6
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In 1 ne with our first Objective (knowledge building) the papers

in this s les are conceptual in nature. In the pursuit of knowledge;

---boweve.r, we hale tried to keep one questton steadily before us: what

assistance does'this knowledge provide to those whose primary concern

is
.

action-Tthe Plarinrig and implenting of non-formai educationth

at the level.Oqractice? That qyestiWisn't.easily answered. At

%best our knowledge is partial and it needslthe experience demension

to make ilfmore complete. For thought and action are not antithetical;

they are necessary complements. One of our hopes is that this series

of team reports may help to stimulate further dialogue between those

who apprbach the subject of non-formal education from'a conceptual

point of view and those whose questions an6problems arise in the

exigencies of practice.

What is Ow vole of non-formal education in future development

planning? As thqte reports suggest, it is probably great, and will be

even greater through future time. The.-Iii4rations of formal schooling

are coming to be better understood. As the Faure report. concludes,

the schools "will be less and less in a position to claim the education

functions in society as its special perogative. All sectors-public

administration, industry, communications, transportation must take part/

in promoting education. Local and national communities are in them-)' /

I

selves!6linernly education institutions".

the ndb-formal education component of most Societies is strong,

indeed frequently vigorous, and fully capable of further development

and use. t is'estimated that roughly half of the present educational

effort it) the developing countries is in the non-formal sector. 'Col-

lectively, these programs exhibit characteristics indispensible to

development. For example, they tend to arise in response to immediate

needs; tbey are usually related to action and use; they tend ,to be

short term rather than long; they have a variety of sponsors, both

public and'private; and they tend to be responsive'to local community

requirements. More importantly non-formal education shows strong

7
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potential for getting at the human condition of those must ikely

to be excluded from the former schools, the poor,''he isolat d, the

rural, the illiterate, the unemploy d 'and the und r-employed, for

being carried on in the context ofilimited resources, and for being

efficient In terms of time and Co / -.,,s.

Clearly, attention, given to esignimg new strategies for the__
. .

development of thi old and prom' qing'resource is wohwhile. Throughr
this 'series we see join hands wit others who are attend' to the

. .

development of non-formal educatio

le S. Brembeck, Director
stitute for International Studies

C lege of'Education

Michigan State-University.
East Lansing, Michigan

I

March, 1974'
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CHAPTER I

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS:AND- NON- FORMAL EDUCATION*

.Introduction

The economic problems associated with education in general
.

and non-formal education in RaiXicular ar deceptive in that they=

appear to.be simple. In ess4nce, th are not different from other

problems of investment,
1

and ecqnomic theory has.been clear on the

major elements of investment criteria for a.century.or to. But there
. \

is a notable paucity of solid,' definitive.empiri.cal work. regarding

, investment in education. If the theory is indeed sound,Ahe'scarcily

mast stem from either a lack of interest or in methodological problems

with the applicati of the theory. In recent years interest has been

high, and problems of method Piave been the deterentt. This essay

will concentrate largely on these methodological problems as they

relate to non-formal education.

Elementary theory indicates that one should conxinue to

invest in an investment Opportunity so long as increments to it con-

tinue to yield higher returns than theyrUid in other possibilities.

Suppose this prescription is followed or each alternative until

the investment resources are exhauste . Then resources will be dis-

tributed among the,various possibilities so that the return produced

by the last unit invested in each will be:equal for all alternative

1 'investment opportunities! If this were not the case, it would be

possible to withdraw some units o'f low yield and to add them to

'OppOrtunities where the yield i6 high, thus increasing the ,total return.

Education in general and specifi,c educalional projects fit well. into.

this theoretical construct, and the analysis below will explore the

'application of this general "rule" for allocating investment resources.

*By John Hunter..

2
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There are three general levels at whit6; the problem of alloca-

.tion of resources may be eonsidered and for which the economizing

questions may be asked. The most general question is asked at the

11,
highest level.: How much should be allocated to eduea1ion of the'

nation's resources in comparison with agriculture? defense? transpor-

tatjod? culture? Public and p?ivate resources for education are

involved which raises difficult problems for central planners when

large segments of educational expenditures are either made privately

or at the option of local governments. Decisions, nonetheless, have

to be made--consciously or not, wisely or not,'rationally or not.
4

Once resources have been allocated to the ed4cation planning

authorities, second 'level decisions must be made: How much should go

to higher education? How-mOch to other levels?' How much to tradi-

tional forms and how much to non - traditional forms? How much to future

development such as teacher training, and how much topresent'"con-

s.umption" of educational resources? These questions are essentially 11'

intra-ministerial, but the "educational ettablishment" must also, i
deal wi h educational activities of ministries other than that of

eduCation; and \these will surely encompass many of the public non-

foFmal educational activities. .Fu?ther, it will need to account for

activities of the private sector and determine'how that sector may be
.

encouraged to fill its anticipated or projected role. This is educe-

/ Hone] planning whether it be well or poorly done, whether.it be

conscious and formal or haphazard by default. The decisions cannot ,

be avoided--they can Only be better-taken or worse.

The "rule" 'at both these levels is designed t maximize the

return from the amount of resources available. Maxi ization can

'similarly take place at the very lowest level of conceptualization .

at which the resources are considered given, and the problein is to

maximize the "product" or "output" utilizing that given input. This

might be at the school or program level; with the resource$)given

add a minimum quality' standard for the product described, the problem

is, to produce the most (or best) product possible vlith the given .

resources. This may be considered an "administrative" problem rather,
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than an "economic" one. Naming'the problem is not pearly so important

es being.aware of it and finding a solution since failure to do so

..3stes resources,, something which no onebut espec.ially the poor--'

can afford to do.

The matter of efficiency at this level has great significance

to the investment "rule" since the rule assumes implicitly that

'alternative usesof resources utilize them efficiently or at least,

that there is no difference from use to use in the degree of wasteful-'
,

ness. If there is.variation, then the rule must 'be statedin terms

of actual returns rather than potential returns. Thus; the, levels

described ebOve are not independent of each other. Estimates of

returns to various alternat 'rve investment possibilities already take

into account the level of efficiency found at the project level.

This is done by assuming- that.all resources are efficiently utilized.

These general comments apply to non - formal eduation as a

part of education in its competitive quest for funds 2
and as a

. r
'claimant for a share of.funds somehow allocated to edueOtion. At the

third level and with respect to effjciency, there is, of course, no

more reason. to justify the waste of funds for non-formal education

than there is for any other activity.

:.Costpenefits and Rates of Return

There are two similar techniques of computig.returns to

education and /or educational Kojects. These are the familiar

benefit -cost ratiosand internal rates of return. In the former, if
, 4

benefits are the numerator of the fraction, then the larger the

benefit-cost patio, the more desirable the project. And one-would

continue to invest in that projectso long as:the ratio continued to

exceed that in other alternatives.3 The rates of return approach

expresses results not in an explicit ratio but as a rate of return

td -}the investment (cost).. It is that rate at whicli, the income

stream from the investment would, be discounted so that costs and the

kesent value of the income stream would be equal. The higher the

rate so computed, the better the project and the greater the

-1.2
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probability that it should be continued as a recipient of investment

when ccapared,to alternatives. The results of the two procedures

are-essentially-the same in character so that it is not necessary to

examine both techniques separately in great detail.
4

Even though

they are similar., in character,.differentordering.of projects may be
.1

. produced by u.se'of these ,two techniques. Indeed, even if one utilizes

only one of them, choices or"technique in treating the variables may

/alter the rank order o' projects.

Cursdry examination reveals that two elements are involved

in both approache6s'Ah,examination of "costs" will be 'undertaken

first to be-followed by a consideration of "returns."

Costs.
's21

Costs are by far the 'easier Of the two t handle. Costs are

of three vai,ip,tles: expijit and implicit costs, and joint costs.

Explicircosts.are 'those which involveactoal'expenditure for,, the

particular projetc with which one is dealing. This might be teachers'

salaies, books, and others which can easity and exclusively be
.-

identified with the project in queition'. J6int costs are those which
. ,

. are inextricably associated with two'or.more activities. Adminis-

trative axpensek, depreciation charges on fixed assets such as '

% .. .

buildings, the'cdsts of equipmerit used -.for production durfilg the day.
.

-1 and instruction
-

at night are examples of joint costs. The existence
1

6C joint costs dependsuppn facilities or services shared. There

will be fewer join cost.6roblemi at the agency or school level since.

-these are the serviCes and facilities Arch are-usually shared.
i .

But at 46Wer levels of programs and courses, the-jot -cost problem IF

becomes more important sincetese are the elements which share.

Interests in costs in non-formal education will perhaps frequently be
(-... -.1, .

at. the program evel;,.copsequently, the joint-cost problem will be of
4.

some importance.

Depreciation of fixed assets and stmilar costs arek4oint

costs with the sharingof costs not between projects but between-
.

time periods. These are not paid out to anyone in eacK 'accounting
. i.

13
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period, but they are real nonetheless and must be accounted flbr.

Joint costs and implicit costs are difficult problems to deal with,

and solutions are perforce arbitrary: The temptation is strong'

simply to leave them out,'but this clearly understates the costs.
-

The most commonoimplicit cost of education is that of "income

forgone." Many of the consumers of education have other alternatives

open to then while they undertake educational activities. They

Might have earned income in a job, they might have given up a

better job in some other location in order to obtain schooling, d

so forth. This element can be ignored for the Very young since the

alternatives open to them are generally not remunerative, but fqr

youngsters in the Third World who enter the labor force at eight,

iten, or twelve years of age, income forgone both for them as indi-

viduals and.for thejr families may become much more important at these

ages than we are apt to consider it. Treating income forgone in

non-formal education, is especially important and especially difficult.

It is important because the participants of non-formal education are

apt to be mature individuals who do earn income; consequently, the

_concept of forgone income is likely to apply to a high percentage of

. the participants. It is especially difficult to handlg because of

both the heterogeneity of programs and of-participants. furihermoret,

there is the possibility of income forgone (production) by the

ehployers if the non-formal experience is on-the-job.

We need also to distinguish between "social" costs and "pri-

vate" "costs alt ough the altinction between social and private

returns is much more important'aid will be examined below. Private
J*

costs are thou_payments necessary to attract resources to do par-

ticular tasks; social costs are what society gives up in having

resources involved in doing particular tasks. In a neat world,

where resburceswouldbe paid the value society puts upon them, there

would be no difference between the two. In a few cases in education,

the difference between' sOcial and private costs exists and may even

be important. Suppose private schools are parochial and mannl by

priests and nuns. These teachers are remunerated by their ordersoo

41.
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as to provide them with subsistence levels of consump\ on and little
.

else. This maintenance is the private cost of these reources, but
.

the cost to society at least what comparably trained uMan resources

could ommnd in a free market. Utilizing only private c sts in

these umstances would grossly underestimate the cost o the

educati n. For t Most part, though, this is no real pro lem--

f
especially compar to the problems of treating the disparikies between

social and privet returns. ' .

Benefits
\

/ The denomThator of the benefit-cost ratio is much more\diffi-

cult to manage4mostly,because of operational difficulties in

measurement. At the outset, there is a difference between priva

social return's, and we will concentrate first on the former.

The prime difficulty in measuring private returns ils"that

isolating the benefits flowing from a specific educational experie

Essentially, we want to know how much more will an individual (grou

1
earn in the co rse of his lifetime as the result of an educational

experience th n he would have earned without having had the educa-
.

. -

tional experience. This is easy to state, ,but the methodology is

another story. "Earnings profiles" are resorted to for this purpose.

5
From records of present earnings of individuals whose ages cover a

broad Span, future earnings are projected for two groups, theoretically

alike in every respect except that one was subject to some definite

educational experience while the other was not.

An example demonstrates the technique clearly. This particular

one is drawn from a study donAin Brazil seeking to evaluate various

kinds of higher education. Earnings of secondary school graduates

(the control group) were projected from cross-sectional earnings

data, and the earnings of dentists were similarly projected.

These two profiles are juxtaposed in the accompanying diagram.

In each case, earnings, are estimated for an average individual in

each group from the time he enters the )abor market until he retires

or otherwise withdraws. The earnings of the secondary school graduate
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through hi$ lifetime are represented the area "adef" and those of '

the dentist; by "bghf." The difference between the two ("cghe"4 is

attributed to the dentist's additional education. Since the dehtal

student begirts earning later and sioce the structure of the earnings

through time is different (i.e., the peak for the secondary graduate,

comes at an earlier age), the two income streams must be discounted

(presumably by the current rate of interest) to be comparable. The

differentebetween the present (discounted) values
6
could then be

compares to the cost of dental education and a cost-benefit ratio

computed. If orrly the costs of the education to the student are

considered, -ttie. result is a.pr2vate_Cost-benefit ratio. If the subsi-

dization of education (i.e., cost,to the state), is included, then a

social cost-benefit ratio is at lepst approached. Or, alternatively,

the question could be posed, "At what rate does the income attributable

to dental training have to be,discounted to Make it equal to the cost,

Of ihas. training " 'The mathematics is a bit complicated.but the

ncept is easy enough; and the result would be an "internal rate of .

Creturn" for post-Secondary, dental education.
There area number of serious critic,isMs,,not so much of the" .

appr ch but of the techniques one has topemploY in order to obtain

that ultimate desideratum,, a datum. These will be examined with

special attention to their significance in 'Third World situations.

I. Most important, this is all reconstruction 'from the past.

The passage of time ray make considerable difference.'For example, in
. ,

the case above, estimates for the future are based on current earnings

of dentists who finished their training (say) forty years ago. The .

. . ,

profile shows earnings peaking at age 60, and this Oformation is

gleaned from the present earnings.o f dentists who graduated when they

were about 25 years .of age. The extrapolation of information derived

from,w1N3-t dentists at various ages.now earn X° dstimate the earnings,

of the average future dentist through his lifetime ;i-strt. 'least heroic.

But even worse, of interest tothe Third'Woild are new occupations and

new training experiences in radically different labor markets for

which past or even present experience is of no help whatsoever. In

17
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the absence of historical information--even if one were to admit its.

relevance--new techniques need to be sought and found to substitute

for the preoccupation with the manipulation of numbers, any numbers,'
to seven decimal places--however doubtful may be the results.

There is implicit in the method the assumption that the group
of interest and the graup,bf comparison, the control group, are in
all respects homogeneous except for the one different application.of
education. This may or may not be the case; but if it is pot, .the

analysis falls of its own internal weight. If the two groups vary in
more than the one,eleMent, then assignment of differences in earnings

to just the difference in educational experience is not legitimate.
.

Suppose that those ambitious enough 0 get through dental school are
those who hanker effectively foF money. Then the analysis may -demon-

strate only that those willinet work hard enough for money will

get more than those who are not--wfliCh is a sort of priirlitive conclu-.

sion. This difficulty with the "control' group" is probably serious
in any case, but it becomes a'particularly great problem related to

non-formaredutation.. Non-formal education may be experiences by the
individual in small, diserete,-4nd multiple dotes. In the case.of

the our-year dental program, this was a massive illrement tompard
to any casual post secondary educational experiences of secondary

'graduates,-and it could have been reasomableto associate differences

in income with the one difference in education. With shorter, more
numerous, mOtipq programs, the problem of identifying associations is
much mor6 difficult. Suppose (three groups of individuals who have.

-all finished primary school, are identified with norfrformat experiences

inditated by lower-case letters assfollows:

Gr Oup 1 Group 2 Grow., 3

a a a 4
. b b b

c
÷- e

d d d

18
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If earnings are found to be different between groups, can the dif-

ference between Group 1 and Group 2 be attributed only to the applica-

tion of experience "e? Will the difference between Groups 2 and 3 be

attributed solely to the order in which the experiences are applied?_

,Will the diffeences between Groups 1 and 3 be attributed to the

difference in order?, the addition of experience "e"? or both? This

simple hypothetical example illustrates two points: (1) when the

applications are small and multiple, the problem of ide2tifying

securely a control group is immensely difficult; and (2) even the

intuitive assignment of cause and effect becomes less than certain.

3. This analysis assumes, too, that prices paid in the

labor market are determined under competitive conditions or at least

,that tHere is no morerion-competitive behavior in the market for the

. sample group thah for the control group. The assumption in its purer
4.

form is necessary for {he wage to be equal to the value of the product

of ,the worker, i.e., so that earnings are an adequate measure of the

value orlhe- worker's contrit*ition to society. Consider the case of

an apprenticeship experience in some closed occupation, say, meat

cutting... Meat tutters thrtegh their ability to restrict entry can

gxerciie'monopoly power in the sale of services.' Observed differences

in earnings between a group of "graduated" apprentices and a control

group would be attributable both to the educational experience and

to-the "closed" nature ofthe occupation. This has particular

importance for non-formal education in the Third World because

(I) non-formal education has particular relevance to the acquistion

of industrial skills, and (2) 'the role of unions in such economies

is frequently to p.rotect skilled induArial workers not'against the

parsjmony of management but againit the encroachment (i.e., "compe-

tition") of the unskilled masses:
-

4. Also of considerable .importance is the criticism that

this analysis is valid for prescr.ibing.at.the margin. Technically,

It can prescribe what should be done with small increment) of funds

as _between a number of functioning projects. It does not tell much

about what should be done with large chunk of new funds and bow to

19
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allocate them among many new, non-functioning programs. The task of

planners in the Third World i5 just that, though--making revolutionary

changes in the large with new approaches and new programs.

the prob4ns of measuring social, benefits is compared to

prhiate benefits are enormous. For the most part, market prices paid .

for labor say reasonably represent private benefits although we have

already noted exceptions. What the priest may receive in economic

emoluments are properly his private returns .but are certainly no

measure of the returns to society. The earnings of urban physicians

as compared to rural physicians are vastly different, but it is doubtful

that the social valUe of their services varies as much. Teachers are

frequently "underpaid" according' to what they contribute to society

and according to the cost'of their production.

There are all sorts of social returns associated with general

'education and with literacy in particular, especially. if one values

"democracy" highly. A socio-political system which li-Ormits the
1

individual to participate actively in the control of the world around

him per se places ,a, high value on at least a modest dollop of uni-

versal education. The individual in such a system-mist be informed.

and be able to obtain information through various sources so the

'social returns to education are enormous, however incalCulable, in

proportion as one values democracy. One May speculate from its

behavior that the Latin American oligarchy in the first century of
qg

its independence must have conceived the social returns -(from its own

point of view) to universal educat,ion as having been negative, i.e.,

QS being a threat to the existing pattern of. life.

There is now a describable and fairly clear role for educa-

tion in the process Of !'development" or "modernization" 4f Third

World economies. The extension and integration of national markets,

the expanding size of producing units, the extension of credit sys-

tems, the increased roundaboutness.of produceiondemands more clerks,

iaccountants, more correspqndence, more litigation, more rventory,

more anticipation, all of which requires increased Skills of more0

people. This aspect of the subject abrogates the disclaimer of the

20
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first foothote to this chapter. ducation may make a positive con-

tribution to development whit he market for skills might not

recognize and reward. Then, stiMating "social returns" would involve

.trying to fathom educatiOl'contribution to developmental objectives

. and thus trying to put so e value on them. To estimate social returns

adequately would involv thus a very carefully spelled out theory of

the relationship betwe n education .and education with some means of

putting values on in em ents of the latter.

Summarizing this section, both cost-benefit and rates of return

approaches rely o measuring costs (which is relatively easy although

there are tome ignificant problems) and benefits. The latter present.

very difficul practical and methodological dilemmas particularly

with the 1 ntification and isolation of the benefitsrom specific

program This involves identifying an "experimental" group and

compa tng it appropriately to a control group. Another major diffi-

cul' involves trying' to measure social returns aid,then to add them

to private returns. Still other difficulties'relate to the need to

r sort to past experience to project future/income profiles when it

s emphatically the rupture of the petnic4Js past and present that is

ought. Furthermore, the marginal nature of thealculations and their

sObsequent prescriptions is still another cogent criticism. The

difficulties appear to be, and indeed are, enormous.

C

The Manpower Approach: A Substitute?

The "manpower approach" is sometimes considered to be a sub-

stitutearid a desirable one, for the cost-benefit and rates of return

approac hes. In some respects, it is an adequate substitute, but in

its fundamentals it "solves" the prime problems of the other two

approaches by ignoring them. Possibly its Osincipal advantage is

that it permits ignoring the fundamental issues and encourages the

attack on practical problems wfkch can be solved. Examinihg this

Aa'radoxical or at least ambiguoth statement regarding these procedures
4

i

s.4
the main objective of this section.

.+
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The manpower approach begins by asking the question: What
are the present manpower resourtes of the economy in question? 'And

then rt follows with:_ What are the manpower needs of the economy
'likely to be at some target date? The "problem," then, for the

educational community is to move as expeditiously as possible from

Situation A to as close as posSible to Situation B in the time

allowed. This seems sensible nough and Straightforward": The task 1

is not uncomplicated, but manyof the problems of choice seem not to
plague the technique as they do cost-benefit and rates of return
procedures.

One very desirable as of themanpower approach is its

demand for an answer to its initial question: Where are we now? The
required census encourages focusing on all sorts of appropriate
questions: HOw many are in the labor force? Whatdo they do? What'

are their ages? 'What are their skills? How are these.skills

defined? How are the'skills measured? How were they acguired?' How

much substitutibility is there. between varioug categories of man-

power and between manpower and other.resodrces? (E.g., To what

extent can unskilled'or semi-skilled workers replace skilled per-
i.sonnel? To what' extent can manpower replace machines or vice versa ?)`

MhateVer the approach: thebetter.and more complete the data
10regarding the initial situation, tht more probably will useful

results emerge. And the manpower approach seems more naturally to

lead to ademand for carefully surveying the current scene than do
$the other approaches.' And'the reasons'for doing it seem reasonalil'e

and even "practical," the latter being of critical importance in the

politically economic world in which policy decisions are made.

. Further, the manpower approach seems readily'adaptable to,

r partial or sub-sector studies. "InduStrial workers":can be enumerated,
futuFe needs for industrial workers can be estimated, and appropriate

devices expanded or developed.

This is not without.its problems, however. information may

be given to the eddcational planners that the agr.icultural sector

is to'expand 30 percent in t4e next dcade, the, industrial sect by

.o)
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50 percent, the finance sector by 45 percent, and so forth. To be.
real-11 meaningfql, this information would.be much more specific.

. For example, the industrial sector would be broken down at least
into major industrial groups.: metal, electrical, petroleum, etc,
Someone, either the educationists or the general planners, Must
specify the technical

relationships. between the'S'e sectoral and sub-
s

sectoral targets and manpower needs. That is; if agriculture is to
increase by 3 percent per annum, this implies how many agricultural
,researchers? how many extension agents' how many rural credit
specialists? how many specialists in agricultural marketing? how many
tractor mechanics? In technical terms, each sector of the economy#A
can be considered as a special sort of production function with the
rate of growth being the output 'con'sidered. ('Each of these produc-1 .

.tion functions will have several -inputs; for most of them, some
indirect educational input will be included in the form of. increments4
pf trained ors i l l e d human fesources, This educational i

better; "the various educational sub-inputs?" will be described in
terms of numbers of people with specified skills or knowledge to be
employed'at certain dates. This schedule of "educated" or "trained"
inputs intoethe nation's various

production processes will be in
essente the Outputs required of the educational machinery of the,
'nation. Making the situation even more complex, ivithin some limits
educational inputs in- the production funcgons for each sub-sector

are- probabflyktubs.titutes for other factors and with the edutational
list of outputs., one "product" maybe substituted for another Within
some limits.

.pis is a .real world problem although it may be dressed_up in..

analytical' terms: increasing output in any .sector will require

increased inputs of the human factor. In some cases improved
quality may be required;('-ln others, improved quality may substitute
for quanti . The general planning establishment may estimate the

tcftechnical co icient5 (i.e., how many of each 'kind of input is

required per percentage point increase in each output) and tell the
educational establishment how many of each specific type of human

'..

2;13.
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resource to anticipate producing in each of several time periods.

Alternatigely, it may inform the educational establishment of the

output targets for goods and services and leave the Ministry of

Education tr whatever) to dot its own estimating of the kinds and

quantities of educational outputs required. The task--whoever. has the

responsibility--is no easy one.

Once it has been specified that different quantities of

s'everal varieties of labor are required; then pr=ograms can be

developedi costs estimated, resources budgeted. if the resources

&upplied re not equal to those "required," then priorities have to
g

be establi

to do less

hed with, deci.sions made either not to produe all items or

than an adequate job producing all or some of theM-:e.g.,

it may be decided that it is better.to have 10,000 seventy percent

competent engineers than 5,000 entirely competent ones. At this point,

the problems of "administrative efficiency" becOme'critical since most

of the questions of "allocative efficiency" have either already been

solved or takeri care of in some otheriway.

This brings us back to the central hypothesis of this section-,

the illusory nature of the differences between the manpower agjirloach

and the two'aPproaches discussed earlier.. The balance for most prac-

tical exercises seems cast entirely toward the manpower appr ach, so

it is worthwhile to examine the relation between the two. In eneral,

cost-benefit and rates Of return'are concerned with allocative.e

-diency: how many'resources should be devoted ti this, to that, and'to

the other--based on the comparative cots and returns from alterna-

tive Lips of resources. These are critical social questions and

chronologically the first to be encofantered and to be dealt with.

The manpower approach takes as "given" most of the answers to alloca-

tive efficiency questions. Tht is, when most of theanpower,

-quvt1o22aee raised, it has already been decided on.some.11asis or

other that the glass industry oughtto expand, that the buggy indystry

ought to be contracted, that transportatiw by air should expand,

that sugar should contract but that soy beensAshould be expanded.

Given all this, it is realtively easy to proceed on akManpower basis

24
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'to provide the training, fill the holes, follow the plan. Upon con-

sideration, it becomes clear that prior decisions regarding sectors

to be expanded, contracted, and so forth are made (consciously`or hot)

on the basis of some cost - benefit calculation, e.g., more resources

should go into power generation since that is where we will benefit

most." Thus, the two are seen to be not subsiitutes for each other

but rather to be successive step approaches or "different. level"

approaches. Perhaps the most important implication of this is that

there is'no way one can be "shed" of the alloCatioNpuestions by

deciding to "adopt" the manpower approach as opposed..the cost

benefit or rates of return approach.

Unique Characteristics of Nor'-7Formal Education

Nearly all of that that has been sakd above applies to educa-
.

tion in,general as men as to non-fOrmal education. This section

will turd specifically to examining non7formal education and the

special problems it has and advantages it offtrs. For these purposes,

non - formal education is regarded as a variegated set of educational

experiences planned and consciously delivered by someone or agency,

heterogeneous with respect to participant age and entryrequirements,

sponsorship, delivery agent, instructional method; duration, intensity,

r

official recognition, 'aterill offered. In general, it is specifically
, 1

vocationally oriented 4ith the major exception of literacy traiOng.
1

I

Perhaps.it Ls an advantage that non-formal education requires L.

that the investigator begin by looking very closely at:measurement.

techniques. At once it becomes apparent that thestandard technique

of' measuring efficiency
t

1
in education is denied him:' he cannot

sensibly divide total costs by some unit of input to obtii.mail averagd-
.

cost -per unit .of outpdt. This is what is dohe when costs.are divided

by the number of students (an input) to'obtain costs per:student.

This uses an input.as a dummy for output. For standardized, formal

primary and secondary school situations, the procedure has some

legitimacy providing it is used, knowingly and with care. What makes

the procedure legitimate is the implicit assumption that passing a

2;
1
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.
youngster through one year of school has some average educational

result, standard throughout. the system and well recognized (whether

it is or not} by everyone. Than it may be 'possible to compare offi-

ciemy as between schools on thb bais of,costs per studenr-year.

We are quick enough to recognize that this is no longer applicable

at the university level where a reasonable cost per student-year in

economics is no more than eqyal that of cost'per student-year in medi-

cine than is the level of the salarties of professors. in the two

academic sub-units.

Education, as I see it, is the process of transforming

person or set of persons from' some defined'in4tial situati=on to .some

defined :intarmediaiyorfinal Situatitlp..-4Gjs thiss..ransformation

and efficiency in bringing it about that cayses the measurement problem.

At the outset, the fact of a-studeat'SmereTresenceIsYnot a, very

good measure of the transformation'one is seeking to measure.

This becomes particularly .'Ec, problem in the-ease of non-formal
.education becauSe most experitences are no't standard ones. 1t.).-s

neither possible:nor legitimate to Start wiih.the assumption that

"participant hours" :"partici-pant years" is, any measure of what is

F

.-
accomplished. To do so would beg the queStiOn of measuring output.

Furthermorei the student or parlicipant. is far "f-T-611 the standard .

he tends to be in the usual formal schooling situation, He-may be a

common laborer; he may hold the highest' university degrpe. -He may

have had little schooling prior to the non-formal experience; and

he may have had all' sorts of other nop-formai experiences. The

program may 'last a month;-it may last several years. It may be on-

the-job in whie case absence from production may be a cost to the*
.

employer'; it mdy'be f-the-job but while the Worker is fully':

4

-
, .44.,

;emp4oyed..: that -case,:Utiat, *fanything,,js "foingone" and 'how 'is

it to be "costed out?" Is the.pari-icipant'S "leisure forgone" no-t'
.

to be valued "in/sOme way? .The objectives may'be,well defined as

that of-training on-skilled workers to be "lathe oprators',,

helpers," Or they may be defined specifically enough 'in terms, of making

persons "functionally liberate " leaving the use of this transformation

28
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and its value not toacle This is the critical point: There is

no conve shortcut in non-formpl education as there may be for

some purposes in formal education for the measurement of output.

Non-formal education is forced to define very clearly what it is

1, trying to do and !pito measure its results if there are to be any

answers to questions of efficiency and return. This is at Ace an

advantage a d adisadventage.
1%

The purpo of non-formal education are usually narrower than

those of formal education, t ti ver poorly.the latter might be defined.

.The narrower the definition of objectivAes and the more clearly they

are laid out, the mare nearly it may be possible to make some mean-
,

.

ingful measurements Of educational outputs. This may be the re ult

of testing in the .case of skills learned or the formal qualtfic ion

for some particular job--providing the latter is not-simply a d vice

to restrict entry into the profession or occupation in question. it

may then.be_passible td describe a series of alternative systems

,which start wtth persons with a set of characteristics, S, and with

them perform some transformation so.that they finally have a set of

characteristics, T. With skill and good luck, each of these alterna-

tive systems could be costed "over the relevant ranges" so as to

-permit comparison of the.alternative systems as to "efficiency."

The phrase "ref the relevant ranges" .is to emphasize the possibii'ty

of the effects of size in different delivery systems. The following

graph lustr es the possibili y that may exist in which Program X
1

would be the per than Progeas.,*over a considerable range but become

'more expensive as the number of transformations to be produced increases..

. .

number of transforMations

V
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This pests that the selectiort from among alternative "transforming"

systems may norbe entirely -unambiguous.

Further, the careful need to describe the initial and term4na-

ting sets of c istics is emphasized. Inputs of individuals will

not be ho 'en-o; but ought to fall within a fairly small range of
4

variance e meanings of the variant understood. An optimal

training prog am for produCing lathe oper rs, say, frbm seventeen-

year-old yoU hs picked up off the farm d ssibly not.bethe same,

de gned too produce lathe operators f m unskilled but experi-

enced factory workers within a single plant. Both groups might

complete the programs loigoilimmeirset of characteristics T but they might

ave started with sets of characteristics S
I

and S,
4
causing the

rograms to have rather different educational tasks. Or, it might be

that two identical glroups may be trained as lathe operators--one to

do a limited number of operations by rote and the other to do the

,same operations but with an and \ standing of the process, knowledge

of maintenance of the machinery, capacity to suggest improvements, etc.
.

This stresses perhaps the obvious that perpetrators of these sorts of

utout measurements are not witOciut a few sticky problems of their

own' and ought to handi,e the comparions of efficiency as between

programs with a fair amount of care and understanding..

There is no great difficulty in making comparisons between

alternative means of producing a homogeneous product. With appropriate

information and/or time to develop.it, alternatives can be ranked in

order of "cost effectiveness," Whether one wants to call this

:economies" or "administration," much can clearly be done here by
.

.

specialists in developing Ilan, requiring clear statements of objec-

'Lives, developing measurement criteria and tools, etc., so that the

society can get mare from the resources it dedicates to 4;:e purposes

= in ques.tiohs.
a

But this is of no help, to come back to our earlier theme,

in answering the question of whether society Should produce lathe

operators or automotive mechanics. It helps little, either, to be
;

told that it costs three times as much to produce one compared to

28 .
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the other. And it is not definitively helptur to be told that the more

expensively produc.0 specialist earns four times as much as his

counterpart. If we want finally to make comparisons between programs

to produce mechanics, lathe operatdrs, watch makers, farm managers,

and so forth, then there is ono alternative bu to .put values on each.

Present market values serve some useful purPo es, but we prodUce for

the transformed future; and those Aarket values may also very con-

siderably in private returns as opposed to social returns. This
4

reraises all t e problems of valuing benefits and returns.

One of he frequently cited pitfalls of evaluation in formal

education is tha of distinguiishing between expenditures for education,

as "investment"'and those as "consumption." A course in French may

provide a lifetime of pleasure to one ste0ent who uses it to enjoy.

French poetry. Ihe same course taken by another student might enable

him to become a productive export-import house manager. The former

'case represents expenditure by the society for "consumption," and

the'lat.Leri5 "investment" in the sense that it adds directly to the

nation's productive capacity. Much of 'traditional education is a

mixture of both although precise determination of the ratio is not

possible. But the issue is an important one in formal education since

"investment" expenditures have positive growth and developmental

implications while "consumption" expenditures are at best neutral.7

Non-formal education seems to be without.lar9e elements oT this,

particular problem. As we envisage the latter, it is largely job-,

skill-, task-oriented (although it need not be),ana.the major elements

are "investment" with little expendilUre for "consumption" in fhessense

employed here.

Finally, there is abroad the notion that non-formal education

can be an inexpensive, pervasive substitute for formal education and
. .

that perhaps it will serve as some tort of panacea for the_human

resources problems of the developing world. "The Third World countries

cannot afford universal,' traditional education; therefore, there must °

be some sort of substitute: Vo2/S, non - formal' education." This is

2
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perhaps overdrawn to the extent of setting up a straw man, but the view

warrants-three brief comments:

1. One may argue that the formal edUCational system and its.

administration are inapproprike and, furthermore incapable of

reform. Then, it may follow that a substitute sys should bedevel-

oped. There is corisiderable pr bability, however, that the

centralization and massificat on of the substitute system would

' subject it to the same politic and bureaucratic processes as the

formal system and would point it toward the same ossification.

2. Non-formal education is general 1.y. noe viewed as a real

",substitute" for the formal structure but as an appehdage or supple-

ment or a substitute at the margin. It is entirely possible that

the non-formal 'alternatives are more effective t providing some

services, but this is a far cry from arguing that becau'se non-formal.

education is more effective in some activities it hould be more

effective in all,. And non-f mal means may be better ways to produce

lathe operators in a-popuiation were functional literacy skills are
t

already present than more traditional means, but this does not argue

either that all the tasks of education are better performed by non-
..

formal education. The formal,radiLional educational mechanism is
AC

designed -if for nothing else--.to ture advantages of the economies

of scale. Cur'ricula bre standard, teachers are produced (usually with

much less formal educkion than we require) in standard curricula,

texts and syllabi are used nation-wide, pupils are kept within some

ranges of standardization by age-specific requirements and entrance

exams at variqus levels. This can be (and doubtless is)' overdone,'

but the fact is that traditional patterns everywhere are partly the
. ,

resuk of a search for efficiency especially when measured in terms

of costs per!pupil. The -fact of poor programs, rigidity, and other

ills does not nigate the potential gains from size. Much of that we

see desirable about non-forkial educatio i is-found in dynamic programs,

flexible and unique, stressing innovation and reform. Desirable as

these may be, these characteristics ten d to thole ot

small, s cial purpose programs building on the bas already

0
11)
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established by'the traditional system. This does not argue, inci-

dentally, either that formal education is efficient or that non-formal

education is. inefficient. But it does argue that non-formal education

as a supprement to the formal structure'is quite a different activity

than it would be were it assigned all the tasks of the formal system.

3. The'prescription that non-formal educatidh ought to be

' substituted for ;traditional education is,a narrow one, and particu-

larly a narrow economic one. Its principal 'defect is to overlook the

social returns related to participatory democracy and the necessary

role education. must play in providing the bases ofdemqtraty. The
.

spirit of the nation as-a community, the sense of belongihg, the

notion of comnonality of history and of destiny, and the comFetencef,

necessary to participate i'n social decisions are.perhaps thse most

valuable products of the school (however badly they do their jobs).

These are imponderables, 4mpossible to value and measure, but this

does not deny their existence nor suggest ignoring them. Truly

alternative educational devices, if they are to be substitutes.,

ought to seek ways pf satisfying thes'e values as well as the more

easily treated specific ones usually associated-with non-formal

educational projects,

The RurAt Sector

It is'certainly easiest to discuss non-formal educational

matters in terms of job-oriented vocational-type educational activities

of the modern sector. There are good reasons; though, to turn atten-

tion to therdral sector since it encompasses the mass Of people and

especially the mass of" the destitute. '

In the abstract, economics has essentially the same message

for this sector as for others, but the practice becomes more complex,
sp.

depending very much on what" orie imagines in considering non-formal

educational programs in rural areas.

!nil probability the ties of "benefits" to some single,

measurable variable will be much less clear and demonstrable. A

worker with certain skills receives a differential wage in the
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industrial sector; but the peasant receives benefits (to say nothing

of "social" benefits) in a much more obscure fashion for a number

of reasons. First, most agricultural worker-employees' are not highly

specialized and acquiring a single new skill would be one new string

among many on his. bow, the compensation for which would be difficult

to distinguish. There may be exceptions to this in a few cases of

plantation labor, but the general notion seems reasonable. The

indstrial worker, on.the other hand, tends to be specialized, and

his .skills tend to be hierarchical and replaceable rather than Comple-

mentary. Second, mdst peasants are not compensated in money wages

and the structure of the earning system is little described and

under.stood. Ultimately,earnings depend on what is produced and sold.

These sales ray be made in monopolistic markets, thus reducing the

usefulness of products price in measuring "social benefit." But

'tenancy provisions, monopsony in the agricultural labor market,

payment in kind and/or in permitted use of hacienda lands further

separate.theactual compensation of the peasant f the product

produced and sold. This suggests that increasing agricultural pro-
.

ductivity is not necessarily enough; for the benefits may accrue to

the urban society, the landed, or to middlemen depending upon the

market structure and institutional arrangements. liven the rare_case

of the 6wner,operator, commercial-lfarmer peasant who sells in a

relatively competitive market
8
would present much more difficult

.problems of "return" or "benefit" estimation than the case of the

skill=compensatedindustrial courterpart. The whole range of

skills, techniques, and knowledge is always brought to bear in an
.

agricultural enterprise, and the effect of change in any one of them

is difficult-to isolate. 9
The owner-operator, subsistence-farmer

peasant presentsother problemsparticularly those of record keeping

and measurement.

One can easily envisage a multiple-thrust rur 1 development
k...

program--one aimed-at improved marketing, increased fer use,

purer drinking water, improved nutritional standards, Snd so on.

"Costing" such a program would be;complicatert involving, first,

321
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.,,

separating sets of joint costs from several agencies (e.g., Ministry

of Health, Ministry. of Agriculture, in* istry of Educatipn) and then

aggregating the results. Benefits would be even more .difficult to

measure (e.g., decreased infant mortality, improved sewing skills mong

the women, fewer caries, and better cropO and, once measured, t
.-.

' put values on.

1 is perhaps easier to think of this sort Of comprehensive

al rurag programg ult r in the large because it lacks the speci-j
i ,

f y at the local level of a course to train tractor drivers. What

effe t Hoes this consideration at acnational level or regional level
.

have? First, it eliminates or reduces the problems of joint
.

costs: the higher the level, the fewer the problems-of jointness

although if the e are non-related programs some joint cost problems

will'remain. Sec , there may be an. illusion that consideration of

benefits is easier. But, in the final analysis, benefits accrue (by

. design)\td thousands of individuals on the land and in the villages;

aggregating benefits in the nation's capital by estimation really begs'

the.question of benefits rather than answering it.

. Suppose, finally, that all these problems are solved and that

solid estimates of costs and benefits can be made and that the ratio

for a given rural program is smaller tFlan for a modern-sector industrial
. 1.'

trainr4 niprogram. This is (would be) very valuable information, b

it might not still be conclusive wit respect to an investment dec on.

Irthere were.a deVre to redistribute income to the rural sectors,

P some additional "social" component might be added to the "private"

benefit 6 'reduce the.rural cost benefit ratio to some dsired.leVel.

The size of this component depends'on political-social Chaluesj the

objective quanitifcation of whill is not possible. One might be

tempted to multiply all rural project benefits by 1.5 as an arbitrary .

expansion factor to give them additional weight in the decision -

making process, but the sispect nature of the multiplicand is so great

that any widespread use of cost - benefit analysis to rech decisions

between specific modern- sector` versus rural sector programs is not

,likely to develop soon.
.41,
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This analysis is .discouraging with respect to the immediate

use of cyst- benefit results to favor, or deny on an objective basis,

investments in particular projects.. Even cost effectiveness calculations

must be regarded as less than perfect. These diffi'cufties stem from :

the nature of the envisaged program--joint costs, joint products, and

results not quantifiable or not susceptible to valuation. The

"ecoripmics" has not somehow become worse, but the problem is moth more

complex. it has been er'thus, and decisions have been and will,

continue to be made w thout th4 benefit of a number as an objective

guide. 'Certain! a discouragement is not to be interpreted that

projects sho d be suspended, discriminated against; or favored because

of inability to evaluate them precisely. Nor is the difficulty of the

task to be inte preted that efforts.to evaluate should be given up.

Imagination and a great deal of hard work can tell us much that we

do not now know and particularly about the rural sector.

../

Conclusions

The case for economics has been made as the essay progressed.

The principal conclusion is evident: Analytically or in the abstract,

economic questions and their answers are at the heart of the very

tough questions related to the national allocation of resources but_

performance with respect to empirical responses to the,questions falls

far short of what might be expected.. This is particularly true for

developing economies. Further, empirical results become more suspect

the broader the question asked. Less certainty attaches to responses

to questions concerning the allocation of resources between education,

defense, and agriculture than to those concerning the allocation

between engineering, medical, and agricultural education. Evens

better answerVcan be given for .the selection between alternative

means of accomplishing a given educational task.

"Developing economies" is stressed in the conclusionabove

for two reasons: (1) The data required for cost-benefit and/or rates

of return analyses are- sophisticaced and frequently only avaijablecin

the richer countriess--if there. (2) More important, economic
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tec niques-bf measurement rely heavily on the past and apply best for+
smal increments at the margin. "Development" for the Third World
coun r es i change in the future and, indeed, radical change rather
tha rginal With comparatively good data, with magnificent
res rch fac 'ties and budgets, we are far from having solid answers
to y of these questions for the United States as the work of
Sch tz, DerMson et al. attests.

The answers may be poor for wantof data and weakness of con-
cep , but the questions are the appropriate ones. Those responsible

ofor allocating and administering scarce resources ou always to be
engag in seeking to answer two questions:

1. 'Why this activity rather thail some other? What can
society expect from it as opposed to another
expenditure?

2. How can we get more "transformation" of a particularkind once resources have been committed to a certain
activity?

It is regrettable that economics cannot yet crank out simple,
unambiguous answers to the questions posed at the national and inter-
ministerial level. . Its predictive and comparatiSe tools are simply
too weak. This calls for a great deal more research than has been
done or even'contemplated.

Studies at the macro level may.now be
productive enough to aid deci-sion-making by Supplementing rntuitive
and political criteria, and they yield very valuable by-products in
the form of new data and new relationthips as they aid the earth
for better methodology.

Most valuable and immediate returns,,though,
will come from competent, intensive research done on particular
projects or program's. These case studies will break out new data,
begin to formWate data needs for evaluation so that delivery agencies
will be encouraged to develop needed data, better methodologies or-
evaluation may be evolved, and important descriptive program material
may be disieminated: Little by little, this knowledge must be
Aevelopid and integrated.

'Along these lines, it is clear from a search of the literature
tha,very little is known about the scope and effectiveness of non-
formal education in the Third World. We know everNittle about /he .
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identities of the providers of training as a study currently being

terminated on a Brazilian topic shows. Attention needs to be given,

perhaps first of all, to this
1

census question. Careful attention, then,

needs to be given to the problems of good definition and measurement

for small enough programs so that the goals can be treated unambigu-

ously and outputs be subjected to measurement. Without measurement

of outputs and inputs there can be-no evaluation, and unless some

systematic means can be found to put those Into some-common terms

(e.g., money valuers), the critical comparisons,between alternative

mean and between prOgrams cannot be made. There is no good alterna-

tive toesuggest in the face of the'failure of economics to supply

requisite answers, I
recently heard, though, an unattributed quota-

9 .

4ion which seemed to be pfematic and philosophic aboUt the situation

"A thorough description of the educational system of any country

will reveal more inefficiency than its governMent will be willing to

deal with in our lifetimes."

Resources have been and will continue to be allocated by --

societies inthe absence of precise methpdologica indications of

qbest" solutions. conomics provides a frationali y for the allocation

of resources but is.not.yet'able to handle with assurance the opera-
.

tional aspects of that theory for an investment so.complex as

education. It is not the best of all worlds but it is certainly not

amiss to raise constantly,the questions associated with rativnality--

even granting that ior the time being a great deal of decision-making
.

will Of necessity depend little on the formal answers of economic

theory and\of econometric models. Hopefully., decision-making can

proceed with much good sense and solid intuition constantly policed

by an observant and responsive political mechanism.
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NOTES: CHARTER 1-

1.
0

Specifically excluded so far as i$ possible from the scope of
this'essay is the perplexing, "external" problem of the relation-.
ship between "education," of whatever variety, and "development,"
however defined.

2. "Funds'; is a short-hand expression for "real resources" since it
is these which are-used up rather than money.

3. It is perhaps wise here to remind the unwary that we are considering
cost-benefits at the margin. These may be very diffvent,from
average cost-benefit relationships.

4. There are technical differences which are discussed, in the litera-
ture with each method having some advantages and disadvantages.

5 When such records exist.
,

6. The "present value" of, an income stream is sometimes computed to
compare to "present costs" of the project to prodOce,Alt. If the
former exceeds the latter, the investment is "warranted" in the
sense it is worth more than it costs, but this gives ho clue as
to its merit vise vis other projects. The problems' associated
with this are those of estimating costs and particularly the
income stream and those of selecting some rate of.interest for,
discounting the income stream.

7. Add to this: education is frequently subsidized by the pow: for
thq rich.

_8. So that the assumption is tolerable of prices representing social,
benefits reasonably well.

'9. One can imagine holding everything else constant and "applying"
additional 'fertilizer -- estimating fertilizer costs and
measuring Increased output at its sale price (benefits), but
this is hardly what I understand by a "rural development" program.
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CHAPTER ll

At
MEASURING THE COST OF NON-FORMAL EDUCATION*.

...

4

An important conclusion that emerges from our survey is that
non-formal education is less expensive per trainee than formal
education James R. Sheffield-and Victor P. Diejomaph, Non-
fdrmal Education in African Development.1

Our new and increased activities are likely to fall in . .

the search for less costly education through non-formal
training -- World Bank, Education Sector Working Paper.2

These two quotations exemplify the generally held opinion

that programs of non-formal education are less costly than programs

which are delivered through the formal educational system. The purpose

of this paper isito demotistrate that while the conclusion that non-

formal education is less costly may by correct, the data which has been

brought to bear on this question dd not substantiate this conclusion.

An attempt will also be made to indicate which types of information
.

should be collected if cost comparisons between non-formal and

formal education and between various types of non-formal education

are to be made. Finally, aresearch project is proposed which is

designed to.test the feasibility of collecting cost data using a.

common format to compare formal and non-formal, educational projects.

An Evaluation of a Cost Comparison of
Non-Formal and Formal Education

To i. lluetrate the present state of cost dat= used for compaki.w.----

sons of formal and non-formal education in less evelbped countries

it'was decided to examines one of the major ca e studies from African

countries used by Sheffield and Diejomaoh--a program attempting to .

provide vocationally oriented education in a non-formal setting: the

Kenya Village Polytechnics (VPs).

*By Michael E. Borus.

1,
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In a section titled "Cost- Benefit," Sheffield and Diejomaoh

make the follcIng statements:
0 .

One of the chief attractions of the Village Polytechnics is
their apparent'low cost. According to NCCK (National
Christian Council op Kenya) statistics collected in June 1969
annual recurrent cost. (discounting boarding arrangements)
range from $146 per student per annum to $31 per tent per
annum. John Anderson's 1970 report, "The Village POlytechnic
Movement," gives a rough estimate of cost for a polytechnic
'of 30 students.

This cos .,of $70 per student per year compares with a cost of
'$23 per.student per year at a typical primary school -and
costs of between $130 and-$150 per student per year at a'
rural secondary.schoo1.3

Unfortunately, this apparently straightforward cost comparison is

typical of those used to reach the conclusion that non-formal education

is less expensive than formal' programs; (1) it makes inappropriate

-comparisons, (2) it,applies an incomplete accounting, analysis, and

(3) it fails to consider who incurs the costs of the programs.
4

Comparison of Dissimilar Products

- The most important shortcoming of cost comparisons such as .

that of Sheffield and Diejomaoh is they implicitly equate the productg,

of the grams being studied. When they make the simple cost

com rison of Village Polytechnics -and secondary schools, Sheffield

and Diejomaoh are in effect swing that the product of aVillage

Polytechnic is interchangeable with..0-16 prod ,t of a secondary School.

Such an assumption is; tAtally inappropriate since the Village Poly2

technics are desived to provide their students with marketable

skills while the secondary school 'system is at,tempting.td provide

its graduates with a more classical general education. The closest

formal institutions to the Village Polytechnics are the secondasy

vocational iNools since presumably both are interested in teaching

young men and women to be productive membei-s of the labor force:

Even with this modification, however, a closer examination of the

students completing the programs and of the curricula provided to

them indicates that they are not meant to be.substit.utes for each

other. In effect we A still comparing the costs of apples and oranges.
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The ideal Village Polytechnic as presented in a handbook

produced by the Ministry of Co-operatives and Social Services is

it [the VP] aims at giving primary school leavers from that
area skills, understanding and values which will make them
able to look for money7making opportunities where they live
and to contribute to rural development by'building up the

5economic strength of their own community..

The objective of the Village Polytechnic, then, is to provide studAts

with skills applicable in their Own rural areas. Courses that seem to

be most prevalent include carpentry, masonry, tailoring, and farming.

.The skills.prov.ided are for a relatively simple technology Olich does

not Use sophisticated capital equipment. The general educatiori pro-
.

vided is also quite limited. 'There.are usually courses in English and

some mathematics, but only on,a basic level.

'On the other hand, the students in the vocational secondary

schools receive `somewhat more sophisticated training. Many will sub=

sequently enter the the Kenya or Mombassa polyteini.C.inttutes to
*.

receive f6rther training in the.mechanical engiteering,,electrical

engineering, or building and civil engineering departments.
s
The

education provided in the vocational secondary schools alscl tends to

be more general and less'firm7specifIsAi:e.,it ha's applicability

in'a variety of different occupati-Onsand with'a variety of different

types of firms) than is true for'ViIlage Polytechnic traihi'ng://More-
,

over, the education in the vocational secondary schoOls includes x.

much greater non-vopttional training in such subjects as English., ,

mathematics, sae-ill sciences, etc. than exists in the Village Poly-
,

technics. Finally, the students'in theyocatioval secondary schools

_have,as their Ultimate objective employment in thefo4mal sector.of

Kenya's'ecgn y where the technology is quite advanced andthere are

relatively hig capital-labor ratios.

This'bri scription of the two prolgrams should illustrate,,

that the objectives of the Village Polytechnic and the vocational '

secondary school are not the same. sun caaesone can-only make

decisions about the relative costliness of the two programswhen one

4 is also evaluating, their relative benefits. For instante,'it is

possible that the greater gdneral educatioand higher skill level

40
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provided bythe vocational secondary school is no't.i7ecessary to the

development of Kenya aad, thereforeN.Lbat there are no benefits to be

derived from such additional training. Then one could conclude that

the Village Polytechnics are apreferi-ed investment of the society'

scarce resources because they are cheaper. If, however, one were to

decide that more technicaTty sophisticated and better educated indi-

viduals were necksary to the formal sector of the economy while

persons with relatively limited emount(of training were needed in

the informal sector, one would view the Village/Pol,ytechnics and th

vocational secondary schools not as alternative sources of training

bitt rather as two independent, necessary types of training. -One would

then seek to question the cost-effectiveness of each type of training

to determine-if each was being proVided at-the lowest possible cost.

\ .,Incorplete Accounting
w.

.
The accounting systemg appl edto education primarily reflect

the expenditmi3bf a particular go ernmenwl of-"spensoring ag ncy ..

during a given time period: 'Such ark accounting system p'robabl will
. _
'never include

.

all of the costs that the society incurs in providing

education but the-Sheffield and-Diej maoh figures appear particularly

incomplete. For instance in rea of personnel, as Anderson
-..

points out in his paper, the cost figures dootteeinclude the salaties

or expatriate staff.: Yet at most of th Pe4eXpatriates reprgnted

about hail of 1147"%taff. One estimate of he average cost of.expa-

traite staff used by Dorothy Thomas in a survey of educational costs

is S5,700 per volunteer.
6

However, since the use of such %a cost
0

'figure would inflate the cost er student.o'such a great degree and
. %

s ince the Village.Polytechnics i l 1 be'Kenyanized in the future i

se veasonabTe to merely incr ase the,f' re for staff salartg y

about 50% since salar es represe t between ne- and Iwo-thirds of

the overall budget fo recurrent costs. Th effect would be to

increase 61 t per student by- pproximate y one-fourth. Likewise

these Igur 4-include only the payments to persons directly involved
.

with t stu Is but do not take account o'f the 'administratit,_.
: 4

-
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overhead in the form of program planners, inspecto s, and senior

administrators.

Calculationt" of school capital costs for buildings, la d,

and eqUipment are very seldom carried out proper-1y in the usual cost .

comparisons of educational programs. The usual practice is merely

to assign capital items to the year in which. they were purchased or

to amortize the original cost of the buildings.. These procedures'

do not measure the current resource value. If one were to attempt

this type 'of calculation for the capital costs of the Village Poly-

technics and the vocational secondary, schools, it would appear that

the cost of the latter would be considerably more since VPs tend to

be held in very simple structures and use relatively unsophisticated

equipment forAgaching purposes while the vocational secondary schools

Atprovide muehrnore capita for their students.

The calculation of costs for the two types of training iq

Kenya also completely ignores the question of opportunity costs, i.e.,
.

the question of forgone pfoduction for society and forgone earnings

for the students while they are participating in the training program

or for persons who may be v6lunteering their services. It is important

to note, for instance, that the Village Polytechnics program tends to

run from six months to two years whereas thetvocational secondary

school or-6gram is a three-year program and is being extended to four

years of training. To the extent that the Village Polytechnicgraduatb

may go out and ea n a living during the peridd when the vocational:'

econdary school tudent is in Form 2 or Form 3, there are opportunity

osts.' On the other hand, the VPs rely on volunteers more to teach

a d administer their programs. Some accounting should'be.made.for

1.

1'

the value'1 of the time which the6 persons donate,

TI calculations also do not account for the cost to the stu- ,

dents (and to society) for such things as school uniforms, tools, and

transportation toalsii. from school. Finally, although it is not

applicable in the two cases that we have used for examples, there may

beemployer costs when tra4ing is provided on the job which'mdm,..

ta0n into account for that type of a program.
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Distribution of Costs

The third major problem with the ty;:e.of 'cost analysis pre-
,

sented n the comparison of the Village Polytechnics and the vocational

secondary schools is the failure to differentiate who bears the costs

of a program. Just as one can discuss the benefits of education for

the individual; employers, the government,or society, so one can and

should calculate.the cost's for each of the three entities. in

addition, the the case of less deve9qed countries, one may also

wish to consider thelitent to which national as oppoied to donor

resources are being used,, The importance of knowing the distribution

of costs is evident if one considers the djfferences in the amounts

that the students are.asked to pay in the Village PolyteChnic and the

vocational secondary schools. The fees of the students at the Village

Polytechnics in 1969 were between S20 and $30 for.the yeari .

7
A com-

parable 'figure for the vocational secondary schools was over $60 in

1971.
8

ln addition, as mentioned above the Village Polytechnic

student studied for at least one year less than the graduate of a

vocational secondary school program so that ttlis cost, too, was lower.

lie great,difference in the tostsof the-twotypes of education for

the studentsnaturally led to a more affluent student in the'formal

'systerlOan in thd Villaa Polytechnics.
-

\Also, obviously when one begins to consider the distribut on

of costs for different prograds of education, the fundamental ques- .

tions arise: "Who should pay for the costs of education" and "In what

proportions should each party pay?" When these qUestions are made

explicit factors such a limitations on the resources which the

governme ts of less developed countries can apply toward education
. ,

and the
r\eed

for equaiit1 of educational opportunity in these countries

may be ad ressed directly. Likewise, one vial be4me more concerned
. '

.

with the distribution of the rewards from eautation among the individual

Ow tstudentt, 4nmunities, employers, and,soc.iety.
.

The importance of the relative costs is also apparent from the

fluidity of the sources of suppox for education, as can be seen by

several recent changes occlimigg in'iConya:.'First, the iiinistry of,
:: ..

4
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Co-operatives and Social Seryices has recently begun to assu,e some

of the costs of the more established Village Polytechnics.' T is aid

will presumably allow an,expansion behond that which could b attained
using only local resources and those 151-ovided by the Nation 1 Christian

Council of Kenya. On the other hand, the desire for secon ary educa-

tion has been so high in Kenya that the inadequate,number of govel-nr:ent-

aidep secondary schools' has been supplemented by Harambee secondary
schools. The costs of these schools are absorbed by the students,

their familias, and the community. An.ILO study group estimated

that in 1970 these schools.accounteefor over 40% of total secondary

school enrollment. 9
Likewise, in the area of vocational training

there is now a movement to form Harambee institutes of Technology

w:th building going on in several locations.
10

What Is Needed in Cost Comparisons

The purpose of the preceding discussion was not to denigrate

the study by Sheffield and Diejomaoh but rather to illustrate the

shortcomings of peeseilft cost comparisons and to indicatesome of the

areas in which the analysis of the costs,of non-formal education can

be. improved.. Areas which have been identified as needing, improvement
are: (1) the determination of who pays the costs, (2) a statement

of what items are to be included in cost calculations, and (3) the

establishment of a data collection system which will provide comparable

data on the costs of various types:ofsarograms.

The Distribution of Costs .

As djscussed earlier, there are a variety of different parties

who may bear the cost of non-formal education. These include the
. .

dociety of the Country, thp government 6:,,rhich may mean either the

4Z
s mation of al) government costs or may be broken down into costs

.-
r the national, regional, and local governments, and for particular

governmental agencies at each level), the local community, donor

countries or agencies, employers and, of course, the students. Each

of these parties will have different costs from picipating in a

44
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program of non-formed education, although there'mObe an overlap in

same costs. For'example. the expenditure on salaries may come from

the budgets of donor agencies, local or national governments, tuition

fees, or a combination of these sources. Regardless of the source,

however, the total personnel cost would be a cost to the national

society. it should also be noted that the distribution of cost is

not fixed so that a cy which raises tuition may raise tke, cost '

to participants whi e lowering the c t to the government.

The Components ofeCost .

,

For each of the parties the best Measure of the cost of a

non-formal educational program is the opportunity cost, i.e.
.
, the

\

value pf the.opportunities forgone due,to the edudational program.

In the case of society the opportunity\cost is the value of resources

which ve been devoted to education but which could have been
i

devoted, to alternative uses. For instance, the instructional staff

of an educational progam constitutes human resources which in the

absence of the program ould have been used in the production of

goods for the society. 'Similarly, the other resources devoted to

the educational program such as buildings, land, equipment and supplies

represent resources which in the absence of the educationarprogram

could be used elsewhere by the society. So, too, the resources which ,

are expended by the students or by employers in the course of the

educational program would be available to the society for other uses

were the program not to exist. Finally, the society must include as--

costs the value of the time of the students and of any volunteers in

the program which would be devoted to other productive uses in the

absence of
%
their participation in the educational program. We thus

have as the social costs the value of the resources.in forgone use's
. 1

which have been devoted to the educational program and these resources

include the human resources involved in instruction and administration

of the, program, tht physical capital used up by the program, the

resources used to operate the program, the resources students devote
.

to attending the program, and the time devoted to the program by the

students and volunteers.
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There are many problems in estimati the vaiue of the

alternative Uses of these resources. fconomfytheory says that in 4

perfectly competitive market resources will be distributed am.;

alternative uses in such a way that at the margin a resource will

command a price equal to its-value in the KtZt best alternative use.

According to this theory We could take the salary of the teachers in

the program and assume that this was the opportunity cost for the

use of these resources. In practice, however, we find that markets,.

particularly in less developed countries, areMot perfectly competitive

and that there may be little. relationship Ugtween pr4cies paid for

S.

1

resources and their value in alternative uses. This would be especially

true when we are'discussing the government sector. Thus, one must rely

on a series of as igneevalues, of "shadow prices."
11

Unfortunately,

this introduces an arbitrariness into the cost calculations, regardless

of the manner in which the shadow prices are calcufateii.
.

It would appear lo be easiest and probably would not be overly,

damaging if one were to use the actual payment's made for the resources

as the shadow prices wh ?never possible. For instance, the value

assigned to the alternative uses ofa teacher would be the wages,

fringe benefits, and other payments to him. Similarly, the value

in alternative uses of supplies and services purchased for the

program/would be assumed to be'equal to their.price. In the case of

capital, however, one would have to estimate the rental value,of a t

similar type oI building or piece of eqpipment or calculate the esti-

mated cost to replace the capital thatis.being used up.during the

course of the educational program. Finally, in the case of the

forgone earnings of students and volunteers one would have to estimate. 4

_what would have been their earning opportunitiei were they not

participating.in the educational program.

The costs to governmentx.whether it be the national governmenti

or one of its agencies, a governor tal unit at a lower level, or a

donor government is much *simpler tocalculate.in most instances. These

costs obviously include the expenditures on personnel and operating

costs during a fixed time period him the.governmental unit's budget--

4s

4
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which are usually referred .to as recurrent Jost. The

capital by governmental units is a little more d'ifficu

educational programs are continuing one cannot proper

costs to the year in which they are incurred but muse

over their lifetime. Furthermore, since inflation is'

many less developed countries, it is dangerous to use

cost of,yhebuildin as an indication of its replacem

alternative way of 1poking at the cost of capital to a

reatment of

t. 'Since

y assign.ca ital

amortize th

a factor in

the original

t cost. An

governmental

agency is its yAlue in the open market if it was rented to some

other party. Granted, it is difficult to use a school.building:for

much else, but it is possible that there are alternative uses and to

the ectent, that the governmental unit does not receive revenue for

these uses, the educational program represents a cost. Finally, a

governmental agency needs to be concerned.with the additional funds.

whjch may be Wd.to the'students while Obey are in the program and

the revenues which ire lost because the students or volunteers are

working less.and therefore pay less taxes. On the Other hand, the

governmental" agency woTiildt to duct from their costs -the amount

of any tuition which theyteivec-dm the students.'

The costs to the community are difficult to define. One

obvious cost is the contributions which are made to the educational

program. The,,pA be voluniSry- contributions in a form of fund ;

materials, dr services,or involuntary contributions in the form of

increased taxes which are levied to support the educational prog am.

In the case of contribu ins of services or materials rathei than

funds, shadow prices Al have to be assigned. And again, arbitrary

assessments of market value will have to be made. On the tax side,

again an arbitrary decision will be necessary to determine the extent

toAich taxes are increased for persons in the local community, by

the presence of the educational program, a not inconsiderable task.

If an employer is providing training in a program such as in

an apprenticeship or an. industrial school it will be necessary to

calculate his costs, too. Problems arise with the calculation of the

employer's costs because in the usual case the students produce a

47111=m 4"1"`"
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product for the employer and.the value of this product must be sub-

tracted from the employer's expendi4tures. ).1:11t3S, we have a calculation

which Would include the expenditures by the employer for supervisors,

and instructors for the students, supplies and materials used by the

students, any wages fridge benefits paid to the students, and

any'saxerhead or other costs which can be attributed to theteaching

process. From these sums would be subtracted the value of the stu-
. dents' output and any compensation which is received for the.instruc-

tion by the employer from the government or students. One can

expect, particularly in the case of private employers,. that the net

cost to the employer will be zero or negative; he will usually

'snot lose money from the teaching process. On the other hand, in

the case of state-owned enterprises, the state nay be making a sub-

stantial contributiontoeducationby having its enterprises absorb.:

a substantial proportion of the cost.

Finally we come to student costs. Thes include his out-of-

pocket costs for room and board, ichool supplies, t /ansportation to

school and tuition. In addition to out-of-pocket costs any reduction
tin his earnings, net of taxes, which result'frot'his being ih school

should be considered as a cost to him of participating in the educa-
.

tional program. From these costs, however,. should be subtracted fhe

expenses whiCh the student would have paid for these same items tl'ad

he not been in school. Also, any increases in transfer payments

such a;!living allowances and the like should be netted out of the

studen('s cosV.

Comparability of the Data

In order to compare the costs' of formal and non - formal educa-

tion and various alternative forms of non-formal education it will

be necessary for the cost, calculations tobe made i2n approximately the

same way using approximately the same estimation techniques for all

of the programs to be considered.. Presentation of aggregate cost.
,

statistics is just not enough as*was indicated in the earlier discus-

sion of Sheffield's and,Diejomaoh's post comparison. It is necessary
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thai each of the educational programs being considered use the same .

categories of cost and the same procedures to calculate each category_

of cost for the comparison to be meaningful. To facilitate

ality in cost estimate data it is necessary to consider the forma in

which cost data is to be collected. Possible forms for the collection

of cost data are presented in Table 1.
.

.

.

\t

Form A presents the various cost components described n the

precep-ng sec Ion. Thus, for each of the parties who incur cos s

we could sum the cost categories relevant to them. This would involve

the following arithmetic.

Social Cost = IA + IB + IC + IIA + IIC + IIIA + III IlIC

+ IVA + IVB + IVC + 1VA - IIB - IIID JIVE

Government Cost = IA + IB + IC + IID + IIIF + IVF1 - IIIE

Employer Cost = IVA + IVB + IVC ;'1VD IVE - IVF

Student Cost = 11A + IIIA + IIIB + 111C + IIIE + IVF 7 11B

11D - II1D - IIIF

4 In the case of government costs it is also necessary,to define where

2 the costs are incurred, , which age of the gover_ t incur

the costs and at ich levels (national, regional, community, etc.) are

the costs incurred: Form B of Table 1 attempt. to find the distribu-

tion of the governmental costs presented in Form A.

4.1oreover, if is necessary to examine not only total cost but

average cost and marginal cost per student. This requires information.

on the number of students in the program, both atits beginning and

at its end. This information is collected in Form C. Finally, it

should be noted that these forms include only cost data. They need

to be supplemented by descriptive information indicating the nature and

output of tie educational programs being considered so that we do not\

fall into the trap, of comparing dissimilar programs.

>.
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TABLE 1.--FORMS FOR ESTIMAT1NC COSTS OF VOCATIONAL TRAINING FOR YOUTH.

)A1.

Institution:

Trade Taught:

form A. --Total Costs.

' Oates of
Year 1

From:

To:

Dates of
Year 2
From:

To:

Dates of
Year 3

From:

To:

Dates of
Year 4
From:

To:
I. Institution Costs o

A. Personnel -- Salary, fringe benefits and
value of payment in kind made to:

1. Teachers, group leaders, and other, types of
instructors

2. Administrators
.

(prrncipal, secretaries, etc.)

3. Other institution personnel

(janitors, tool crib keepers, food
workers, etc.)

4. Administrators outside the institution ..

(Ministry inspectors, planners, adminis-.

tratoi.s of the program at th gional
tonal levels)

. _

B. Operating Costs
;

. .

N....,%

I. Of£ice"supplies consumed during school year

.

2. Travel by staff .
.

3. Transportation of students h

4. Room and board
.

5. Building maintenance and equipment repairs
(gemeral.upkeep exclusive of personnel)

'

. 6. Supplies provided by the school to students
-(metal, wood, etc. used by the students in
their at the school during the current

.

.

. .

7. Miscellaneous operating costs

C: Capital Costs ,

it,,,,,,,-. -

I. Buildings
,

,(a) cost of buildin built now and
.

' expected le of the building, or
(b) rental ue of the building

2. Land
4

(a urrent capital va e and current
interest rate, or

(b) rental value of and

3. Equipment

(a),value of equipment if purchased now and
its expected fife, or

(b) its rental value N.
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TABLE 1.- -Continued..

1 From:
iTo:

From: From From:'
To: To To

II. Opportunity Costs

.ieExpected earnings of the students were they not
1 in school during school year

B. Earnings of the students during SChooj, year

C. Value of the services of volunteers were they to
be purchased

D. Taxeswhich are not paid because of reduced earn-
ings (1) by students, (2) by volunteers

III. Student Costs

A. Room and board (imputed value if provided at
home)

B. School supplies (tools, uniforms, etc.)

C. Transportation to school and work
t

D. Expenses which would have been paid were students
not in school (room, board, work supplie's, trans-
portation)

E. Tuition if charged the. fuli amount

F. Transfer payments received by the students

(welfare payments, living allowances, tuition,
reductions, other allowances which they would
not receive were they not in school)

IV. Employer Costs

A. Supervisors salaries antlfringe. benefits
for thelime they are supervising or instruct-
ing the students -

B. Supplies and materials used as part of the
teaching process

C. Uages and fringe benefits paid to the

students

D. Other costs of having students such as
overhead for space and equipment

E. Value of the students' normal output

F. Payments received as compensation for the

training
(1) from the government

.12) from students

(3) other sources
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TABLE 1.--Continued.

Form B.- -Distribution of Government Costs by Agency and Level.

Percentage Paid by Each Agency

Cost Item from FormA Agency, Level: Agency, Level: Agency, Level: Agency, Level:

'1 A 1

1

- lir .

.
V A 2 ...

,

I A 3

1 A 4
. .

1 8 1
. p /

I B 2 .

.

113 3 . .
.

.

.

.

.

1 B le
.

.

.

1 B 5*

4

_.

1 8 6

c
.

.

.

1 8 7
. .

1\1 C 1

. .

I C 2 .

I C 3

II D
.

III F

IV F

III E
.

.

.

-

Form C.--Number of Students.

.

'IL

Dates of
Year 1

From:

To:

Dates of
Year 2
From:

To:

Dates of
'Year 3
From: ,

To:

Dates of
Year 4
From:

To:

Number of studenty eginning studies during
the year

. ' .

Proportion .of students beginning studies .

(a) who complete the year
(b) who complete the program -

Proportion of students who complete the pro-
gram who are certified in the trade )

,
-

.

-

.
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.A Modest Research Proposal

The preceding essay has outlined the shortcomings of present

cost analyses of non-formal education and has suggested how such

analyses could be conducted in the future. The procedures suggested

unfortunately have not been field tested successfully. Forms somewhat

similar to those presented in Table 1 were used on a limited basis

by the author with some success. Problems arose, however,4 the use

of these forms .because the author had to collect the information on an

ex-post basirelying on previously c llected cost information which had
4

been collected for entirely different urposes and which only provided

information on a few of the cost categ ies which were desired. This

problem appears not to have been unique to the author since Philip

Coombs in his studies for the World Bank mentions that he also had

this problem'.

Therefore, it is proPosed that the forms provided Table- 1,

or improved versions thereof,' be field tested in a limit,ed number of

non-formal and formal educational programs to seg
/
if they may be

introduced as an ongoi.ng evaluation tool for these projects; i.e.,..

to see whether if someone will'be given the, responsibility for ,the

collection of regular information on these costs, may the forms sub-

sequently be used at the end of the accounting period to meaningfully

compare theidOsts of formal and non-formal education. The following

research procedure might be tried. .

First, it is suggested that these forms be reviewed by a'

panel of experts in order. to identify missing categories. Then

instruction forms would be designed describing 'each cost category and

the,type ordata to be collected. Next, five pairs of fOrmal and non(

formal educational projects should be selected. Each pair of p ojects

/4

shoul be as similar as possible in. location
/,

the objectives of the

edu e atilon, and in the types of students. Either, it ist proba ly

desirabl for the five pairs of projects to be located in different
, .

countries, t6 reduce the chance of national institutions affecting

the out
\
omes.
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It would be desiiable if one person at each-project was
responsible for colleCting the cost data necessary for completing the
forms. This person might be a university student who took the assign-
meat as part of his thesis or an accountant. would probably,be
better if the person were no,airectly involved in the okrition of
the educational program b cruse for such a person his operational,

responsibilities will probably take precedence over the costi.duties.
In any case, the person will need to I carefully instrvoted on his
duties and will probably need the aid of a resource person who can

answer questions as they arise in order to make the cost collection
procedures uniform across projects.

At the end of the year discussions uouldbe held with the
project personnel involved in the cost'data collection tO determine
whether the forms 7re'usefu) and hoSs..ttley might be.improved. Finally,,
if the forms were thought to provide accurate information, cost com:.
parisons would be attempted between the' ten projects reviewed and the
forms Alight be introduced on a wider level.

b

low
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also- that in Ndere the costs are on an eleven.month basis.
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of Ton Village Polyfechniom074n Relation to Five Major Areas of
concern," Schedule A, submitted by Donald L. Matthews, dated
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McKean; 'The' Use of Shadow Pries," in Problems in Pdblic Expendi-
ture Analysis, edited by Samuel 11.. Chase, Jr. (Washington, D.C.:
The Brookings Institution, 1968); pp. 33-65.

12. To quote from a recent book by Coombs,

Most managers of non-formal education programmes, we found,
Aike most managers of formal education, are very budget-
conscious but not sufficiently cost conscious.

Their failings are understandable, however, for it is often.
extremely difficult to determine the actual costs.of non -
formal programmes.. One reason as that many of the. resources
used are not reflected in the financial accounts of the
programme .

Frequently overlooked are the costs to the paticipants of
the programme . . . .

Similarly the total amount of resources allocateditd non-
formal programmes in a country or particular region is
generally difficult to assess because data on expenditures
for such programmes are hidden in a variety of financial
ccount's in different agencies. The same applies to
external assistance.

It seems clear that all non-formal. education programmes
would benefit from better, cost-accounting and closer atten-
tion to their costs.

/-

Phillip H. Coombs with RoyC. Prosser and Manzoor Ahmed, New Paths
to Learning for Rural Children and 'Youth (New York: International_
CounQjl for Educationiti.Development, 1973), pp. e9-70.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem: Its Scope
and Objectives

The literature concerning Investment in hupan capital, educa-

tion, and manpower planning frequently touches only peripherally on

non-formal education; occasionally it teats it directly. After

carefully surveying this literature, it isthe purpose of this study

to describe and to analyze critically "the state of the art" in the

area of the economics bf non-formal education. -What are.its strengths

and weaknesses? What is the rationale for the emphasis on-non-formal

education? On what criteria can investment deOsions in non-formi4

education be made/ These are-among the questions which will be
.examined. focus purpose4 excludes prime attention to'socio-

loggical, anthropological, and political facets of non-formal education,-

even though the significatEe of non-economic factors in the dynmit

setting of development and -change is recognized.

The parameter along which the study of education by economists

has usually been designed may be -summarized -through the use of the -'

concept of reward--particularly, reward construed as income, either

immediately or eventually. More specifically, we,may discriminate at

least three ways in which rewar0(income) may be allocated in.relation
- 'to education. (Education, in this instance, essentially meant employ

ment
_

training.)
t

1. Reward may be a long-term consequetce ofnon-specific
or very comprehensive education.. This is die formal
schooling model.

2. Reward may be a consequence of short-tern, highly'
specific education. This rode! may be called "job-
training," recognizing that it has several subvarieties.
it may.tqlce.place before or after employment. lt- may
provide income (below the.lulticatp. level) or it may
not, and so on, . .

.50
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3. Reward may be co-extensive with education. This is

the on-the-job training model. .

It should be noted that the emphasis here is on deliberate

education, and ignores experimental (informal) education. For the

most part, this study focuses on a distinction between formal (1) and

non-formal (2 & 3) modes of employment training.

The underlying hypothesis to be ined is that non-formal

Tm
l .

education can substitute for and/or compl ment formal education both
* .

in more d less developed countries: Forrmal education is essentially

acaaemic (i.e., concerned primarily with abstract conceptualization).

An educatiOn "gap" results between education and employment before and

after the recipient of education enters the :job market. Formaleduca-

t.ion also sometimes reinforces existing social norms such as disdain

for manual labor and rural life in general. Formal education, in

some countries, encourages migration from rural areas to cities in

search for employment where the market is already flooded with the

"educated unemployed." 'Furthermore, formal schooling has not been

able to cope with the growth of school-age population. f it can be,

demdnstrated that the integration of formal and non-formal education

is possible, it is hypothesized that this integration will reduce the

above described problems of a significant degree.

The purposes of the study are:

1.. To demonstrate theoretiCally that non-formal education
can substitute for and/or complement formal education.

2. To provide a theOreti-cal analysis for issues such.as
investment criteria and the strategy of planning non-
-formal education compared to formal education. '

3% To provide policy analysis wherever possible to
facilitate decision-making and evaluation.

Non-Formal Education:. Its befinition and Scope

Non - formal education is conceptually compared to formal,

tradivional education which is clear in purpose and means to govern-
.

ment planners and educators. Given the formal structure of educational

institutions and processes, it is tempting to view non-forrAl edu'ca-

tion as a residual.
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. non-forma education, as currently conceived by Arp/
Washington, 2s kt shorthand expressipn for the constellation
of human skill and knowledge.development processes which forthe most parr,are external to traditional, formal school
curricula. An over simplified view is that it includes
educational training activities which normally ire outsideof the jurisdIction of ministries of education.

This definition fails to consider the objectives; nor does it
consider the characteristics of "consciousness" by, the imparter or,
for that matter, the learner. lit is, nonetheless, a beginning. Kleis
and others carried this further as follows:

Non-formal education is any intentional systematic educational
enterprise (usually outside of traditional schooling) in' which
content, media, time units, admission criteria, staff, facili-
ties and their system components are selected and/or adapted
for particular students, populations, or situations, in order
to maximize attainment of the learning mission and minimize
maintenance of constraints of the system.2

This definition is more comprehensive but suffers the fault of
confounding the product (education) with the mechanism (enterprise and
system) without being very specific about the lalter. It seems in
pdrticular to exclude education'or learning receiredin the family
situation unless one presumes that the home/family is an "enterprise"
and -some part of the ill-defined "system." .Unless society is entirely
regimented the economics of learning incidental to family living (i.e.,
art of speaking, neighborhood Alvfng, etc.) is:probably not manageable
because of the insepa'rability of botli complex inputs and outputs.

Although leai-ning yields

owl edge in the form of cognition (perceived, interpreted),
nd retained information),

competence (intellectual and/or
tive (skill) and coiition'(va/ue,

attitude, appreciation or
feeling based on preferehces for acting or reacting) . . .3

a definiti of non-formal education need not be so comprehensive as to
include all tear jng other thtn.that attained in formal schooling.
Thus, we can :that nop-foriTipl education is a conscious effort or an
edutational policy packaghin the overall framework of the total

educational effort of a given community or state at a particular point,
or period of time (occurring'intra-marginally

or marginally in associ-
ation with, but usually outside, of the formal schools and pre-school

GO
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family learning situation for any student Aopulation),. the objective of

which is to add to the total learning opportunities available in both
,

"consumption" and "capital.forming" areas. Symbolically,.non-formal

education can be identified as:

N =T-F-A- R.
wfiere. 'N = Non-forma,1 education (e,g., on-the-job training)

T = Total larning experience

F = Learning associated with formal schools,

I =.Informal learning at home

R = Residual (learning associated incidentally with exposure
to the. environment, particularly important but not
restricted to childhood).

. By "conscious effort," we really mean organization and planning

for utilization of resources for out-of-school education. For,the

purpose of this study, organization an d formality of the school.

System are by no means the we. Organization or planning is needed
4.

for both formal and non-formal education. As defined here, formal, ,

.

both
'.

traditional schooling is absent in non- formal education. .Non-formpl

education and wok experiences are cio'sely related with the
- e-former fr

...
"

.

quently directlYjcontributing to greater skills and higher.earnings. .

Thus it is isimedialy-relevant, motivation is maximized as the link

between learning and reward is evident.
4

This is not to suggest that
.

non-formal. education shoul4 avoid deal-ing with variables havi-Qg long-

term significance: .

Professor Harbison's description is highly pragmatic although .

he apprdachesthe topic as 1f no -formal education were a residual:

iHuman resource analysis is.c cleled.with two systems of skill.
and knowlfdge-ceneration: formal schooling and non-formal
education connotes ige-specific, full-time classroom attend-.
ance lit a linear, graded system geared to certificates,

diplomas, degrees,Er other formal credentials. Formal educa-
tion is easily defined. Its administration and control in
most developing-countries is lodged in a minis cry of education;
its co'sts are measurable; and its inputs and oblputs are easily
identified. In contrast, non-formal education, which is prob-.
ably best defined as skill and knowledge generation which take
pface outside the formal schooling system, is a heterogeneous
conglomeration of ynstand4rdiZag and seemingly unrelated

- activities aimed at a wide variety of goals. 1Jon-forrial

61
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education is the responsibility of no single m4pistry; its
administration and control are widely diffusedthroughotit the
private.as well as the public sectors; and its costs, inputs
and outputs are not readily measurable. Non-formal education
is, perhaps, one of the most "unsystematic" of all systems,
yet jn most developing countries its role in generating skills,
i fluencing attitudes.and molding values is of equal, if not
gr ter, importance than that of formal schooling. Indeed,
per , most of man's development' takes place routinely and
often unconsciously through learning -by- doing, being instruct d
of inspired by others to perfdim specific 'tasks through associ-
ation and communication with others or simply by participation
in a community.or in a working environment.5

But as Htrbison expands his thinking into describ(ng non-formal educa-

tion, it becomes evident that his intent is to deal only..with that part

of the residual categorized as:

(1) activities oriented primarily to development of the skill
and knowledge of members of the labor force who are already
employed; (2) activities designed primarily to prepare persons,
mostly youth, for entry into employment; (3) activities

designed to develop skillz knowledge, and understanding Nhich
transcend the work world:°

Since our main thrust is on the'economic aspeCts of non-formal educa-

tion, an illustrative "check-list"7 of action orientated non-formal

educational services by the various sectors.of the economy such as

agriculture, industry, health, labor and social welfare, etc., is

Before discussing ecOnomfrttk.5erceptions, it is useful to ,

highlight educators' views of formal as opposed to non- formal education

in order to get insight into the problem.

Educatoeti PerceptIon

There are at least two distinet..schools of thought among edu-

cat?rs on the question of schooling. One argues that learning is a '

life-long, continuous process. Both formal and non-- formal learning,

styles co -exist for this group. kgreat majority of educators such
,

as Havighurst, Brembeck, and Adams hold this view. To them,

historically schools as we know ;there are relatively newcomers
on the human scene. The act of learning, however; is as old
as man himself. The human .environment has always provided
the stuff of learning, and the continuity of culehre testis
ties to he effectiveness with which menlearn frOm one
another.°

6
.
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The need, therefore, -is to see learning interms of life spans rather

than just a few years attendance in a school,. Another group of

educators argues that the current emphasis on the highly structure

formal schooling indicates a serious lack of an organized sea!-h f

non-formal alternatives. From the standpoint of the'allocation of

resources, contilbversy exists essentialry between investment in man

and investment in machines. Experience shows that often the latter

wins, because the return is quicker,'more tangible, less risky, and
. 1

for machines there is little of the consumption-investment confusion.

Whatever resources are allocated to education in both advanced and

LDC's, most gp to formal education and the.non-formal segment remains

neglected.

Disillusioned with the structured formal schools, writers such

as Illich9 and Reimer
10

advocate "deschooling" the society. According

to 1i1ich, schooling as oppo4 sed to education has become the modern

. dogma.; the pupil Ps schooled to confuse teaching with learning, a

diploma with competence.

His imagination is schooled to accept sertice in place'of
value, medical treatment is mistaken for health care, social
work for the improvement of community life, policy protection

_ for national security . . . not onlyieducatiov but social
reality has itself become schooled.

His. suggestions for reform are also radical. They include legal aboli

tion of schools; prohibition of discriminatibri on the basis of prior
.

schooling; creation of a "bank" for skill exchange and peer-matching
,s.

\'-

by which the learned share their knowledge Kith those Seeking ins ruc-

tion;tion; institutionalization of skill exchange by creating free skil

centers open to the public; consultancy by elders with regard to

which skill to learn, which method to use, etc. Further, he suggests

that proper planning, incentives, coupled with a network, should be
.

.

developed to start noCwith the question, "Whit Should someone I.e<n?"

but with the question, "What kinds of things and.people might learners

want to be in contact with in order to learn?" A similar sentiment is

expressed by.:-E. Reimer, in'his book School Is Dead., He advances four

main reasons for abolishing schools. First, schools create social
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discrimination. UNESCO data indicate that most of the children in

the world are not in,schools. No country in the world can afford the

education its people want. Then, it follows that discrimination, arises

'in'providing schooling for some but not for others. Second, school

increases inequality in the distribution of income because it is the

privileged who generally go to school longer and becaUse costs

increase with the level of schooling. Furthermore, schools are

supported largely by general taxes that fall more upon the poor than

their direct incidence suggests.

In Bolivia, for example, one half of all public aliocattons
for schools are spent on 1%of the population. The ratiFor-of
educational expenditures on the upper and lower tenths of the
population respectively, are about three hundred to one.
Most parts of the world are nearer to the Bolivian - .

situatia. Third, a little schooling can induce a great deal of dis-

satisfaction. ln 1960, half the children who 'entered school in Latin.

America never started the second grade. .Three-fourths dropped out

before they learned to read. Going to school Means leaving the tradi=

tional life, moving to a different place, laying aside physical burdens

for, the work of the tongue and the mind, exchanging traditional food;

clothing, and customs for those of the larger'town or distant city,

Last; school requires conformity and has become the universal church of

technblogical society, incorporating and transmitting its ideology and'a

conferring social status in proportion to its acceptance by the people

involved. Reiner concludes by saying that

-the major threat today is a world-wide monopray in the domina-
tion of man's mind. We need effective prohibition of a
scholastic monopoly, not only of educational resources but of
the life chance of individuals."

Thdse criticisms of formalized and highly structured schools

are appropriate. Perhaps, consc.iousl' or unconsciously, through its

Monopoly n education, elements of societies are using the school

Imasystem to intain the barriers between "have" and "have-nots." But

dismemberment of the school as ad institution does not necessarily
.

follow: The case is overstated and certainly ignores the complemen-

tarity and substitutability between formal schooling and non-formal

6 4-



eduation. Th
.

organization y mean, in its ultimate analysis, a sore of formalize-
..#

tion. Again, e cation without school may well createsoCial

discrimination, beca it is the rich who will.be in position to
.

empl(Sy tutors for their hildren. Secondly,. they seem to ignore t

interrelation of efficiency and conformity in a modern complex soci ty.

The loss to society in its searc for efficiency in learning is some"

1degree of-diversity7--presumably o be reintroduced by nor;-formal

education. There is a "trade-off" between diversity and efficiency,

and both are values worth seeking. The need, then, is to see learning

in terms of total learning experience, in which the potentials of

11 V

.suggestion forcreetion of a "skill bank" through an

formal and non-formal education are recognized. The bold provocative

thought on "de- schooling" society provides a powerfOl antithesis to

formal schooling, but what may be'needed is a-synthesis--an optimum

educational mix.

. . . the contrast between advocates and critics of
deTschooling is a,contrast in ,9hilosbphies of life-more than
a clash betwL,en those who want schools and those who do not.
There are those of us who advocate trust in man, the foster-
ing of diversity, a belief in man's innate curiosity, and
propensity for risky and unpiedictable change. And, there
are others of us who advocate trust.in institutions, the

development of more efficient schools, a belief that man
needs external motivation an predilection for planned
rational controlled change:1-4'; :

.

This brings us to the discussion of economists' view of non-
,*

formal education.

Economists' Perception .

p
The economl p view non-formal education from at least three. 0.

. levels and can apprOac the problem arising at leach level. Fist

he maybe concerned with the aggregate or "macro" level. This implies

the study of,the complete, integrated system of non-formal education

(if such therg be). In this case, main elements are the total number

of educational inputs such as total student population,- availability

of funds, etc. No attention is paid to what happens to a particular

program relating to on- the -job training or the psychological processes
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. . .

of the students involved in a particular program. Thus, at macro.

level, 'ecohomis'es aee cbncerned with the appropriate level of invest-

ment in human capital as It relates to national manpower needs:

At the other extreme is the disaggregated, segmental, or&

"micro" level. It concentrates on analysis of individual programs or

institutions; on problems concerning the effectiveness of expenditures

in reaching stated (hopefully) objectives. "return" from a train-

ingprogram for foremen in a particular factory is an example of the

sort of concerns in this level of perception. This, incidentally,

very closely resembles another academic box, viz., "administration."

The third perception is intermediate in the sense that it is

concerned with less than the aggregate but is concerned with sets of

homogeneous elementsof the micro u iverse. For some purposes, the

.

pinding characteristics might the nature of the supplier--e.g.,

private financing of non-formal e' - -tion. r it might be func-

tionally defined, e.g., literacy training ..rdless of supplier. Or,

it might be defined in terms of the user, e.g., programs for bus.iness.

There is considerable latitude in this category for defibition of

particular sets c .programs depending on the interests and needs.

. The thr e categories are reasonably clear.and distinct and

they permit diffe ent kinds of analyses to be brought to bear: and the

asking of liffier t questions. Basically, though, the fundamental
(;

problem is one of scarcity of real resource* within non-formal edu-

cation and for nog-forma ducation.in competition with other activities.

The central .theme at all levels is that fundamental to most of econ-

omics: the problem ofwise allocation of scarce, esources and their

"roper management. The problem is jus.t asreal. in the areCcf%ducation

and training as it is in agriculture, industry, publicutilities. But

becuse of the nature of investment Nhuman,capTtal, it presents a

more complex problem of evaluation. 1

With this brief introduction of economists' perceptions of

non-formal educttion, we, turn to a discussion.of method of analysis.4

Then.we shalt discus-s the rationale of an economic and social theory

of non-formal education.
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4 or by the iri al or inductivefinethod of inqujry. The major point

of difference tween deduction an induction from the viewpoint of

logic are we .ted by Gee:
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On Methodology and Assumptions

The term "methodology!' refers to the tech miques and procedures

employed in the oonstruction and 'verification of the relevant educa-

tional and economic principles, In passing: this study does not

attempt to test correlational or experimental hypotheses of human

interaction. But the study seeks to develop an economic and social

theory applicable to non-formal education thereby providing modes of

conceptualization for seeking, describing, and explaining empirical

data.

The data and sources used are secondary. The mi-in sources are

books and journals on economics and education, government documents,
.

publications of UNESCO and OECD, occasional research papers of various

U.S. research centers, and some unpublished mainly by professors

of Michigan State University.

. .A careful review of the existing scanty literature oh the

economics of non-formal education provided a starting point for data

nalysis and conceptual frameworks from which theories are generated.

Theories developed in t4tis study are specific, sharply focused on the

area of non-formal education, and they are not intended to have wider

applicability. Theory expressed by a series of statements supported.

by evidence w never possible. This evidence i.s organized either by

applyingttle dedu tveor inductive method of analysis and isrnot

verified by frequency of occurrence.

There is little literature on the economics of von-formal

education.' Intuition, speculation, and experience supplement this

literature, and the-tex is in part expected to be inquisitive rather

than definitive. With this general observartion, the underlying logic

follows under the general heading below.

Method of Analysis
- 0 s.

As for method of analysis, the reseprch.can be conducted

either by applying the analyticat or deductive, technique of analysis
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By deduction in logic is meant reasoning or inference from the
general to the particular, or from the universal to the indi-
vidual. Sti11.more specifically deductive inference signifies
reasoning from given premises to their necessary conclusion..
Induction is the process of reasoning from a part to the

'whole, from particulars to generals, or from the individuals
to the universal. 15

There is some disagreement among economists and educators over

the relative merits of the two methods. One group feels that no

aspect of economic theory is amenable to verification or refutation

on purely empirical grounds. 16
But economists like Colin Clark 17

argue that the inductive method is the only scientific method of

analysis and the at each step in a Chain of analysis econo theory

must' be Proved empirfcally. But "the terw of present thinking

that they are complementary. That is toAs.ay Itat,'dedustive and

18statistical methods are mutually reinforcing.."

I have adopted both the,deductive and inductive method of

analysis. For example, the deductive method requires application of

three major steps such as (a) postulating of assumpt,ops;-4b) deduc-

tion of -reasoning from -given premiscsto their necessary conclusion;

fc).. tne testing-ti= verification Of these conclusions again'st observed

facts.

The main assumptions under4ying the study are as follows:

. 1; CUrrent formal schooling is not capa6e-41_producing all

types and quantities of educational output a modern society or

economy needs. This can be treated either as an assumption or as an

hypothesis to be tested. 44- it is.an asgumptiont Assuming the

adequacy of formal schooling would have made concern with non-formal

educationunbecessary "by assumption."

2. The different learning environments of formal And nori- .

formal education can co -exist in a society7-a society which is,neutr

to formal and non-formal learning styles. on-formal education is

-usually thought of in terms of the delivery system, but it can also

prOvide a different learning style.' A ,formal, structured, and graded

system of schooling tends to produce a kind of "earning atmosphere

which may be altogether absent in many nOn-formal education situations
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leailning on the job). Societies, of course, generally are

.not neutral, with respect to formal and non-formal educational modes.
."7.

As a matter.of fact, education in both the Western and nqn-Western

world is highly structured in part because of the "diploma mentality."
And because of uncertainty, anxiety, and social rigidity, non-formal

education is not cons idered on a gar with formal education. This
t

assumption simplifies the analysis and serves to stimulate examination °

of the roles of non-formalteducation.

3. Another important assumption is that of "other things being

equal," which is a common device of economists. Conclusions can be

deduced, when peripheral. variables are held constant. Generally the

theoret cal argument contains parameters 19
or data Which are takenas

fixed; it contains exogencT.varjableS, values of which are determined

outside the system,. and it.also co tains endogenous variables, 20
values

of which are implied by lea'rning sit ations.

Again a number of relations s considered such as thbse

between education and employment, b demand for and supply of `,,it. 4
.skills both at the micro- and macro-1 et.s. I' have deduced the con-.

.

elusion that non-formal education can be an effeGtive alternative to-

formal .tretreetion. Although this broad conclusitrihas not been verifi

by conducting a 'controlled experiment". yet I

.
tr.i,ed to adopt an g

indUctiVe method of analysis-wherever possible. This eneralizalion

is also least "checked"--against whateve secondary data

there is. .

4. Finally, since 'resources are lim'te d, the amounts and .

4
educatlion to.be prov ded are substa tial pUblic policy

. This is really th art of.the matter and Ls in dpposition

4: to a mptioos that t

socia ly pro'vided.
.

e no'limits on education which Should be

A

ik * A Brief Review of Literature

The recent surge of, interest in rion-formal education reflects

the g nerai concern of both educators and economists. As stated

r, educators_are.5harply divided on the whole question of

r
.
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schooling. The works of educators such as Havighurst, Levine, Curie

Adams, and Don Adams are indicative of the fact thai, learning through
49

formal and non - formal modes may co-exist side by side. Another group

of educators,. e.g., Illich and Reimer, advocate the complete abolition

of schools on the grounds that ithools are discriminatory, irrelevant

to preparation for actual life and jobs, that they seek to maintain

an'elite control in society.

Economists, however, favor the idea.thae both formal and non-

formal education can be a source of supply of skill in the market.

Despite the difficulty of isolating investment from consumption and

other problems involved in the complete acceptance of the hvman capital

concept until recently, the work of T. W. Schultz is the pioneering work

in this field.

Although the literature on the economics of formal education

has greatly increased in the last decade, very little has been done

with.the economics of non-formal education. The several works of

Harbison, Myers, Bowman, Eli Ginzberg, and others have shown that

human resource development is possible through both formal and non-

formal education. Solow
21

and Denison
22

have estimated the role of

education (partiCularly formal education) by measuring the aggregate

6ins in the.-productivity of a nation's labor force. They hold the

view that the improvements in productivity which are not due to an

increased capital goods stock must be due to improvement in the

quality of labor force. They condlude that formal education is the-

main reason for this improvement in labor's quality. This conclusion

is based on the assumption that earnings differentials within 'the

working.force.are due to differences in formal education whi is,

at best, only pQtially true. Skills have historically been cquired

on the job, and formal schobling .simpAi arose Out of the experience

of non-formal learniqg.

The value of on-the -job training has not, however, received

much attention from.tbe economists. Some studies23 have been glade to

calculate the period of on-the-job training indirectly by ded4ting

pre-school and formal school attendance period froM the worker's age.

"
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This does not provide us with any useful information on the measure-
%

ment of on-theljob trainkig as it is based on some faulty assvmptio .

First, it assus that workers join the tabor force immediately o©

getting out of School and that'they continuously remain in train'i'ng.

Second, no attempt is made to discoUnt the time lik.ely to be spent due

to frictional unemployment or the'time used by the workers for pui.e

consuTption i.e.,T leisure) purposes.

.1 The importane of the on-the-job training poses problems o

serious nature for econo-lists dealing with education., These problems

are yet to be solved.

Machlup
/4

identified three types Of on-the-job-triling:

ia) on-the-job training from experience, scene of which is unavoidable

and does not constitute training, (b) on-the-job training under the.-

guidanCe.end care of senior workers in the same line of production,

'and (c) off-the-job training which involves the provision of classrooms

inside thg fictories. Machlup's concept of on'the-job training which

forms a significant part of non-formal education seems to be- too

narrow, for two reasons:

irst, the unavoidable job experience should be treated a

non-form I education. He did, of course,.recognize fully the si

cance of labor mobility associated wAthe experience of the y rker.

Further re, the work experience tends to increase the Aploym nt and

the ea nings-pptential to family heads.

/ Second, off-the-job training can be.arranged either by

particular firm ory the industry as a whole. In this regard there

exist the possibIlity.of such training both vertically and?

horIzontally.

Gary Becker
25

discusses two types of on-the-job trarning:-

generaF and specific. According to him,

general training is useful in many firms besides those provid-
ing for'it; for example, a machinist trained in the army finds
his skill of value in steel and aircraft firms and a doctor
trained (interned) .at one hospital findS'his skills useful at .

other hospitals. ,

Again,

7.1
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tralning that increases productivity-morein firms providingit will be called specific training. Completely specifictraining can be defined as training that has no effect on theproductivity of trainees that would be Useful 2n other firms.
Becker argues that in Competitive markets employees pay all, the costs
of their general training on the job tecause they receive lower wages
,than they would be able to earn working "full time" (i.e., without
training time) at another job. Becker's theory can be criticized on
the following four grounds: It appears, however, that the firm which
arranges the training also bears the cost of this training in that
this training may be utilized by other firms. In other words, the
expenditures on training (whether or not they actually are borne by
the labor force) generate economies external to the firm. 26

Second, it is implicit in his analysis thatgeneral training
is going to be A more important phenomenon

than specific training.
The good place to receive general kinds of training is the formal
school. This analysis uggests,at least "one force favoring the
transfer from on-the-j training to ai.tending school,' 7.

Third, Beyker's neat* distinCtion
between s- ecific and general

training ignores the poisibilities of unavoidable "l- earning' by

looking" and experience.)) This aspect of labor training is significant
both from the vfewpoint of ability and qiiality of the products. Job
experience may tend.to increase labor, mo bility: Further, the firm can
measure the cost of paintaining

the experienced and inexperienced
worker, it is conceivable that firms could measure the quality df their
outputs.

1/ Lastly,'BeCkeris analysis of specific training.for a specific
job VI a specific industry causes some difficulty.. Even In equilibrium
where demand for and supply oiCskilled personnel are equal, an--

employee can quit his job or be fired, thereby disturbing the equi-
librium. This suggests that there is a zone of bargaining which is
not explored by Becker..

All that-needsto be assumea to,reke Becker's theory applicable
to the real world is that (a) general trainees are paid less
than the going rate for performing same skilled task and that
(b) specific trainees tend to be paid above thy-, going rate in
the firm providing specific training.2°
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Nevertheless, his analysis is powerful enough to undertake meaningful

economic studie's of labor training, wage, determination, labor con-

tracts, fringe benefits, etc. Mary Jean BOwman commented on the

Becker studies:

There are many imperfections in their work, but it nevertheless
is al.important beginning indeed, it may prove to be a critical
brea4through in the development of tools for analysis of the
roles on on-the-job training and ultimately also for broader
comparisons among societies that differ substantially in their
educational and training systems. When all this is said, the
fact remains, nevertheless, that the economist alone ls not
likely to get into the intensive analysis of variations in the'
roles and efficiency of differing kinds of schooling and their
relation to onthe-job training that are of vital interest to

' many educators.29

Another point which needs further clarification concerns the

choice between the two types of on-the-job training: general and

specific. A clear cut answer to this question of choice may not be

possible. But in a rapidly changing technological society such as

the U.S., emphasis on specific types of on-the-job training isnot'

recommended. More.and more emphasis should be given to a general type

of on-the-rob training. But a problem arises, Why would firms train

people on the job for others in a competitive market economy? ,The

manpower implications of such training, however, call for social

intervention 6y the state in the form of tax ncentives, and other

frscal and monery incentives.

Lastly, Jacob Mincer tried to deve op theoretical and

empirical analyses of education and on-the-job training with emphasis
0 .

on their: effect on earnings, employment, returN..and other econom

variables whi re only a segment of the ion-formal education. Thig

has been exp nded in Chapter IV where his works have been examined in.

sorrte detail along with the works of Borus and others on cost-benefit

analysis o/ training and re-training the unemployed.

1
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u
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'period f + 1 = the market discount ratio, "n" representsAhe
number bf..0efilods.
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CHAPTER 'II

.

- TOWARDS AN ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL THEORY

OF NON-FORMAL EDUCATION

Implications of Non-Formal Education

Non- formal' educption can do many things, fill many holes.

It is cove

Ascribing

lent to approach understanding it and its implications by

function's in terms of various deficiencies or deficits

or wht-4-.11& chosen to ca ll "gaps." Th se inter-related gaps are
-

the following:

a. Job gap
b'. Efficiency Op
c. Demand/supply gap
d. Population and cost gap
'e. Wage gap
f. Equity gap
g. Adaptability gap
h.. Evaluation gap
i. Expectation gap

Job Gap 1

Non - formtl education, if properly planned-, can play

mificant ro le in reducing the job gap--a gap caused by education

outrunning employment. for.both the employed and those who are.yft to

be in LheXabor market.-T.,:tangladesh, for example, non-formal

eduCation might lie used for retraininmhe over-educated unemployed/
. .

underpployed to the end of making more people employable. In .such

circumstances, non-formal education may bt an alternatiye or *comp le-

ment to fdrMal education. This aspect of non-qormal educatiori'is

discussed A th theCretically and empirically.

'Thd retically, nonrformal education could fill. the educa-

tional gap t a-large extent. It is argued that; forms) schooling is.

producing skills and knowledge which are not"jlobespecific. tThis'is.

1

particularly true in unplanned etonomies.
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a

The education gaP, as demonstrated in Figure 1 may be seen

from the mero viewpoint. We are depicting here an hypothesized

relationship between the skill of an individual worker and job

qualifications required by a typical firm in a changing economy.

The reason the le requireqient curve (EE) is positively,

sloped is becau e Ihe job requirements of a 'technological society or,
f eveloping ociety tend to increase through time because of a

high mand f skills or because of the increasing complexity,ss, to
sophistication, ,ifferentiation, and standardization of the product.

The skill curve (SS) is shoe, negatively sloped because e sated

workers initially may hay more skill than the job requires (i

gap left of P). The individual workers may not keep pane with

demand for skill actual] required by the firm over time.

It is assumed here that the individual worker concerned is
J

not attempting to 6p-date his skills through non-formal education.

This seems to be a realistic assumption supported by the fact that

the U.S. has several times undertaken retraining and skill up dating

programs. Incidentally, even if/one postulates4no loss of.slcill

(l.4., SS is horizontal), the two gaps described remain although

their sizes.are

Non-formal education may be an alternative or substitute in

\9
filling up the gap to the left of 4): Perhap , persons produced under

.

a graded curriculum in-formal schooling are t highly qualified.

Possibly, the training of craftsmen .for modersector activity can

be carried out either through apprenticeship arrangements or by some

less formal means of learning on the job. "Substftutabilities

betvieen vocati nal training on Aheljob and in-school are not as

%4
0

extensive as is ten assumed. This is the source off, many fallacious

- educational recommendations. Is are well adapted to prepare

men to be able to learn-\on the j
1

"Filling the..gap" in this sense

means utilizing resources used for producing redundant skills to

produce more appropriate ones. Despite the fact that education is 0

complex social product, here education expenditures for non-formal
...-

education are seen as investments.
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Figure 1.Hypothesized relationship between job and skill ff'om microviewpoint.

-\\ Here X axis represents
chronologicaj time in which society is experi-

encing social-economic development;.

Y axis represents acquired skill at .a particular point of .time
ass -led to be given: not to- be changed by any kind of educe-
tiona 'programs--formal or non-formal; .

At time 0, e economy is under-developed;

P shows egsality between skill and job;

EE represents job requirement curve as economy develops job,
requirements, there is a need for increasing technical know-how

' for a firm;

SS represents skillsthich tend to become obsolete o time if no-
'effort is made to apdate the skilrls by the individual;

R shows arbitrary retirement age (e:g., 65 years);

KLRM shows'open zone after retirement:

19
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Non-formal education can largely serve as a complement in

. filling the education gap to the right of Pt. =The category of protram

for development of employed manpower would include various activities ,

1( such as in-service training'in,manuficturing, construction, governMent

and semi-gover nt agencies, agricul ral extension to rural area :and

increasing facilities for "learn by doing." This is also seen as

an investment. As Kenneth 4frow argued in his "Learning by Doing,"

"human resource develo a function of the stimulus of con-

tinuously changing technologies, these are associated in turn'

with gross rates of, investment in'phys ital:" Mary Jean'

Bowman also argued that

strategies developed in disregard of what exists an htspe
done outside school doors are disregarding important com. .

mentaries and are not likely to be the most efficiot. This

is not just a matter of curridblum adaptations. Our iporance
is great here but there is also much unused knowledge.

.

Non-formal educatibn can also serve=as a comple nt in fillinq

the gap of Open Zone which refers to the Period of e after retire

ment. Since educational expenditure not s ictly productivein the

econoAic sense, this is seen as pure cb= sumption expenditure.

Even if we look a the problem from a macro viewpoint it is

possible to conceive of t aps between the demand for and supply of

skills, particularly in he C . This is demonstrated graphically

in Figure 2:

In some situations, particularly in the Far East; we see the

situation represented to the left of AP. whesfe the educational gap is

"positive." More'skills are provided by the educatiOnal syStem than

are required, leading to the curious and dangerous phenomenon of the

"unemployed" intellectual. This is, q, will be noted, a problem off

quality rather than one of quantity in terms of the skills produced.

Beyond some levels of development (AP), the demands for skills become

greater than that provided through the traditional style. This may

be a matter of both quantity and quality:

Even If we Consider a planned.econor4 such as the U.S.S.R:

where schioling in its brood sense should.discharge a flow according
f. ,>
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F
to job requirements, the understanding of the complementary and substi-

tu6bility aspects of non7formal education are important. imply because

the educational gap is bound to develop beyond a certain p int as is

4 shown in Figure 3.

In Figure 3, both the education and employment curves

remained one and the same up tothe point P; after Oat a gap has been

icreat d between educ4tion and employment. The reason is that in a

plan ed:economy, formal schooling was in a position to estab ish a

link with the plan which is usually drawn In terms of five y ars.

Even if this plan for five years is'drawn within the rspective Of .

Ptwenty years as we find.in he case of Pakistan, the i ucational

is still likely to emerge because a specialist is likely to e,his

skill over a long period of time (say, 30 to.35 years). he does,

not systematically make an effort to up-date thiS"-skill- it PS likely

to be 'obsolete by the time'lpf his retirement.. Evident there isan

implication for nonormal education.

Undefstanding these aspects of non formal cation will

enable us to understand the price mechanism, elast city of dema

and resource cat ion. When non-format educatipdal'prograMs

\ ..///

.

Acquired
Skill

(given)

' Employment Of job
requirement curve

Education or Skill -curve

.2(

et

1 .

time line
0

Figure 3.--Hypothesized relationship between education and employment
in a' planned economy.

0 .

.
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an arternative or su stitute source of skills -salable in the job

market, the demand r non-formal education will'. increase, if the

/price of education thrpugh forma l school (ceteris paribus) increases.

This increase in the demand for non-formal'education output will be

greater, the greater are the possibilities of substitu ion between

educational output produced 4y formal and non-formal mo s of learn-'
t .

This arises simply out of.the sutistitutabilify characleristic.
N-
In other words, if the educational output produced by both formal

4
pnd non-forma l modes of 11111arning are close substitutes for each

other, a rise in the price of dmre output results in an increase in

4^pie dernd /cm the other.with a consequen t, determinate rise in its

price.

' But the reverse is the caseif educational output%nd services

produced arecomplements. The rise in price of one educational output

wr.11 head to .the fall in the demand for the other. For example, the

demand for en 1 pes fall's as the pricf of writing paper rises Sad

less of it The measure Of the respo ive ess of one vari-

( able to chartge in ns.farfaas'the educatiohal o out is

explained in ter ms of crossela t Jtyof demankl, 3
In the 9.text of

4 educaiiOnaUoutput, we are concern with the demarld f ormal

educational output as it is affeted.by a price change fo rmal

education (other things being equal). This concept of cross elasticity

of demand.Can serve two purposes: First(it can indicate the degree

of substitution betUeen formal and non-formal educaponal outpa It

o should ,provide an e uative measure of gaps in the chain of sub i-

tution between formal a d noncformal *ducational output. Second:
.

can help resolve thefp oblem..§f all ation of resources. Cross
a

elastic' y can be poSi tve or negat ve. When cross elasticity of

demand -positive, two commodities re likely to to substitutes, and

when is negative, two cammoditie are likely .to be.complements.
4r

#

Thus if fohmal and non-for al educatiottal'output are close .

I v
110.

'net_
tute s a 1.1 1 the price of f7al educational output is likely

S. AO to the .2 ase in demand for'non-formal educational output.

This is the aseoP positive cross.elasticity of demand, Again on

83
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the other liand, if to educational outputs are complements, an

increase in the price of educationil'output fro" formal schooling is

like.ly '.Te-2cr-as,:' in the demand for' non- rat educational -output.

Thilkgea s n gative crosselasticit of emand. For example, bankers,

forest ra ers, auto mechanics, busin managers, shopkeepers, to

rent ion only a few, cat be trained efi ther schools or on the job,

subject to riticaleducation" as shown in Figure 4.

. Iliet us -xamine the nature of the curves before taking up

ft it implicatio s in Figure 4B. Here the critical educatiTn areas as

indicated by OTTER refers to basic skills A reading, writing, and

the necessary knowledge, of arith^etic required for the job. This

critical Vucation -ay be dispensed either through formal or non-

for.-al -eans,.but for the sake of simplicity it is assumed here that

it is received' in schoolat least through the secondary level." Another

reason for this assumption is that it is easier to calculate the

Costs. the case of forr:al schooling, the measurement of unit

cast te.g., cos.t per additional year of schooling) is relatively easy

compared'to non-fformal eduCation. In some cases non-formai education

(e.g., on-the2job training) involves no extra costs resulting from an
5increase in output of one un t. In Charters III and IV we shall

elabor te this point.

No.' once this critical education is received, one can learn

he principles of banking and managing either in school or on the
.

job as an apprenic,..oThis is shown diagramatically (see Figure 4B) .46

with both emp lo } -s having g received critical training skills OR in
r

tire OT1. One worker begins. life-,oncolcICirmal training and

acquired skills along the line EH. The other continues formal educe-

4.:41 through time TIC at which point he has level of skill CK which:

is evidently greater (by DK) than that posSessed (SD) at the point;' in

iiTe by his counterpart. No; the employer is faced with a choice:

if he hires personnel trained in school or college, he is likely to-

get a person with. the latest techniques of management skill (i.e.,
...

as indicated by the gap OK), but after apppoitntment if he does not

receive any in-service training or makes no conscious effort-to .

r.
e

4
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0'

r

S (formal education

supply cave)
j- S1 (non-formal education

supply curve)

. "---. - D (formal education

S
f
',/ . . 1

.,
. demand curve)

. i
.

D
1

(non-formal education
demand curve)

M workers X

Figure 4A.--Supply-denana
4

model for equilibridM wage."

Y

skill

(given)

time line

Non-formaI

education curve

X

L

formal eduCation curve

Figure 48:--Hypothessized relationship between formal and non-formal

educati 1 output (e.g., bankers,- usiqess-managers,
auto me hanics, etc.).

X axis presents time .(e.g., age);
.

Y axis represents acquired ski)) assumed to be constant.but
economy is developing and demandslfor higher skill with
the advance of the ecphomy assumed.'We'are also measuring
wages with the help of y axis. , `

TR represents 'retirement age; 7

4'T
1

ERcritical eduation area--ninimum education 'needed to start
the job.

C

With the help of this figure we can explain the diverse relationship
between non-formal and formal education.

8-0 .
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. gather expe7ience on the job, his sIsill, however curr.e,nt. it glay be, is

likely to deteriorate This is why the formal education curve is
,

shown negatively sloped.

The non-formal\eZucati.:on curve'is positively sloped for a

si'enple reason.. After receiy g the basic. education, the persdn c

Making a conscious ffort to learn on the job eithercerne

throu h -service or p4 nticeship training. Wd have empirical

evidence to show that learning by doing is a slow but 'steady process

of learhing compared to learning the same skill in the schools:6

Thus initially he'may be irwa'disadvantageous position but ultimatly

he tends to have an adVantage over the person with'a formal educa-

tion background.

With this brief explanation let us suppose that industry

wants to hire (see Fivre 4A) business managers or bank managers.

critical education area, OT1ER, is-the same for all of them. tow

industry, wants to hire managers from the non-:formal education, ita 4

wove pay oft.
1
as a wage:indicated by the equality of demand and

supply and hire OM workers. The demand is related to value produc-

ttimity to the employer; thesuPPlY, similarly, is related to costs of

acquiring training; among other considerations. With respect to

products of 'formal education,.the parallel demand and supply-rela- *
tion,ships would be as follows: The demand for each level of employment

would presumably be higher since worker productivity would.be greater

as indicated in Figure 48 at,time point E. The supply would be smaller

at each level of empLoyment reflecting the investment required in

time T
1

C to obtain the formal educatiOn skills. Thus thequilibrium
. wage rate (0P2) is higher than that for non-formal educatioll output.

Now the question arises as to whether it is profitable for

the firm .o hire non-formal education managers at a w e equal to that\

it woul-8-Ttay for.managers ciming vi4 a formal education program. In
.

the short run this is uneconomic since the firm would be-payi4§ more
.

than the -value of their Margjnal products. Quarlitatively,.this

"loss" is the "extra" wage, P1P2, times the number of managers hired,

OM. But from^the long viewpoint it may beadvantageous for the firm

I

.
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to hire at OP' because after the'time OF, the non-formal education2

manager becomes the real asset for the firm. In terms of-knowledge

and skill, he has a decisive advantage over the formal education

manager as indicated by the pap to the right of point G. The higher

wage offer to non-formal education output, despite the initial lower

skill compared to formal education output, is likely to act as a

positive incentive to learning. Although i is difficult to.asSess
. .

the impact of this incentive accurately partly because of the lackof

adequate data as well as inadequacy of the theory of learning insofar

owon-formal education is concerned, yet common sense suggests that

1Qhj,s higher wage tends to accelerate the rate of learning through

earning. The knowledge of modern management 'techniques and some

.pioneer works dealing with the complex issues of pedagogy, sociology

.and psychology may be useful. It is assurged here that managers from

formal education are receiving no non-for.r:al'or in-service training

to up-date their skill's and thereby:foLlowing the same Tine of
6analysis of Figure 1, to explain the gap right of point G in Figure 4B

above. From this analysis we can deda .ithe following concldsions:

(a) With the incl.-ease in the cos of basic education the cost

of the formal education is likely to be re than the non-formal

edu'cat o because in many situations, no formai education (e.g.,

learning y doing) involves no marginal costs.

(b, If non-formal education is a substitute for fo4al educa-

tion as regards the salable skill jn the market, the demand for non-

formal education tends ;o go up with the increase in the price of

formal education.

(c) If non-formal education programs become the complementary

source of supply of skill in the job market, the demand for non-formal

education will decrease with the decrease in the defnand for comple-

mentary formal education. This will arise because of the complementary

characteristics explained earlier.

(d) If the factory becomes the classroom for workers, both the

workers and employers will be benefited. .Workers are likely to be

more committed to /work; they are alSo likely to be more contented.

( 87 r
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Encouragement of attaining higher Skill .impties higher remuneration

and recognition. Employers will be gettting the benefits because

there is likely to be less turnover of workers; there will be less

chance of a strike. A better employer and employee relationship in a

job econ y such as the U.S. is bound to reduce the social tension.

Th analysis of educational output in terms of cross elas-

. 'ticity of demand is very important because the measure of the degree

of between formal and non - formal, education helps

f.0resolve the 4oble, f allocating resources--a central issue in

econo-ics.

It is appropriate at this point to examine the various levels

involved in macro decision-making as it concerns the allocation of

resources. Allocation .s a problem because resources 4..se-limited

relative to competing demands. The 'stages.are as follows:

--44 stage -

2n0,stage

. 14 3rd stage

Lith stage

5th stage.'

6th stage

7th stage

8th stage J.

Determination of overall educational priorities and
objectives and identification of areas of concern,

'Formal, education programs: Non-formal education programs:
selection of inputs (e.g., selection of inputs (e.g.,
student, teacher, housing, 'school drgpout, educated

.:el.:. unemployed, etc.)

Establish linkages through system analysis approach,
knowledge of elasticity; its,application

.
.

(Allocation of funds Implementation ,Allocation of funds

iFormal education utput Non-formal educat1ion output

:
.

. . Total human resource development
.

Foundation of social infrotructure for
. groNth, development, and change

Evaluation
AWO

A little discussion on each of the various stages of educational output

seems necesary.

1st stage: -The first talk of the education planner is an agreement on

program objectives and goals a0c3' identificationAbf areas

/C 88
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.

concern Fegardless of fund commitment and mode of.learn-
.

ing. This will enable the educators, economists, and

planners to have a better perspectiv,e of the overall
.

problem and to set up priorities.

2nd stage:* '44n overview of the problem will enable professionals and

politicians to identify the client group to be served.

Regular students, disadvantaged,cunskilled, unemployed

school dropouts, etc., may be the target'groups of the
..9'. .

program. This brings the question of choice as to whether

.."1.a target group is to be served by arranging formal school-
_

. ing or not. For instance, if the target group is composed '

Nof technologically unemployed persons requiring retraining,

perhaps,non-formal education is well suited. But, if the

objective is a reduce the.school dropout, perhaps refor's

in .the existing school programs seem necessary. Sometimes

objectives may not be defined in terms of the person

trained.

3rd stage: *rep, the various alternatives modes of learning are

explored, an effective linkage is needed in order to avoid

economic waste resulting ftom duplicatiop and unnecessary

complication. AT-this-stage, the knowledge of demand /or

and supply of trained personnel is imperative. Proper,

analysis of the demand and supply relationships will

enable the planner to identify the resources needed to

accomplish the desired educational tasks--essentially

solving the problem of allocation of funds.

4th stage: But the allocation of funds and implementation process

are simultaneous. Only iSrougA efficient.implementation

can we
\

5th stage: expect optimal educational output. Here by formal and non -

6th stage: fir cal educational o tput I mean total educational effort

for the development, f the skill anti capacity of thg

people involved.

89
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7th stage: At,stage seven, however; we 'find the development of new

dill and knowledge which may be expanded as a part of

the social infrastructure which is very much needed for
growth. Kew knowledgek\and skill appear--replacing the
older ones. But even educational investments tend to

remain and to be'self-reinforcing.

8th stage: In the light of changing circumstances, the work of the

evaluation will start to set up new areas of concern, new

educational priorities, and new policies. Thus, the
.circle is complete; 1,ts lesson is that there is no end .

to the tasks of allocating and re.-allocating funds. The

economic philosophy is that allocation of funds for)he
development of human resource is not an end in itself but

a means to some end. This end surely varies from society

to society--a critical point for planners and advisors to
beat. in mind.

Empirical Analysis

We hwie examined complementarity
and substitutability betWeen

formal and non-formal education in theory. Now-we ekam'ne the issue
empirically. Non formal education may play an import t role in'
modernizing the industrial sector astwell as peasant o .agriculture
vector of the LDcs. In the industrial sector, the most critical nan-
power, requirement to be for people with middle level skills.
Lewis chracterize the p ducts of secondary school as the'backbone
of7public administration.. According to him: '"The m.iddle and upper
ranks of buiness consis; almost ;ntirely of secondary school 4

products, and se products are also the backbone of public
istration."7 Jon - formal eAation can play a crucial role in filling

the gap betwee employment and education for those who have success-
fully completed the secondary education. Intensive and extensive.

training programs could do this within specific reference to job
requirements: Moreover, non-formal education is especially su ed
for attacking the problems of school dropouts and "educated unem toyed."

00:
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Non- formal learning modes seem to be particularly suited to retraining
facil(ties.

It is paradoxical that in many less developed countries,
manpower ')shortages" co-exist with manpower ,"surpluses." Profetsor
Harbison8 mentioned sixcategories of shortegeslof manpower:
(1) Shortages of highly educated professional such as
scientists, engineers, etc.; (2) shortages of t4p-level managerial

.fand administrative personnel; (3) shortages of teachers, particuX1arly
teachers in secondary

education; (4) shortages of technic4ins,.
nurses, agricultural assistants, etc..; (5) shortages of craftsmen of
all kinds s h as stenographers,

bookkeepers, business machine opera-
tors, an (6) shortages of miscellaneous categories of%personpel such'
as radi and TV specialists,.watch

repairers, etc. With regard to the
first t o categories of Shortages,

non-formal education can be com-
plemen y; it can bring freshness and help people stay up-to-date
in their areas of specialization. A fair.ly high rate of obsolescence
in a rapidly changing society is a common phenomegon. Possibly,

ivnon-formal education can deal with the problem of obsolescence mare
effectiety than formal learning in schools.

As for the remaining four categories of shortages, nqn-formal
education can possibly substitute' for for alschooling in most of the

11cases such as the training of nurses, agr' ultural extension agents,
.

radio and TV specialists and the like. uch training, non-formal.
'education can r-e-l-ate to economic and socia nditions.and to the

cultural heritage of less developed countries where imported formal .

education models have failed at least in part in content and method.
The significance of non-formal education can hardly be over-

estimated even kn a "job economy" such as that of the 11.S. where 90%
of 86 million in the labor force inal-572

were employees as opposed.

to being self-employed or 6eingemaloyers. This job economy' operates
in a world of

change--techn9lbgica economic, social, and legisla-
tive change.9 The dynamics of-an adv pced economic system gives rise
to a host of manpower problems. lion-formal education can work'in
two importaant directions: Firstt it can be a system of retrainin
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minor or major increments- The applications of electronics aqd atomic

\
8nergy in the prod cation process have led to the development.of new.

processes,-new to hniques, and new products. The skill learned through

a formal .system, .owever current it may be, is becoming a skill for

yesterday, and we have already noted the,high rate of obsolescence in

a technological stiociety. Coombs describes the problem:

With knowledge, technology and job characteristics all changing
very rapidly, there IS today a universal problem of ke4ing the
content of education up-to-date--of giving students an educa-
tion that will fit them for the different world they will live

2n tomorrow. Teachers and textbooks--t aj conduits by

which the "stuff o' learning" gets piped i to the cia sroom--

have a high rate
.

of obsolescence in this rapidly chan ng

world. No satisfactory measures have yet' been found, or at'
least widely applied, for keeping teachers and textbooks.regu-
larly up-to -dates

Second, non-formal education seems to be consistent with a much

"wider spectrum of individual differences and neeA" in a society of

diversified population. This is par'titularly true in a country such

as the U.S. where significant social ctange is taking place. Non-

formal education can be utilized to increase the education-base of

its diverse people, thereby reducing economic and social discrimina-

tions. Formal schooling which may well serve the purposes of an elite

can hardly be expected to convert easily into "mass educational sys-*

tem." As employers' expectations regarding the educational attaila..4{

Of the employee increases, non-formal educatiomay be the vehicle

through which mulch of that attainment may be achiZved. Employers now

expect to use high school graduates (or their equivalents): non-
-',

).
formal educatibn may provide. the "equivalents." Recently, Professor

Maton studied experience on the job as..a substitute for formal train-

ing.
11 A primary school graduate aiming to become a 'fully skilled

mechanic car; follow one of the two learning processes--formal training

\. and on- the-job experience or ,a combination of both. In the example

presentRd in Table 1, be identified seven posSible combInationstlf

formal training and on-the-job experience. The first of the seve

combinations indicates that a.primary.school graduate needs 13 ye rs,

of experience on the job without any further formal education and.sp on.

.92.
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JABli

CoMbinations of Training and Experieilce Required to,
Become a Fully Experienced Tool and Die Maker

Numbers of combinations 1 2 . 3 4 5 6 7

Yea-rs. of formal training (E) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Years of on-the-Sob experience (Y) 13* 10 7 4 2 1 1

Source: Interna4nal Labour Revlew, September, 1969, p. 241.

Similar empiridal substitutability curves for some specific occupations

such as assistant engineers, junior technicians, and skilled.workers.

have been drawn- for Belgium and Argentina (Figure 5).

11.

Assistantlengineers II. Assistant engineers

E = 0 Y = 20.1 E. =0 Y = 17.2
3 - 16.0

-14 3 i 1.2
6 III- 6.3 6 4,2

9 L.4 . 9 0.7
1

, .
Junior technicians IV. ...,...Junior technicians

E = 0 'Y = 13.4 E =.0

3 . 8:9 .3
6 3.1 6

.C..,
9 2.0 9

Y 9

7.7

0.8

III Skilled Wdrkers VI. Skilled worke

E = Q . Y P 1 1 . 9 E = 0 Y= 13.8
1 ,

5-7 3.* 7.3

)
2.6 6 44 2.2.

,

. 4
E =;.years of forma) training.

Y ....I:years of on- the -fob training."

Sour e: International Labour Review, September, 1969, p. 243.

In this analysis okly the time requirements haie.been taken into account.

There 'seem to be advantages and disadvantages of each of the combinations

?

9."0
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of formalAraininl.and experience on the job, and certainly orgrie approach

to choosing alternatives is to estimate costs for each.

A orimaryschgol graduate taking no further education may eed

J3 years of experience on the job to be a tool and die maker, This is

a long time. But here no marginal cost is involved in learning this

skill: the worker siart4,earning and producing immediately so no

incOme is forgone. But in the case of combination number, 6 (Table 1)

it is possible to reduce drastically the years of on-the-job training.

The trainee, in,this case, starts earning as a tool and 'die maker at the

end of 6 year's instead of 13 years. The optimal combimition is diffi-

cult to determine. At the outset, it may differ for soci ty and the

individubl. Theoretically' least cost combjnations for society:and

each indhiidual are,determinabk with sufficient data concerning a '

number of variables although this presents practical difficulties

Non-formal education clearl;".&n help, however, reduc,illg the

gapbetween education and employment in various

Efficiency' Gap

The efficiency gap is the ine utilization of resources.

--both human and finaneia It repre sents ducational waste.

The term neducatjonal wastage" includes two main components!.
(1) grade repetiVon, which refer's to pupils who are held .

b- k'in the same grad and do the same work as in the Previ-
ous ear, and (2) dro ut, or withdiawal from a school cycle #

before s completio 12

V
Of about 30 million childreR enrolled in grade 1 in Asian

schools, about 50 pert ='t of them leave before completion of the first0_,

year of educ tion% Th: waste has been estimated at $ip mltion a

year in a, and this estimate does not.Include loss 'of the value of

time sent by the studen In 1960, half the children who entered

school atin America never started the sec rade. Three-fourths

dropped out before they learned to read.

Even iri the . it has.been estimated that e-third of the

natkon's young peopl drop outtf school before co pleting senior high

school, many with appropriate skills to meets the b demands in

9J

/
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the labor market. 13
This educational investment is a dangerous

waste; it tends to create and perpetuate a "vicious circle" described
by UNESCO:

A high ratio of wastage in an education system constitutes edu-
cational deprivation in one of its most acute forms. Since
wastage asalmost invariably higher among children who belong '

to socially or economically handicapped classes, existing
unbalance between social groups or geographical regions are
accentuated and the sections of'the populations which most
need the 'socializing influence of education are deprived of it.
Since educational attainment is, associated with higher income
earning capacity, a situation of ever wideninv inequality of
.income distribution tends'td be perpetuated.14

The main manpower consideration of this waste is reflected in
. the high unemployment'of school dropouts. The mere increase in the

rate of economic growth is not going to help the situationavery much;

even the, increase inthe number of jobs available is not perhaps 'the

solution because the mai,n problem is that many young people do not
possess qualifications required by the employers. They need to learn
employable skill's. . Non-formatraining-or retraining facilities to
provide salable craft skills or any other skills should'appeal t6 both
MOCs and LDCs.

4

Demand and Supply tap '

The demand for educational services has exceeded its supply

both >advanced and less developed countries. This demand/supply gap
has its,qualitative and quantitative aspects: The quantitative aspect
refers to the exttaordinary growth of the youth population. This will.1

he'discussed later 'on under Population Gap. .Here we are concerned

with the subjective aspect of the gap which refersto rising eApeCta-_

tions'Of the people and low quality of theeducation: Both in the. 4

advanced and lest developed countries, there seems to be an explosion of
human expecta ions resulting an overpowering rise in demand. or more
and More educ ti.on ili/ies as compared 'to acute resource scarci-.

ties refleCted th' shart4ge 61' supply of skilld and well-trained
4 .

1teachers and.bui. ding , scientific equipdant, and, textbooks. ThisD

4 "crisis of maladj stment" has led to the over-crowdedclassroom with ,

,

4
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utterly inadequate facilities for learning,
5

-This tragic human scene

is most:acute in the case of L9Cs where an astonishing proportion of

(I(

scarce educational.resources are being utilized only to produce high

rates f "educated unemployed," attrition, and grade repeaters. Pro-
.

fessor Coo-lbs depicts this demand/supply gap:

Despite the valiant efforts of educational systems to expand
(parb:y because of this) most of them have been ynablt,..*so nar-

row the gap between'the steadily rising popular demand or

services and tneir capacity to admit more students and

give the a satisfactory education. This is basically because
education breeds its own demand, independently of the economy's

ab:l_ty to support .1t. The your4.ster. of 1112terat6 parents

who gets through primary school then wants to go to. secondary
sci:ool (though in Africa, for example, has only a one-in-ten

. chance making'it). The dream of those who do get into second-

ary school is to go on to the university. The process

everyw;lere works like series of flood-gates; when the first
gate is opened the flood soon washes against the second, and
Aso ontintal the whole system is inundated. The developing
nations that are striving today to achieve universaI.primary
education age unleashing a floadlof popular demand that Will _

soon engulf their secondary schools and universitie's. 16
,

In such a crisis, non-formal education does provide an alterna-

t i.ve. Properly planned, it may reduce the magnitude of "the crisis of'

'mal9djustment," thereby improving thq quality of manpower im terms of .

its devel-opment, utili-zation', and maintenance. The task befone'the

educatiaal planner is to develop alternatie learning systems, subject;

to constraints imposed by the sociai environment and resources and to
1

choose the best combination of learning modes, whether they be formal'

or n9n-formal. "The people who are most] Wely to help-hiM-,whether .-
.

they are economists, philosophers, sociologists--will be those who

tr.), to' show him how to Marry .the needs of his particular'community to

the resources which are eqtrusted to him."
17

,4!".. . .1/
,

N Population and Cost Gap - .

1
, ,

vir The size and magnitude of the demand/supply gpp is further

compounded by 'the population explosion: Non- formal- education can play .

its ro4e in the foildwing fodr components ofthe populStion Op?'
,

(a) exp)osicin,(b) implosion, (c) diversification,.and (d) change., ,

, 4
r'
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Explosion. 7-The explosive population increase in the LDCs is

due 'to two factors: (l) extension of medical and health facilities

'and consequent reduction of death rates, and (2) .maintenance of'high

SeeIrtheaxes as before.

The death rate was cut in.half in the United States during.the
period'19004950, when mortality rates dropped more rapidly
than at any other time., However, Ceylon required only seven
years, just after World War II, to equal that feat . ... life
expectelt.ton has also increased tremendously in the developed

1.1

countries, and the same.deyelopment will accompany the popu-
lation explosion in the developing countries. In,1850; )

one-fourth of all persons, born in Western countries was dead ,

by age 10, and one-half by age4. In 050, one-fourth was
dead by age 60rand one-half liy.age.70.1°

The population explosion has led to the tremendous growth,of

school-age population. In quantitative terms, formal schooling fails

to cope'With the situation. This failure is reflected not only in

terns of the currently increasing rate of illiteracy but also in fhe
. -

rising costs of formal schooling. According to ont estimate, school

en'rol'lments in the LDCs are increasing in an arithmetic progression

1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (i.e.; increasing at a-rate of approximately 5 perctnt

'a year and doubling in'every 14 years), put school costs are increasing

',in a geometric.progression 1,,2, 4,.8,i6 (i.e., increasing at a rate

or approximately 10 percenCayeai and doubling in every 7 years)

In Pakistan, for instance, primary education is at present available

to [calf of the nation's children, the number of illiterates is rising

in excess of 1 million persons a year.
19

Again, there has .been a

sharp increase in per'pupil expenaltyre, not all: because of the
.

.

massive expansion of extensive formal education but alto because of
t-

the desire to upgrade the'qualifications, of teachers and, to lower

thesstadent-to-teactier ratio. In'Puerto.Ric8, for example% the

income wasiten times grea.ter'in 1965 than in 1940. School'enr=oliment

has more than doubled during this period, while scbool cosis multiplied

25 times.
20

In many less'developed countries such as India, Pakistan,

and .BangiadeSh, over:80 percent of the total population is still

illiterate;only.a tiny minority enjoys the luxury of formal school-

ing. Non,formal education may offer in many cases, a less costly

9°.



and more attainable a4ternative in e development, utilizatron,:and

maintenance of manpower. Once the for schooling monopoly on edu-
:

, cation is broken, the cost of education may be reduced to broaden the.

educa;194.1 base of the society.
ts

1

Implosion.- -The p tion Implosion, the concentration
Mt

population in large urban,units, has occurred in LDCs for several

historical and contemporary reasons. .1n most cases colonial powers

,developed urban centers in order to funnel raw material and manu-

factured ioods between the colony,and home country. Thus cities

became the source of white collar jobs and in spite.of uneasy atmosphere

in the rural countryside because of liberation and invasion operation

during the Second World'War, the Est powerful factors which.J.ed to

this implosion are twofold. Fitst, the wrong type of colonial formal

education developed a disdain for manual work in the.rural context

resulting in Migration of rural primary graduates to the towns.'

Second, pressure 'of population on the land coupled with.the breakdown

of traditional society and attractiOns.which the town offers--butle;

water.out of a ta,, freedom from obligations to relatives and chiefs;.
41

schools, theaters, 'Iospitals, buses--also resulted in, the streaming of

unskilled peopl'e in6D the towns. These towns beCame the centers of'

squalors disease, corruption, and delinquency, The big cities such as

Calcutta and Karachi are havens of sqUalters'in the night. This is a

long-standing phenomenon in almost all LDCs, particularly in Asia.

Can non-formal education play some role in such situations? getter

opportunities in rural areas may reduce the impetus of migration to

the cities. Furthermore, it can offer considerabje to those who do

emigrate. Both-the young primary school graduates and school

leavers may the inputs of non-formal educational output.

Diversification. -- Standardized formal:education in many cases

seems to be inappfopriately rigid for the people having diverse racial,

ethnic and cultural backgrounds. Since non-formal education may in

99
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many cases provide alternatives, it introduces flexibility for people

of diversified backgrounds and cultural values.

.
et . .

Change.--In a changing society, many new.jobs constantly appear

while many old jobs' disappear resulting in "techllogical unemploy-

ment." ori-formal education is perhaps best suited to fill then needs
i

for craftsmen of all types such es car mechanics, secretariesristenog-

raphers, tele...vi-ston and radip.repairers,.watch makers, and business-.
.,

machine operators. ,On the other hand, it can also provide Petraini;g
,,...,

facilities for the to chn 4o ically displaced. In. the U.S., for

, example, public retraining courses specifically for adult, experienced

workers have been arran4ed for about-a decade under public auspices.

Professor Lewis describes the situation vividly:-

After seven years f primary education., a boy cannot be so
easily contained by ihree acres and a he as his father was;
if his schdol was any good, his aspirations must have been
raised above this level. Only a reformed agriculture, using
modern technology to secure i4gh yields per man, could
attract him; but agriculture cannot be reformed as quickly
as schools can be built. Furthermore, in a country where
only lOpercent of'thechildren complete primarysthool, and -

bless than 1 per cent enter secondary schOol, graduates of
primary schools are in demand as clerks and teachers, and_
can cern several times as much as ..the av ,erage faimer. Primary

. school is thui established in young people's minds-as the road
to a well 'paid white - collar job. -When, as a result of crash

programs, the number completing primary school is raised within*
a decade from 10 to 50 per cent of the age group, frustration
is inevitable. Graduates of the rural primary schools stream
into:the towns, where they cannot find jobs;. indeed, the
simultaneous expansion of the output of secondary Schools will

.

mean even fewer white collar jobs thari before for primary
gehoopl graduates. 'Blame is laiton the cu7ricula.of primary

. schools, but this is hardly relevant; young people's aspire-
.

tions are determined by past market opportunities rather than
by schoolbooks. Tb problem solves itself with the passage of
the years. It becomds ibvious that a primary education is no
longer a passpoet VO a.clerical.job,in a tewn,'and graduates of'.
rural schools settle dqvn to make the best of the opportunities
availableto them in the, countryside. But, they will still find
it hard to remain in rural areas if' the Government is spending
most oflits money on developing facilities in the larger towns,
and neglecting the rural areas. 21

100
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Tables 4 3, and 4.are presented here in order to deronstrate

the magnitude, of the problem. They speak for themselves the need for

non-formal educa/ion. Too, the fact that children are born of young

and not-so-young adults, literate and illiterate, infoTed andMostly

uninformed,underlines the very important role for non-formal education

in the family setting if anything effective is to 6e d ne about the

population explosion from the "supply" side.

Wage Gap

Modern citiesare plagued by the popuittion implosion, rural'

labor migration to cities or towns. One of the basic economic' inced-

' tives for such migration is the difference between Urban wages and

rural iricome. Professor Lewis indicates the fol owing three factors .

which cause this difference: (a) the rise of t de unions, (b)a .

more powerful social conscience among capitalists causing-them to.

share-Oe fruits of progress with their workers, and (c) rise of

nationalistic government supporting the claims of thg workers against

foreign capital. .A fourlh factor is the very well d

ence in average Rroductivity between the two Sectors

cumented 'differ-

Whatever may
,

be the causes of",the difference, the wider the.gap'between rural and. ," = r * 0,

urban-wage-rates, the greater the Migrati9q. liany.of the migrant-,

laborers retain a "security" foothold in the farm economy and as a

TABLE 2

World'Population at a Glance

Year World Population

1825

1930

1960

2000

one billion

two billion

three billion.

seven billion

Source: Department of State, AID, Office of Labor, Washington, D.C.,
February, 1971, reproduced from Manpower and Employment Plan-

. ning in Lower Income Countries: p. 33.
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TABLE 3

Enrollment Trends in Different Areas of the World
. .

Primary
Education Education

Higher

Education

.4
1960 1963 1960 1963 1960 1963

World 140 157. 172 210 179 230

Europe
. .

llk 119 160 186 161 211

North America 142 153
/

161 192 157 197

Africa 223 273 271 364. 267 345
Western 248 356 ,/ 388 '800 722 1,622
Eastern
Middle

,

/

-210
203

259

268

306
366

449
641

700 1.,083

...--

Northern 230 291 332 407
,--

-.302 4000
.

'Latin America 175 203.. 227 325 203 262
Tropical 193 229 255 369, 205 28a

, Middle 186 230 255 40t 220 311
Temperate 144 184 231 213 255
Caribbean

.134

166 / 174 199 311 151 180

South Asia 175 204 213 .267 24Q 273
South East 160 1 '181 271 332 -179 237
South West 201 I 249 341 449 179 237
Middle South 184 4 214 199 250 266 278

Source: Appendix 1, The World Educational Crisis by Coombs (New York%
Harvard University Prgss, 1968).

TABLE 4

Populations 'of Developing Countries Are "Younger,"'Thus Placing
a.Heavier Burden of Support on Employable Adults

Median Age
Year Of,

Data
'2

of Total
Population

School-Age Population
as Percentage of
Total Population

china (Rep. of) *1963 17.4 56.0
France 1962 .-----3)9 28.2
Germany (fed. Rep. of) 1961 , 34.0 21.4
Ghana 1960 18.3 48.3
India 1961 20.4 .46.5,

)Morocco 1960 19.5 49.4
l Nicaragua 1963 .15.8. 61'.7
Niger 1962 I8.0 54.64
Steden 1960- 36.5 23.1

Source: AppendTk 1, The World Educational Crisis by Coombs (New York:
- Harvard.University Press, 1968).

.0
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t1

result'they accept the lo wages, and it is difficult to organize them

in a meaningful training program.

With the high rate of labor turnover associated with the migrant
labor system, It W S not possible or worthwhile 4b, select and

train indigenous labor for skilled work, oven if,0e mines and
plantation- were willing to do/4t. The same person did not stay
.on the job long enough for the purpose, and thglabor supply
remained a succession of new recruits. But 41.'Ene other hand,
:ht migrant labor system provided the mines,and:plantations with
a very convenient stream of casual labor:',Sr.whIch they did not
need to take much care and responsibility. Molt of the workers
are alt single males who had le.kt (or were encouraged to
leave) their families behind in the subsistence economy.. So the'
mines and plantations did not feel obliged to pay wages suffi-
cient to maintain the worker and his famd4y dr 'to. invest in

housing and other welfare projeets.to enable him to settle )
permanently with his family on the location of his work. 'Fur-

ther, during the slumps in the export market,.the labor could
be laid off and returned to the subfistenee-sector without
continuing responsibility for them.

.in such a situation, non-foi-mal educaiion'can help develop man-
.

power in two ways: (a) In the rural sector surplus labor force may be

trained and given salable skills. Depending om,the local need, a

nob-formal eddcation program can be arranged to impart training or a

411r 'skill to permit use of, spare time tp supplement subsistence income

with rising income. (b) The consedwudnt reduced pressure on the

urban sector would enable industries to seledt and train ow:the-job

indigenous labor for skilled work without the losses associated with
.

the high turnover rate.

Equity Gap

there seems to be general agreement among economists that it

is not feasible to provide formal schooling to all people, suggesting
I

a substantial shortfall in the developmenrof human resources. Formal

education tends to provide access to power and opportunity. Many poor

people are denied opportunity for upwardimobility simply because they

are deniededucatidnal opportunity.

...., Reim r
23

in his School Is Dead argues that school creates

soci discrimination. No country can provide all the education its

(Ipeon e want in the form of schools. The rich tend to be the ones to
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go to school, and they stay in school Because private costs of school-

ing increase as it is' ext d d.

We have already noted th t in Bolivia it il the upper class

which gets the benefit of over 99 percent of the educafibnal expendi-

tures. Most parts. of the world resemble the Bolihian case. The

current emphasis on the formal educkion tends to maintain the elite

control in the sac' y. This is true of the LDCs but also in the.e ...........,
advanced countries as Well.

Coombs demonstrates that it is, the upper class of Sweden, the
24

U.K. ,'and Japan who benefit the most from.formal educatjon. This

educational inveStmen.C. in the per class gives it social prestige

'and power--a self-perpetuatigg " icious circle." "-

, If the cost-benefit and c st effectiveness of various alterna-

.

tive non :formal activities are objectively analyzed; and if in fact,

non-formal educational opportunities are shown t be economically

expandable, three advantages will emerge:-

Flist, this would broaden the'education 1 base-of the'society

and raise the average level of educat?onal at ainment. Second, it

follows that with the extension of the edu tional base, discrimination

would diminish, tending to reduce somewhat the circularity of the

"vicious circle'," Third, with the increase of the fevel of educational

attainment and consequent reduction of discrimination, the income

distribution is likely to be more equal. Evidence indicates th5t level

of educational attainment and discrimination do contribute to income

differences.

Using cross-sectional data, several studies have substantiated

that the higher educational attainment 'shows ,the steeper rise in

earning in both advanced countries and LDCs. The earnings profiles

in the U.S., the U.-K., Mexico, and India are shown in Figure 7 ( kisb,

c, and d).

In his article, "The Effect of Low Educational Attainment on

Incomes: A Comparative Study of SelectelpEthnic Groups," Professor

Walter Fagel of the University of California proVides

104.e
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rigure.68..--Age-earnings profiles in the United Kingdom, 1964.

O
Note: The sample sized for each age cohort for the TEA group, 1:9

or over; are too small, to provide reliable results.
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6CCarney,. 1167b; 6D--Blaug et al., 1969. -Reproduced
from An Introduction to the Economics of Education /by
M. Blaug (New York: Penguin Books, 1972), pp. 24-25.
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estimates -of the 'importance of educational attainment in

Naccounting, for theincom differences between Anglos and meb-
bers of disadvantaged ethn'c groups. Except for the.Spanilh

surname population of South-West, educational attainment
accounted for less than.half of the differencqs be keen the
1959 median income of each igroup and that of Anglos. The

income differences which remain after adjusting for education

were not analyzed, but undoulAedly.result from multiple causes,

of which ucational quality and especielly discrimination
.

would seem to e most important.
25

`.. ,

J

Interestingly enough, using survey-data from the Tutlisian shoe

IL

industry to estimate earnings regressions, John Simmbns found that-

primary education has little relevance for the earning of the

blue collarwoikers in the Tunisian shoe industry. Technical

and 'apprentice training hat even less validity. What is much

more significant than formal schooling -for a worker's earnings

is his informal education. This is the process of learning by
looking and doing what takes place on the job: 14.soSignifi-signifi-

cant in predicting the earnings are behavioral and attipidinal

charatteristics of the workers:, ... The finding that,
educapion plays a weak role in the earnings of an African blue
_collar worker is consistent, with a growing body of evidence on

American workers. The finding that informal education has
beneYits which are superior to formal-schooling has no direct
counterpart in the literature because of less adequate attempts

to measure it.

The point is that provision of increased non-formal education will have

.
a positive impact toward a more equitable distribution of income):-

thereby contributing to a more egalqtaian society.

Adaptability Gap

Formal schooling by Its nature requires conformity for its

survival. Being part-and parcel of a large bureaucratic arrangement,

it tends to be inflexible and rigid.
.

Non-formal educational planning can introduce an element of

flexibility into th whole range of educational planning, This flexi-

bility is desirabl 'especially inthe rural sector. In dual. eco &lies
t.

such as Bangladesh, Pakistan, India, and Nigeria, we 'find integr ea
, .

or joi t farm families where all members of the family contribute to

the f rming tasks. Structured, formal schooling comes !in direct
. -

conflict with this traditi6nl pattern of life. In a technological

' -
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society, also, the school introduces rigidity, as Reimpr argues that

"school has become the universal church of a technological society,

incorporating and transmitting its ideology and conferring social

status in proportion to its acceptance by the people involved."
27

Present day formal educational programs tend' to be highly

structured and rigid. As Bowman indicates:

The fixed factor approach in manpower planning is part of the
rigidifying view of school systems and certification that

.r----blocks experimentation and innovation in institutional arrange-
ments for human resource, development and in efforts'within
existing agenCies and institutions. Partly, this problem is
associated, with the pre-occupation-with schools' -as the agen-
cies forhuman resource development. But it is a matter also
of arranga607that discourage creative endeavors in wkich
students 407Paquity particijate to overcome obstacles and
solve problems."

e

Non-formal educatjonal programs tend to be heterogeneous and

OD have avariety of sponsoring organizations. This might imply'a

lack of central direction and control typical of formal education and

relationship to a large bureaucratic-organization such as the minis-
_

try of education. Non-formal educational programs tlendtobe more

adaptable to educational innovation and Change. Non-formal education

programs need not be uniform throughout the country. Conditions may

differ frdril- one part of the country to another. .Non-formal programs

should develop to meet specific needs in specific sit Lions, and they

should disappear onc?---tbe need is satisfied. These °grams:may be

short or long in''rtrspctive depending on theobjecOves- These char-.
acterA3stics afford greater. opportunity for innovation and experimenta-

tion than 'usually permitted in formal schooling. Thus, theatinvestment

-in non-formal educational programs may be seen in terms of greater

flexibility in'.and adaptability to the social and institutional frame:-

work--increasing receptivity and adaptability to change. This would

permit more appropriate response to the educational needs of emerging

nations. Thus, non-formal education can both'complem.,ent and substi-

tute for formal education in human resource development.

. 108
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Evaluation Gap,

The evaluation gap arises because of the difficulty in assessing

the individual's petformance.on the job. In a rapidly changing U.S.

society, for exalilple, the skill of the supervisors Becomes relatively

out - dated through time, wh >ie s the skills or:the supervised are re)a-,

tivery up-to date., This "u to-dateness" gap is Hkely to result in

,serious wealpesses in evaluat"T ns. Experience garnered by senior

supervisors is undoubtedly an asset for the enterprise, but .there is ;

a need for adequate retraining or in- service training so that super-
/

visors can be effect'jve. Eli Ginzberg, a leading,econ ist in the

areeof manpower development, express'ed the problem o accelerated

Obsolescence of skill' in the technological society in the following

words:
.

Prombfions in large organizations depend ,primarily on years
of service.v A pan.becomeS a vice-president or president of a
large organia.tion in his late fortieS or,early fifties. In
a (rapidly advancing scientific and technological society men

I

get close-to Zhu top when they are already obsolete. At
.

least'east.1-t is .akOy that their knowledge of the science and ''''s---,l

s.. "technologyoVOich:itihe company's future depends will be put- \ .
V. _ 4.

4f-date. RecehtLs at least one Ilrge American corpgration-
has perceived this danger., and has taken steps to reiiain its
senior tec ical personnel who hold important managerial
positkons. ''.

This-evalua.tiohigep may be even more compleic ,in the LDCs
t

'becausejoreign supervisory personnel know tooimuch of the Skills of

their highly technological societies and too li.ttleof th .crzLac-

riteistics,of indigenous skilaslend experience. Non-for 1 education
....

has an understandableeppeal in modifying both the thdigenbus and

foreign skillsintb close; synchronization.

!
, k

ExpeCtation Gap .

* NOn-formal education cad.redime the expectation gap in its

different-dime4sions. "ln poor countries this gap'is reflected in Migra-

tion from rural o urban :areas in search of jollb, which are frequently

not available. Further, some labor Markets,are, inundated with "educa-:

ted unemployeiU-or "semi-educated unemployed." For example; the
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Indian Institute of ApplieNianpower Research has estimated that the

number of "unemployed -educated" persons in 1975-76 will about equal
30

the total stock of1educate8 persons in 1960-61.

Further, this situation is not reversible. The "educated"

acquire prejudices, tastes, and objections concerning manual work and

rural endeavors which effectively prevent them from participating in
4.0

many sectors.of the labpr market.

Dissatisfaction occurs, too, in affluent 'sectors because of

the number of available options. An'excess of opportunity br options

is apparently as frutrating for the,rich section as its lack is

fffStrating to the poor.

Non-formai education could help reduce this gap in two dif-

ferent-ways in the ri,c717m4, poor societies. ,In thesich community

non-formal educatiCal can conceivably increase the adjustment of pgople

--from one option to rioth'.6r- through systematic training And retraining

program t. In the poor communities, non-forma-education can assist

in acquiring a salable skill through ttie effective utilization.of

formal education or in substitutio0for-it. Flexibility IR the provi-

sion of one or two additional options can thug be provided. Such

flekibility permit's the individual within-some limits to egercfse
-

optionS'accOrding to his level of aspiratiOns and performahce.

Policy Implications
4

o

Non-formal ecation can play a crucial role in the processopf

total -human resource_development. This implies the desirability of

a conscious policy for the selection and implementation of the non-

fOrma education programs. There are three Choices: ._

-(a).Maintenance o the status quo by givinb further emphasis
to fcirkll sch ings

'1

ib) S;litching oyer to non-formal education in total disre-
gard-to forma) schooling;

.

.(c) CoMbining (a) and (b) hopeftlly in some sort of optiral
ratio elected on the basis Of cost benefit (or some 4
other) analysis.

The first two are extreme alternatiN;es, andboth are likely to

produce the same result in maintaining elite control in the society.
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1

The rich are most able to puyseducation, whether fo mai, schooling

exists or not. 'It is generalll f-ound that the. son o a doctor,

teacher or manager, has more chance of participating id higher education

and 4ter achieving a high social position than the son of a peasant.

worker. ."Often this phenomenon--whose existence no one can disptite-.-

is gien too little or no weight. fiowevdr, it is only by becoming

fully cquainted with it, in its most inmost mechlpisit, that it will

be poss'bie to cobat it mosteff ively."
-

Urlivejsal priaciary education was oming-err.,..txpensive fad~ in

the LDCs, artddisproportionately large investor- 's were ade in higher

education available only to the middle and up asses.. hic.gh

rate, brain drain, unwillingness of spe alized personn:ell to

work in the rural context; desire to migrate to'ci es With jus;.Na

little-format education, workers' unrest are g'ot -r results)

C.
. -,-..4

indicative of the, failure of formal education. What. is needed is an

array of options with oppotunit-ies for the poorto participate'-

'education.
.

r

But choosing a combination of formal and non-formal educathy
. .

is crucial issue-for the LDCs as well as for industrial states.
1

_

One can learn h6w to read and write either\in the home or in schools;
/

- automobite Mechanics ca?1 be train-ed. in a vocational training school or

in a neighborhood garage; employed personnel may improve the quality

of service by receiving in-service training within factories or in
.

formaLschools;

l
t dropout rate.can be minimized either by increasing

the holding powe of the school wh41 involves school reform ,or by
.

. .

imparting effective and useful non-formal education to drbpouts,
.

self - awareness of the.r11,1rate ad' 'population can be devqloped

through radici.,television, or through a night schooli. Task
4

oriented, education tan be arranged either 4..p, school, on the job, or t
. . .

elsewhere. ' \
Which way to go? Which policy to implement? This is the

dileltma of the planners, administrators, and leaders who are supposed

to know the needs and aspirations of the society. \ The willingness of

'",''

4
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the cOfimunity or its leaders to implement non-formal educational pro-
,

grams can be measured tit' ately in terms of taxes acid expenditures.
44' a

In developkpg Oformlbeducational program, educators
. ,...::,,I.... 4.

cannot simply rely on ecoomjsts' tools cif analysis. Thty shall have

to ,take account of the sociologists' views of soojety-, anthropologists '

views of man
. and his culture and political, scientists' v.iews of s

political ipslitutions in a given society. Some variables are quanti-

:triable and some are not. No doubt, some views will betinconsistent with

others; values differ. The task is not easy, and the methodolOgy yet

developed%will yield.no single neat answer. But the, hard fact ,finally

41% remairis: a single decision must be made for better or worse, by

swedne: Lastly, it is essential that advilors on edUcational plan-
4.- -ning'recognize that in many 1DCs there is a tendency'to bujid.schools

.

to placate pollOcal constituents without taking into conside ration

manpowei- needs. tt is a visible act associated with higher incomes

and near-univets91 middle-class values, while non-formal educational

programs may be invisib4e or at least much less visible. 'Not only

in this.field do political conditiong lead to misallocationof

resources.

t 5ummary and Conclusion
-

We'have discussed nine "gaps" which non-forri, education can

directly dr'ino.Fectly serve to ameliorate. These gaps are inter-

): related and in some Cases even overlapping, and they make clear thee
nature of the environment which non-formal education is supposed to

fy. 4ith this general convent', let us suamarize the meaning of

the different gaps: (1) The job gap refers to misfit of education with

job requirementg. (2) The efficiency gap refers to .the lack of proper

utilization 9f,resothrces--human and financial. (3) The demand and

supply gap referg td the rising derna2d.for education and the conse-

Fluent low quality of,education. (4)1The pepirlation gap refers to

failure of format schooling to cope w4ech the-growth of school-age

population. (5) 'The »age gap refers to the higher wage rate offered

by the urban sector resulting in rural mIcration to cities. '(6) The

. 11,2
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equity gap impGes tha t formal schooling does not offer educational,

opportunity to all; dnly the privileged to to school and they partici-'

pate longer as costs intrease.with the level of education. (7) The

iidapiability gap refers to the rigidity in the schools which makes it

difficult for them to respond to social and economic needs. (8) The

evaluation gap arises because of difficulty in assessing individual

performance on the job since workers' skills are likely to outrun

supervisors' skills, (9) The.expectation gap is reflected in mgra-

tion from ru'ral to urban areas. and the pursuit.of education in search

-4. .0f jobs which are frequently not available.

Planning of the non-formal education sector c4i; offer more

than -akalternative. on-formal education, because of its diversity, ,

is dynami factor in humarieresource ClevelopmenAr Formal schooling

cannbt,.perhaps, roduce thi,sdynamic element. because of its empha-,

sis on maintenance of th tatus-quo, tacitly supporting elite control

in t society. 4

Successful non-formal ..educational plan implementation greatly

depends on the, quality, realism: and practicability of the Man ..

itself. even the most well co and soundly based plan may not
t-

attain Its objectives if.thve are substantial lags in the arrange-'

meets established for thei-r implementation. A "solid" OPcan-day be.

evolved by .a small, weli rained and experienced group, but its
-

. .

implementation may involve the active participation of the whoje

administrative ttMicture,.the priate,sector, and.other social and

economi institutions. This is another case whej. "theOretitally
- 9

good" fails to be equivalent to "practical reality. '

Lastly, in a highly structured soc iety such as'the U.S., it

is difficult to sell the'nori-formal eduCational output partly because,
.- v..

of anxiety, partly because of uricertairity, and'partly because of a
.

.-2----.--. .

certificate oriented value system which has )1:mg since,gained cui-
.

rency. The situation is differeni.in the case of less develop 4`
Alt

ccuptr1.-,)es wherejp.find economic and social dualism. Its peasant .

. ..,

se&tepr is-efsentially based on an agrarian subslitence economy pro-
.

viding.very few educational opportunities to. the people. I have a
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feeling that it is relatively easy to sell the non-formal educational

OF no-output in such a sector especially because there is little

formal schooling system in this-sector. On the other hand, in the-

more oeganzed industrial and, modernized sector of the less 'developed '.

country, we find a relatively developed formal schooling system similar

to that of the'Western countries. This is at once an advantage and

disac/antage,to the introduction of non-formal education into the

system.. It is an advantage because the failure of formal schooling

has challenged the foundations of the system inmost of the less

deve0oped countries in Asia and Latin America. also a disad-

vantagevantage because the tendency to trilitateicl.the LDCs is strong, and

they have tended to thTnk of edu cation only in terms of what. is

dispensed by the formal seh9o1s; an this has been intensified by the
.

role of the foreign advisors who are:Lin frost cases, imposing on the

governmentstheir preconceived notiohS. This makes the whole thing

cpmplex. But 'the' so-called licrisfsik in rtritemporary education with
its many, crucial issues has:afrgadi qiven.t stimulus to Serious

inquiry. Herein lies the ho e for non,formar education.

.

ti
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CHAPTER III.

NVESTMENT CRITERIA IN NO EDUCATION

Introduction.

Investment in Hunan Capital:
Its Nature

Capital is frequently defined as "produced, means of production"

in an effort to distinguish it (1) from non-reproduced and non-

reproducible factors such as land and (2) from produced goiSds-toe

utilized entirely for consumption. Conceptually, there is lit.tle

problem in this, bg,t there arg severe problems in utilizing opera-
.

tionally so simple a definition. Classical, traditional economists

viewed people as one of cthe three factors of prodaction- -land, labor,

capital--and their consumption as the end purpose of economic activity.

Thus, labor was considered separately from capital although very

early it waa discerngd that laboiwoUghtnot be treated analy,ticilly as

a homogeneous factor, andlittle attention was given until recently

to the, economics of expenditure on the improvement of- "homo sapiens".

as a capital expenditure. The prevailing tradition, the difficulty

of isolating investment' from consumption, and,the moral implications

of viewing human beings capital discouraged Complete acceptance of 1

the human capital 'concept. Economists consider0-16en as the ends of

economic activity, not--except in the case of slavery - -as capital ,

goods, -a form of wealth augmentable bysinvestment. A few Classical

economists such as W. Petty, Malthus, Adam Smith., Marshall, and
A

Fisher emphasized the need.fo? investment in human capita.] by noting,.

that

(1) there were costs asso6lated with the develppment and
formation of human capita. '(largely education), (2) the out-
put of skilled human resources added incrementally,to the
national product, and (3) on human resources
which increased'Oa national product lso incAeased the
national wealth.

I
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Only recently, in the early 1960s, economists such as Schultz
t . N

and others have rediscovered the importance of jwman resources and

have pointed the way toward -incorporating investments in education into

the mainstream of economicanalysis. Thus, current interest in the

economics of investment in education ', . . reflects the. general con-

cerns of economists4and educators: The economic efficiency implications

of rapidly .growing expenditures in the education industry and the

relation of human capital to economic_growil-1 and developmenn° There

seems to be a consensus among economists oil the need for human resource

development. I 'I

Broadly speaking, human resource development is`he process of

illcreasing knowledge and the critical skills of all the people in a

society. In socio-economic terms; it is the accumulation of human

capTtal for ,social and economic advancement. Human resources are
er

developed by formal education, through systematic non-formal training

programs In employing institutions or training,on the job, in adult

education programs, and through membership in various political,

social, cultural and religious groups, or within the family, as well

as by the process of self-development. How can we estimate -the

voluthe and magnitude of human investment? Schultz
4.

maintained that

"the practice followed ib connection with physical capital godds is

to estimate the ntagnitude of capital formation by expenditures made

to produce the capital goods." This practice w9u1d suffice also for

the formation of human capital. However, for human capital there is an

additional problem l'btat is less bressing for physical capital goods:

how to distinguish between expenditures for consumption and for

investment. This distinCtion bristles with bgth conceptual and

practical difficulties. We can'think of three classes of expenditures:

expenditures that satisfy consumer preferences and in no wady enhance

the capabilities under discussion (these represent pure consumption),

expenditui-es t at enhance capabilities and do not satisfy any prefer-

ences underlying consumptio (these represent pure investment)", and

expenditures' that haveboth effects. Most relevant activities

clearly are in the third class, partly corlsumption and partly

.119
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investment. Thus, the task oaf identifying each component is formidable,.

and the measurement of capital formation by expenditures isless useful

for human investment than for investment inphysical goods. In prin-
t

ciple, there is an alternative method for estimating human investment;

namely, by its yield rather than by its cost. While any capability

produced by human investment becomes a part of the human agent and

hence cannot be sold, it is nevertheless ';in vouch 'With the market

place" by. affecting the wages and salaries7he human agent can earn.

The resulting increase.in earnings is thoYield on the investment.

The difficulty of separating.jfi...vestment from consumption
-:w:-.

expenditure 'exists both in formal.--and al-, ormat education. The

but there is a significant

A-ieeifference between investment ,in formal and non-formal education which

tends to make the conceptual problem a'bit easier foi- the,latter.
4

Formal schooling generally involves a long gestation period,and fur-

thermore is general in nature rather than a job or task specific.

Non-formal education on the other hand, frequently produces an output

to be us 4mmediately and in a specific task. This makes the ideriti-.

fication.eanalysis much easier:

Investment Crr,iter is

"investment" criteria, in education are important because pro

gram evaluation is a principal component of the economics of education,

formal or non-formal. It is an aspect pf education not properly

appreciated in the LDCs. .

Public expenditure's in education- -formal and on-formal--"Vary

4

between countries -feom as tittle as 2 percent of GNP tb as much as

6 peicent. But this is not of, immediate concern. The issue to be

examined here is not'thejshortage of resources but rather that of their

management. A prime example of this is'perfarmance,of investment in

education in, for example, Bangladesh, Pakistane and Thailand, which

createt° paradoxical shortage-surplus'problem: There is a shortage

of labor with "critical" skills but a surplus of, persons highly

trained for whom no positiglo exist.
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The fundamental problem is'not the lack of resource's but rather

their roper allocation and management. Basically, this involves...

evaluati. --estimation' of the desirability'of utilizing specified .

amounts of etources in given programs whether they be formal or non- ,

formal programs. This involves the api3Feciation and proper application,

however difficult, of various investment criteria (e.g., cost-benefit

analysis). -

But "the manpower. approach is frequently utilized as a practical

substitute for the more intellectually respectable returns approach."5

It is true that through application of this approAch, it may be

possible to "determine with much precision the non-formal educational,

need of thedifferent sectors of the economy.seh as agriculture. T

given target qf agricultural gtowth, the manpower need of the sector

Such as extension agents, agronomists, etc., may be determined. But

we cannot avoid the problem:of costs and benefits estimations. Thus,

Professor Hunter comments.:

The target for'an expansion of agriculture (or manufacturing)
implies a decision about priorities and allocation and measure-

_ ment'of various expected results against national goals. The

development of certain targets for.agriculture, for industries,
for publictransportation implieS some analysis of expected'- .

costs and expected returns. This fay be done explicitly with
caref4,1 attention to costs and expected returns.or it may be.

done "hopefully."

The.manpower approach,aebest gives the impression of precision
and produces exact numbers, and it appears to take a direct
route tp responding to the appropriate questions. But it

'really can not avoid the comparison of costs and returns. 6

It is now evident the proper application Of investment cri-

teria in education is of supreme importance, because.education as a

sector of the economy has to compete for funds with other sectors of

the economy.

The objectives of this chapter are:"

(a) t provide a conceptual basis for cost-benefit components

a 6 cost- effectiveness analysis as applied to non-formal

ucation;

o examine various investment criteria as applied to

education; 4
(b)
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(c) to ons der the suitability of the investment criteria
h particular reference-to LDCs.

'Conceptual Problems. of Cost Estimation

The conceptual and methodologiCal issues involved are several.

and. divisible as follows:

(a) opportunity costs,
47'e,

:two.(b) fixed, variable, and marginal costs,

-(t) external] costs,

(d) shadow Prices, artd

(e) joint costs.

Oppoi-turity Costs

COS't4 were,viewed historically by the classical economists
as "real" costs or pr7Ciduttion in terms of producers' efforts+ sacri-

fices, or disutilities. "Real" costs were unrelated to.consumer .

preferences or, tastes. Op. die other hand, .the neo-cfaSsic Austrians -,

,Field that;, the cost or value of resourtet used (with a give supply) was
; . .. .

,-
4sentially:derlved froM market demand, independent real"

cost extieriericed by the producer This is. an i ortant di fraction'....
c

: . : =
.

.... - 5 1.R..:k.r.i 'f'-.' tin_ .a. view of cOst.s as- ;stemm i.ng fr i ri-ses,4f pro-.
----..t, -....,--"--- 17: -,--,-,- = ,- 'f-. ..., , t 4 , o

..'.-y :
'....177."V.:f. ,' Attive fattiWs in-thelt_varous uses, Thatl is, -costs - are-the sum. of-- --.

-... ,:ir_ . .the factoi Oices i.ch,:i:Adrn,-depend-upon Whatever.it is-'they can',:.

:'.earn in the rious tivities in which they participate. Th6S,

I
Austrians

8
'v wed c 's as real costs of forgone resources rather an,

.

merely "money'" or "funds" being used. Economists speak of this es.tha.-:

social opportunity. cysts of a resource 1:n a particular use which is '

I

equal to what the resource could earn elsewhere or the maximum value
. _

of its"contribution forgone by using it in a particular manner. The

cost of an educationaLprogram can heipfully be ,considered .from this

viewpoint.

An example may make ?lean the distinction between "money'

costs and "Opportunity" costs. Suppose,several intellectuals are

employed at $2,000 pr.year ei) teach_ foreman' training class. If .
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there is a surplus-of teechers at this rate, those in excess would

otherwise be_unemployed or work as common laborersat $400% The money

cost of their empioyment is $2,000, but the opportunity cost N

only the value of vihat they otherwise would have earne"praduced),

ire., $400. Thus opportunity costs may be interpreted in terms of

what a worker would produce elsewhere (i.e.., his marginal product)

or in terms of what he could earn elsewhere.

Khatkhate 9 points out that when opportunity cost is defined

with reference to marginal productivity, the rinciple requires full

employment of resources which, in its turn,. implies utilization of all

alternative sources of resources. But when interpreted in terms of

alternative earnings, the principle of opportunity cost becomes

applicable to situations of unemploymen;, under - employment, and

disguised unemployment-and at any level of marginal productivity."

The alternative earnings of labor are deter fined by "alternative

compensation" and "alternative consdmption" fr th viewpoint of _

employer and society, respectively. Interpreted thus the social

opportunity costs-would be zero if the newly employed worked was

witlin§ to wor...at his previous level of consumption whereas alterna-

tive compensation of labor is always positive if the worker is even

-hypothetically employable. this resultant divergence may have under-
- . 1

estiriated the need for labor intensive techniques in LOCs...
It is extremely important to understand the implications of

opportunity, costs (i.e., benefits forgone and vice versa), but

this is not simple since there are areas in cost analysis which involve

more than just straightforward cos accounting. Stromsdorfer
10

iden-

tifies two particular problems (cap' 1 cost. and jointcosts) for

Which major problems of. measurement exist.

Capital costs cause problems because they are incurred atone

point intime but their services are utilized "through a long period- -

several accounting periods.. The "value" of these services to be

imparted as costs in each accounting period is the issue of capital

costs, and Stromsdorfer identifies four 'means of valuing the capital

stock: especially the physical plant and buildings assuming they
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existed prior to the beginning of the program being costed: (1) if

there is no alternative use, there is no social opportunity cost,

(2) historical costs may be used, (3) replacement cost may be used,

and (4) some'current assessed valuation may be used.. Once.a particular

valdation is selected, then the capital cost for the accounting period

is determined by some one of several "depreciation" techniques which

tries ro estimate and take into aFcount the =portion of the assets

'"used up" in the period. Different methods of asset valuation are

used depending on the purposes for whicOdata are sought; the law,

standard accounting.techniques,'and personal biases similarly determine

different/depreciation techniques which are employed. Both procedures

are ultimately arbitrary and burden the ultimate cost figures with

their arbitrariness.

Joint costs arise. when a specific facility contributes to the

production of two or more outputs; even in some cases the same output

in different time periods. A building may serve one group in the

motnireg (primary school)., a secondary school in. the afternoon, and

five different non-formal education groups in the evening. How does

one allocate or impute the known total cost to each of the seven pro -

gramsk.,This is no new problem, either, nor is it unique to education.

Its solution again involves an arbitrary element, but this cannot be

avoided since ultimately "costing" must be done if competitive pro-

graQs are to be evaluated in terms.of these costs and returns.

Stromsdorfer summarizei,as follows:
. - -

Even if the true economic value of the capital .resources in
use.hes been measured, the problem still remains as to the
measurement of the rate at which the given capital.stock is
used up oopr the course of the investment process whenr more
than one cohort of subjects employs the capital stock. Two
courses of action have been suggested for use. One is to
attempt to measure an.imputed rent to the capital stock by
makigag ang2ogies with respect to what amount of rent (i.e.,
return on the capital investMent) the capital item would
yield if it were being employed in its next best alternative

. use. But such a technique is subject to a great deal of
arbitrar.iness and. uncertainty.

In order to get a measure of the rental opportueity cost It
is necessary do go to the market 4dace and attempt to
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identify capital resources which represent alternatives to the

resources emDloyed.- This will allow one to determine the

value of foregone alternatives. But, again, any imputed rent

based on market observations will most likely overstate the
value of the committed capital, since it is unlikely that the
capital on which the rent imputatibn is based will be a per-

. fect substitute for the educational capital in question. Thus,

a great deal of judgment is involved in adjusting thewobserved
market prices so that they riore closely reflect the true oppor-

tunity costs.

An alternative technique for estimating the fate of capital.use
lies :n employing the "capital recovery factor." The app/ica-:,

ton of this technique automatically accounts for rent. .

The mayor problem with the capital recovery factor is that it
only states the level annual return (rent) heeded to recoup'

the principal and social opportunity cost, tbat is', interest,

'g27en the life of the capita/ In question. The actual amount
of caP3Ital used up in any given year could be the same, rore,

or less than this amount.

In conclusion, however, it must be noted that physicel capital
costs are usually low relative to all other opportunity costs.
Thus, the relative error or bias which can result from the use
of an inappropriate measurement technique May often not be

The question of .cost measurement can be further complitatedby

noeingthe theoretical need to incorporate- leisure in calculations oil'

costs. Earnings forgone are a part of the cost of education, but so

also is leisurg forgone. How, if-at all, can leisure be valued?
%

"One way to pay for education 'flay be to take less leilure than would

have been taken had the individual taken a job`not involving eduta-,

tion."I2 However justified may be the incorporation of such costs,

practicality makes this nearby impossible.

'Fixed, Variable, 'and Marginal Costs

There are good reasons to distinguish between fixed, variable,

and marginal costs of a prpgram.
13

The fixed costs are those costs

whose magnitude does not vary with the level of output, at least within

some reasonable range. For example, the rent of an adult education

center would likely be constant whether the center is runoing at half

or full capacity. Variable costs are the
r-
eli of the amounts spent

for those inputs which do vary with output. The cost of chalk used,
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for example, would be directly related to the amount ofitea ing done

(although not necessarily to the numbee of studonis). IF th re is.

zero outpyt,-no units of the variable inputs need be employed (e.g.,

use of TV time):- Summing variable/ costs and fixed costs prdvides
4

total cost. As shown in Figure TC, and TVC are parallel graphically,

in the sense that the slopes of thew curves are the same at every

output point. At each point, the .two-curves are separated by a vertical

distance of $100, the fixed cost of the program.

Richard Ady notes the following:

If we accept the-epportunity cost concept, we'become solely
interested an costs that are avoidable. If; there are fixed
costs that must be incurred irrespectiveof which alternative
as selected, those fixed costs have no place in our cost-
benefit comparisons of alternatives. This is true even if
our budgeting must 'provide for total including f ts.
Closely related'to,the idea of avoidable costs

' incremental (or marginal)' costs. If we.are costing an ex
s7iop.or contraction of an existing program, it is'impoitant
not blithely to assume equality of average unit costs (AUC)
and'incremental costs (TC). For various reasons (e.g.
economies of scale, fixed facilities,in the short run), there
may be consideraSle difference between AUC and

Mg limited observations of cost-benefit antlysesin the Wield
of manpower retraining and vocational education lead me to
conclude that ilcremental Costs are not measured. I know
that the better known studies of costs in higher edudation
concentrate thelr attention only on total and average costs:
The implicit assumption of these studies seems to be that
costs are a linear and homogeneous function of the number of

. students educated. The results of our own studies are not
consistent with this assumption.14

1t seems that Professor Judy is working under the impliCit

assumption of equal fixed costs for alternative programs. If this is

not correct", then ftxed 40Sts have o be taken into consideration-

cost-benefit comparisons of altern ives.

Careful analysts are,.however, aware of the existence of

"spill over" costs:-sometimes referred to as "extfirnal costs" arising

out of the phenomenon of "externality."15 This situation arises when

the implementation of a program results in costs associated with the

program but not ,borne by it. The inauguration'of a non-formal
.
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'mechanic's training center in a small community might so increase the
demand for potential teachers'that their wages would rise to-include.
wages of those teaching in the formal vocational high school. InA_ -this case, the cost of the non-fdrmal program is appropriately not
only the'sum of its input costs, but also the increased costs of
previous instruction in the formai program. External costs vary

-greatly in importance and difficulty_of estimation. It is important
to be alert to their existence and to estimate them when they seam
likely to be significant.

.

Shadow Prices

A glear distinction between market and shadow prices is neces-
sary, for proper_estimation of

costs ofknon-formal educational programs.
Market4prices occur when a free exchange.of a good or service estab-
lishes

"".,

a price. These prices are explicit,. but under some circumstances
these explicit market prices rabj, not adequately best serve the purposes
at home, and "shadow prices"are used instehd. 16

imperfect markets,
where th re are constraints

on resource use, maYket prices may not
,accurate y convey inTormation
concerning substitution possibilities.

Suppose, for example, that Leachers are highly unionized, thit they
bargain collectively, an that they restrict entry into the profession.
The m Aet price might be 10,000 monetary units per month,.but some.

.

portion o'f this represents the retirn from the exercifie of monopoly
power rather than the value of resources forgone in other uses. Thus,
a shadow PriCe might appropriately be used by a government or imkle-

.,mentihg agency seeking to achieve economic'efficiency. Thus., "shadow
prices" are those prices substituted for market prices when there is
good reason to hink the substitute more adequately represents the

I"cost" than th market's evaluation. They tare frequently used, too,
when "artificial" exchange ratios obtain. Suppose, for example, that
telev ision sets are to be imported from abroad,for a non-formal edu-
cational pr -oject in Bangladesh. At the official rate of exchange they
are valued at 1,500 rupees each '(S200 U.S. x 7.5 rupees, the 1973

officiallexchange rate). Now if a dollar in fact is worth 12 rupees,

1.28
1.
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then each television set at the more realistic exchange rate is 2, 400
%

rupees each ($200 U.S. x 12'rupees). Cost?ng the program might very

well substitute the "shadow" price of 2,4611174ees per set for the

"actual" price paid if the cost to society isn"What is being examined.

According to McKean, shadoW prices may be derived through:

(a) programming techniques which highlight appropriate

substitutions;

(b1 the prices of similar goodswithin internal and inter-
.

national markets;

(c) the prices used Eby qther governments for similar

goods; and

(d) adjusting market prices to allow considerations which
are not reflected in market pricT.

The fact is that any set of prices used for the purpose of

benefit cost analysis wil1be imperfect. What is, most im rtant is

to ask which set of prices eis best and most'easily obtain d. Market'

prices have the great advantages of existing and being o ective.

Shadow prices by their very nature are subjective and arbitrary.' It

is clear that their use should be restricted to cases in which market

prices are clearly inappropriate and in which the direction and magni-

tude of the "connection" is known.
4 1

Joint Costs

fae existenc of joint costs iffimensely complicates cost esti-

mations. since joint costs involve two or more objectives being

inseparately served by the same process. A set of learning materials,

for example, might serve for vocational high schools, teaching training,

and non-formal tool maker programs. Row does onealloca te the total'
.

costs of the preparation of the materials among the three separate

programs? There are devices of varying degrees of arbitrariness and

sophisticafi.on for making such,alloCations. But, in the end, they are ,
. .

estimations invp4ving arbitrary a4locatibns, frecluently leaving much

to be desi red with respect to accuracy. ,

This sums" up to the fact'that it is hardly poss'ibl'e to estimate

costs of any,non-formal educational program w ith certainty. The
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existence of non-predictable and non-controllable variables m4kes the

cost estimations complex. Some sets of problems would be alleviated
if only we had probability estimates for the variables.

We turn now to benefit estimation, a concept more difficult to

deal with in theoretical and empirical terms than are costs.

Conceptual Problems of Benefit Estimation

Benefits of a program depend ultimately on its success in
miffing its objectives. Measuring those benefits depends, in turn, on

a clear statement of objectives in.quantifiable terms and a means of

valuing those outputs. The problem is the same conceptually for either

formal or non-formal educational programs, but the former have ashort-

hand standard in-terms of "years of schooling"-Which frequently permits
-the. avoidance of defining objectives and measuring successes. Objec-

tives may be cast, for example, by national castitutions in terms

of "siCyears of free schooling for each child" which has meaning

only if the content of each year is defined. There is a general under-

standizng that a day is X liours of instruction (each of which is assumed

to accomplish something) and that y days constitute a school year. It

is clear that this use.of the short-hand "measure" really is a device

to avoid measuring'outputlat all since it depends sotely.on the .

eQurneration of the input to be altered by the productive process.

Non-formal education is so varied in format and delivered in

such a non-standard package that no short-hand definition of objectives

is possible. Objectives Can be considered on two levels. The first

involves conceptualization and would involve specific statements about

what expectpd to occur to the person subjected to the training.

lt might be designed to convert mechanics ipto master mechanics (the

two being distinguished somehow) or to make foremen of line tabor or

ft improve the capacity of the chicken growef 6y 20 percent. It is
1possible to imagine, at least, that values might be put on these accom-

plished objectives in one way or another. The socia jectives

sought are much more difficult to handle Since the usually incorporate

one or more of the f011owing:
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1. greater allocative efficiency seekirk an efficient edu-

cational and manpower program in terms of training,
-mobility, placeMe5X; thereby reducing the job gap

.
between employmdl and education;

2. enhanced economic stability and lessened unemployment.,
thereby reducing social tension and population gap;

3. improved. distributional equity so as to provide equal
educational opportunity, to shift the distribution or

income in favor of the disadvantaged, thereby reducing
equity gap.17.

Benefits from educational investment are b'y,nature intangible

and take on different values depending on the point of view--that of

the employing institution, the laborer, government, or society. _The

root of the problem arises out Of a clash of interests which are

fundamentel-and 6pposed.

Even if these sets of problems to costs and benefits can be

solved and reasonable estimates of each can be made, additional

problems confront the decision-maker (although he has surely made

great progress). These problems arise from the selection of the best

,use of limited resources among several alternatives. n order to get

at this matter.of choice, the followingare needed:

i. specification oP objectives as far as possible,-

2. determination of the constraints--financial, legal,

and administrative,

3. elaboration Of feasible alternatives,

4. measurement of costs and benefits of feas ible

alternatives, and .

5. application'of investment or a l locatifve criteria for

final selection of,projects.

3 Basic Investment Criteria

Some basic criteria are explored below'as guides in decision:

making i educational projects:

Ptesent Value Approach18
1r

According to present value or the discounted value approach,

thw non-termal educational projects should receive allocation when their

present valueof benefits exceeds the present value of cbsts.
19

N ib
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The conceptual difficulty here is that most costs are incurred

in the present and most benefits are received in flow through the

future. Costs are relatively simple to handle-- outlays plus all

anticipated interest payments (discounted). "Present value" attempts

to give a simple figure comparable to present cost. Imagine an asset

(projec
t
) which will produce a stream of values over the next twenty

years--say, to keep mattArs simple, $100,000 per year each year The

present value of $100000-now is just that; the $f00,000 to be earned
_

next.year is $100,000 $7,000 = $93,000, if the rate of interest is

7 percent. The $100,000 to be earned in year 2 is presently worth

S53,006 $6,510 = $86,490, etc. Summing;,these values fqr as many

years as there are involved gives the desired datum,- present value.

Its present value is greater than present costs; it should be clear

that the investment is warranted--at least -in the sense that its

benefits exceed cost-s, but this does not necessarily qualify vis-a-vis_

other positive return projects.

In this simple example-costs (other than interest) are all

considered aspresent.and known. In educLtional projects, a high

- proportion of costs are variable and aFe thus incurred over time.

This means that they, too, must be estimated and discoUnted.

Returns in the real world are not given as in-our example, but

must be estimated as discussed above which makes the-process much more

complex than a simplie-arithmetic example suggests. The stread of

returns through time from educational investmepts is 'difficult to .

estimate--and that from non-forMal education particularly so. We

Can, however, conceive of an important, distinction between formal

and non4formal educational projects so far as the stream Of returns

is concerned. In the case of formal schooling the stream 'is negative.

0 during the years of schooling as a result of forgone income and tends

to be positive during the period of earning. But in many situations

don-f6rmal education 6e:g., learning by doing and looking) involves no

marginal costs,'so that the stream'is positive during the years of

learning.

This card be graphically demonstrated as shown in Figure 8..

13 2*
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Benefit-Cost Ratio
,

. ,

OFThe benefit-cost ratio criterion is closely associated with

the present value approach. AccOrding to this approach, all non-

formal projects are fundable where the ratio. of the present value' df

benefits to the present value of costs exceeds unity.20 Pr fessol. ..

Hardin made a comparisoriof recent studies of benefit-cost analysis

of oc upational training ?programs. He reports positive, zero, 0

negat.i.. e cost-benefit ratio for training classes oshort, mediu , and

long duration, respectively. 24
Theoretically, there Is. no probl of

accepting positive and zero cost-benefit ratios. Essentially -:this

means, with positive costs in the denominator, that'the benefits are

zero and for a negative ratio, the nominator (benefits) is negative.

Stromsdorfer
n.

finds it difficult to rationalize Hardin's report of

negative cost-benefit ratios/for two reasons: First, a negative
...s

benefit-cost ratioNixlies reduction of the trainee's marginal. produc-

tivi.ty.- It is possible that recurrent failure to learn a skill/cold
seriously reduce a subject's morale and that.his.past Skill coul

to

even deteriorate, relative to a person not undergoing training.

This depreciation is'a result of foregoing-on-the-job experi-
ence and is an opportunity cost of taking part in the

- retraining. The gnestion becomes, at this point, whether to
. call this depreciation a positive.cost or a.negative benefit.

Which course of action one takes is essentially arbitrary.
Xf, for'instance, all other specified benefits (nelatiVe
costs) are zero and depreciation is positiVe and defined as.a
negative benefit ( pdsitive cost), then the result will be a
negative cost-benefit ratio. However, if one Pchooses. to
define this depreciation as a cost (negative benefit) and, if,
for instance, all other benefits {negative costs) are zero,
then the cost - benefit ratio will be zero. 23

:.

The question becomes essentially an empirical one as to how40
quickly do human skills depreciate. Another possible explanation for

the negative benefit-cost ratio is that the control group is inappro-

priate in the sense that the utility weights a workman undergoing

retraining attaches, to his wage rate are different from those

implicitly or explsjcitly assumed by the analyst. Seromsdorfer finally

concludes that Hardin's negative benefit-cost ratio results from
. . .

1.34
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either "a mis-specified regression model, an inappropria te control.
group, or both."

lAternal Rate of Return

The internal rate..of 'return is another approach of investment

criteria within the framework of cost-benefit analysis. According to
this approach, all non-formal education projects or programs are

fundable where the internal rate of return exceeds the chosen rate of
.discount. In the case of on-going projects, attempts should'be made

to maximize the Tate of return.
24.

This approach aims at calculating the internal rate of return-

which is that rate which .equates present value of benefitsand costs.
This discount rate can be compared to some rate of return which is

to represent the social opportionity cost of public cadital.. In this

connection the distinction between the private and social discount

rate are necessary for the purpose of effective'evaluation of the,
public sector's' investment alternatives. In a perfectly competitive

capital market, there is no problem in the sense that there exists

only "one interest Tate for aIl risk-free loans for any given
maturity,"

25
But the imperfectiOns of capttal markets have given

rise to .two further concepts of interest rates: (a) the social rate

of time preference- and (b) the opportunity costs.of p u bjic coital.
The social rates have been derived from

. . theoretical models of economic growth and postulated-
fanctions for the marginal utility of consumption over time.
Tf it usually inferred from this literature that the rate of
social time preference is low; that is, that the planner's
.interest rate should be'ow, givipg.full.weight: to the wel-
fare of future generations and overriding. the myopic desires
of present individuals.26

On.the other hand, the opp ortunity cost for public capitar is

the discounted vplue of the flow of.returns.from the best use of

public funds, implying that new investment projects. should have yields
equal to or arger than this value.

While discussing the issues involved in using art appropriate

discount rate, Eckstein recommends that in cost-benefit studies the

135
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discount rate should reflect the opportunity cost of public capital.

His theoretical valutton to the problem of the choice of interest rate

for public investment planning is as follows: <%

3. Tdentify the actual opportunities that are foregone and

measurethe flow of returns that would have been earned-in

the alternative uSe;

2. Apply the social rate of time pre'ference to derive the

, present value of'the returns foregone in the alternative

'use;

3. Undertake only.those public investments which yield more
-

prosentovalue per dollar expenditure than the%foregone

alternatives. This formulation, which I sketched in my,

'book, Water Resource Development, translates into U.S.

government p- ractice as'follows:,

4 1. Apply the social time preference rate of interest
4

in the valuation pf projects; but

2. Compute the benefit -cost ratio-of the foregOne oppor-

tunities in the private or public sector.' If the

interest rate is very low, if we assume the social

time preference to be very low, the benefit-cost ratio

of the foregone opportuni.ties will be very high..

34 Undertake those. pub,Zic projects which have a benefit,

cost ra tio greater than the benefit-cost ratio of the

foregone opportunitics.27

Deipite these theoretidaland,practical applications, finding the

chosen rate of discount for non-formal education projects TreSents a

serious difficulty when the non monetary dOnsumptIon benefits and

"spill- over" benefits of non formal education are taken under consitlera-

-.tion. Even in monetary-terms, the chow discount' rate may not hold

good. oyer Aim either,. in'a Aechnological society or in I_DCs. This

problem is further compiicaced because of the problem involved in

cost and return estimation. But Oven cost...3nd return, the prob.lem

of finding tjle,ate of discount becomes relatively easy:

r.

Break-Even Time

In 'economics; we reach a break-even pOint at the level of output

at Which a firm's total revenue equals its total costs so that its

economic profiA is zero. Total cost, of course, includes normal

profit7-that is, the earnings possible for these resources in

,
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alternative uses. We can, however, introduce the element of time in

the measurement of monetary costs and benefit. SUpose we have arranged

a retraining program for a-group Of unemployed people. When this

group of trainees worked for twenty-four weeks, the trainee is expected

to repay the cost of the training--another kind of break-even point

for the investment'made. Thus by definition, the break-even time is

the time from which the accumulltion of some of the net. values exceeds

unity (e.g., [x y] ; I, whereas "x" .represents benefits and "y"
'7'

indicates costs). Put another way, we should select those non-formal

'education projects where the break-even time is smaller thane' tiThe

"t" fixed-in advance.' This investment criterion enjoys official favor

in the Soviet Union and in the countries of Eastern Europe.
28 i3

Bateman
29

employed the break-even anal for evaluating the work-

experievecomponent of the programs whi eek.to increase the

employMent and earning capacity or potential of the recipients of

public assistance which are transfer payments for which no repayment

or return is expected. He arguei that thesociali and economic returns

related to an individual's participation in a training program may be
.

different. Since it is virtually imp sible to estimate, the factors

by which these twb benefits--social an individual --of the program
.

should be adjusted, break-even analysis applied: the ratio of the

.,,mergisia4.or Tncremental costs and the es imaie0 present or discounted

values of the fkure earnings of additi 1 Wrticipanti in the program

indicates how much increase j.n earnings would be necessary.for the

program to break ev9h.

In brief,* We have eximi eZl he four investment criteria whil.1

Can bg applied to non-formal edu Lion also. Turvey,
30

however,

ndted that the correctness of any vestment criterion can be discov-

ered only by examining its consistency with the ma?cimand or minimand.

In a commanj economy where the rate of growth of assets is fixed prior

to implementation4of the program, the internal rate of return approach

is perhaps apprRpriate because time preference and-social discount tre
.

rrelevant. Bur, the author favors the present value over the internal

. rate of, return in view of the Tact that the policy maker is not.
1 /
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generally indifferentito the relative degree'of futurity of costs and

benefits. Despite the fact that the present value criterion is not

very appropriate for the non-marketable type of investment concerning

. collective consumption decisions (e.g,, a non-formal education for

military purposes), it is the preferred to internal rate of return

for. another reason, too.. The comparison of the incremental or simple

rate of return with any representative market interest rate maybe

misleading since that rate is very likeliy to change over -time; the

present value criterion does not necessarily call for the cost and

discount rate. Further, the case forthe present value criterion is

strengthened i-f-lirbudget constraint is introduced.31 *vertheless,

Controversy does exist over the most'appropriate criterion to use in

decision making. As might be expected, the use of different criterion

yields different lists of fundable progrLms and rearranges the order

of priority for those which appear' io two ot'more lists. This brings

us to the discussion of the problems of application.

Problem of Application of Investment Criteria

We have discussed the conceptual andtmethodoloqical issues

concerning cost-benefit analysis in non-formal education programs.

Three types of problems emerge in the application of investment cri-

teria in education:

(a) the genera) problem,-.

(b) the innerent problem, and

(c) the ;pecificproblem.

The General Problem

The general problem, which arises mainly because of the lack

of professiNaj agreement on certain basic issues, is essentially a

problem of methodology. :there is little consensus among economrsts.on

the following iSsUeS:. .

(a) apprOPriateness of She interest rate disc n 11700pg-
term public investment,

kft
(b) length of observation period,

4138
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(c) appropriateness of control group, and

(d) definition of social cost and benefits (i.e.,.exter-

nalities).

But there seems to be a gen ral agreementin piinciple as to

the desirability of some kind of obje tive analysis of investment in

education. Despite this agreement in rinciple, the problem arises

when a part u ar educational program is judged "desirable" by the

present v ue approach and anotheranalysl judges the same program at

"undesirable" through the internal fate of return ap oach.

41

The Inherent Problem

The inherent problem arises simply because education'is

essentially ta social product. As such, the application of a coSt-
.

benefit approach to expenditure in education raises a host of prOblems

of serious nature. The objections to cost-benefit analysis, will be

analyzed under the following five headings:

'' (a) income,

(b) unemployment,

(c) market imperfections,

(d) uncertainty, and

(e) non-economic attributes.

Income.-- Income differentials are frequently used to
.

measure

the private benefits from educational programs--i e., lifetime earning

profJ1es for those with certain training are coMp red to profiles of

`those without that training. The differences in he two profiles are

summed, discounted, and the result taken as the rese value of the

ltuparticular program to the individual or set CIindivi als. this

seems straightforward enough but further examination suggests a

number of weaknesses:

1. Income differentials may be due only to inherent differ-
A

associated with hard'Sjdrk; iirid hard' workers may. be those
ences .in the High income may be

.
.ho :seek-and. get schooling - .

.

.2. This, -t best, measures priVa:te returns. . Social returns

a e of much grater .Thtereind'iMportance.
.

,
.. :...:.
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3. Estimates of income eredtials depend nearly always
on measurement of last performance which may have
little or nothing to do with the future, particularly '

in a development context.

The conundrum is viewed in other terms as foll ws:

For example, a training program might be Institut to convert
unskilled laborers into foremen by exposing them. to skills and
procedures related to leadership and supervision. A test g

ram Might differentiate between "failures" and "succes- s "
The "s cesses" then can be seen ft as one of the
inputs wt11 the added "'increment" of exposure, practice,
experien e in leadershipsupervisory skills and procedures.
What is this increment worth? To value it on. the basistor the
dirence in wages between foreMen and unskilled workers in
the 'plant becomes dangerously close to circular reasoning.-
Further, these wage differences depend on other factors such
as social connections, s tus value, etc. There are additional
problems associat estimating the value of this increment
because jt Cannot be ssociated f om its ',holder ' as he
utiilizeof through his lifetirie.3

There is no clear -iray to solve this dilemma. There is a need

for adjustment of incomestreams for socio-economic background and
ability.

Broadly speaking, regression analysis is used to find what
differences between thaiaverage incomes of wage-earners are due
to educational variables, socio-economic variables and job
related varia les. The first grbup of variables includes
schooling and examination scores; the second, age, ibe, and
parents' litet and father's occupation and th size
and nature of t e firm emplOying "wage earner, his job level
and whether he h r ived on-the-job training. The effect
of ability defined as Innate intelligence cannot be satisfac-

X torily assessed%fromthe survey data, but the effect of ability
as reflected in examination scores can be traced by separately
analyzing data for persons with the same education and socio-
economic background who achieve different scores.

Unemployment.--We have already seen that in most LOCs there

exists a gap between employme t and education. Whil'e formal schooling

is producing -some unenploymer& in the market, it is also creating -job

opportunities for some educAted. Now subject to certain limitations,

the use of income differentials due to additional training may be a

valid measure of benefit from the viewpoint of individuals4 not from'

the viewpoint of society. Once we make some kind of adjustment for

14 0. 4
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total employment it will d tsticaily reduce the rate of return even

from non-formal education. U.S.. experience has shown that everybody

is not employed immediately on having received some kind of training

and retraining through various non-formal educational programs designed

for manpower development.

Market imperfections.--Cost-benefit analysis assumes thit

,wages are a valid measure of productivity. But this is not a very
N.4
realistic assumption. Even i'f .we do not take into accounkunemploy-

.

ment,in estimation, imperfection in the labor market may, resuit'in

differences between benefits alp-borer is receiving and the contribu-

tion he is making. P.ublic sectpr wages in such countries as India,

Pa istan, and Bangladesh are higher than private sect& wages. Union+

an iticalpressure and,exiStence of minimum wages which rehect

imperfec Tans in the market imply distortion of minimum wages. To

correct this distortion, we should estimate "shadow wages" which would

prevail in a purely competitive and distortion-free labor market.

at _the calculation of "shadow" prices.But we have alrea

always is difficult.

- .

Oft

Uncertainty.--In a dynaml)and changing economy,.the input-

Nut relationship is alwSys changing. So is the rate of return to

investment in man because technical conditions are constantly changing

to modify attractiveness of occupations. In the U ., for example,

many old occupations disappeared due 'to the impac of technology.

There is no way to solve the problem other Phan "wise anticipation'

incidentally, is a great deal more than mechanical projection

of the future. One may argue that for formal s ooling14this anty-

pation is relatively easy compared to that for non-formal education,

the magnitude of which is difficult to project due to the diversified

nature.

Non-economic attribElles.--Education is a complex social product.

-

It may lie an investment gobd,
35 raissing productivity of labor, or a

141
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consumer good,. providing personal satisfaction for both parentsand

'children. If may be a politiel.At good, pr meting national identity .

and forming an informed electorate. It may be pure social good in

'The sense of transformation of. a rural society into an_egalitarian

society. It may be a socio -philosophical good to influence attitudes,

norms, and values or econo c behaviaN There_is clear economic

significance to many o these facets of non-formal education. Cost-

benefit analysis can, perhaps, measure the direct economic return to

educatiOrrinvestmenf. But quantification of the values -- social,

indirect, political:and other attributes--is almost impossible.

Education as a total social product presumably should be the vision

or view of every educational policy, but this may not always be

possible because of the difficulties of measurement. gecause-of the

extreme poverty levels in the LDCs, it may be permissible to let

quantifiable economic benefits represent all values'. This involves

severe philosophic assumptions, but the proposition that changes in ")

economic welfare involve changes uin the general welfare in the same

direction is proposed as an "unve ified probability" by Pigou in his

fundamental work:on economic welfare.
, v. . .

6

One ought not to accept this proposition wixhout.being aware"

of it and its implications; but failure to accep t it, or something
.

like it, leaves he who would, measure virtually unemployed.

If education can be -treated more as an economic service than

a social service in terms of relieving the shortage of critical skill

and equalizing economic opportunities among all members of the srociety,

then the cost-benefit analysis acquires additional validity in the

LDCs by virtue of its concentration on more measurable values although

the set asidi"other considerations" ought not to be forgotten in the

process.

The S ific Problem

in addition to the difficutie.s explained above, there are

sore specific institutional,. methodological, and conceptual hurdles

in the recess of applidation of
t

.cost-benefit analysis in many LDCs.

These difficulties can be summarized a's follows:

1 4 2
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(a) Semi-educated persons in most of the LDCs migrate from
Aural areas to cities in search of jobs which are not
readily available. The resulting "expectatiOn gap"
has treated social tension and unrest; it tends.to
-reflect the subjective rather than objective phenomenon.

(b) There is a general unawareness of prOgram analysis in

education and consequent failure to use it in decision
making in many LDCs such as indiaPakis'tan, and Bangla-
desh. This is mainly because of the constraint imposed
by the annual budget cycle in which financial accounta-
bility takes precedence over the efficient utilization ,

of resources.

(c) There is a serious scarcity of analytical personnel.

Most ministries of finance are run by generalists rather
than specialists. Planning operations tend to be sepa-
rated from budget functions, and planning operations,
too, have only recently begun to undertake the sophisti-
cated.kind of analyses being described here.

(d) The lack of data and attempts to accumulate at4Propriate
data is always a problem of measurement of the social
benefit of outputs and Social cost of input.

(e) Often education is seen as political good by politicians
rather than an economic good. No-distinction is made
between "education as an investment" and "education for .

the consumers."

So far we .have talked about cht7beilefit analysis and its

problem of application in non-formal education. The whole analysis is

centered around the question of efficient allocation of scarce

.resources. But we must also say something about efficient management

ofallocated resources in non-formal education. This is sometimes

referred to as cost-effectiveness analysis..

).

Cost-Effective Analysis and Non-Formal Education

This analysis starts by definihg program objectives as clearly

as possible and calls. for some measure of effectiveness or utility

which is related to the objective in question. This implies a search

for alternative ways of meeting the defined objectives. This process

iS*Iikely to yield a range of possibilities for examination of any

non-formal educational program as to costs and gains. :Thus it calls

fgbr documentation of both quantitative and qualitative data. The

14.3
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information that needs to be brought1 together on costs and effective-

ness occurs on three levels:37
.

1. COst and effectiveness in a given current period for
each level of thd program. -

2.. Future cost and effectiveness implications of present
programs and alternatives for each level of the program.

Changes in cost and effecliveness that accompany changes
level of volume or quality of services provided both
current and future periods.

This systematic search for alternatives aims at finding out

the least costly alternative or the alternative giving the

effectiveness subject to budget con§traints.

Other than the faTiliar problems of output quantification, the

difficulty with regard to these analyses arises mainly because of 'the

fact that most of the programs have multiple objectives. tt is really

difficult to make cost effective analysis in the case of such projects.'

This is one of the reasons why manpower training programs through.non-

formal education in ihe U.S., for instance, have evaluative problems.

All these difficulties are intensified as the-time hdrizorc

for planning is lengthened. Identifying "pr'eferred alternatives"

demands more parameters and more data--even,less readili.available than

those already discussed. Thus, in order to reduce uncertainty, sensi-

tivity analysis and contingency Oannlng technislues may be adopted

for long-range planning. Sensitivity analyis,seeks to measure the

dependency of the value of a variable to alternative values of a

particular parameter. Sometimes the sensitivity analysis is carried

out prior to the inal.data collection only to determine the degree of

effort to be required for the determination of concerned pbrameter.

IContingencyplanning requires additional Aexibility and

adaptability seeking to provide for various alternative routes when

and if various hypothesized, - events and changes occur.

conclusion

In spite of these difficulties, cost-benefit analysis is

useful as a guide to investment in education for two reasons: (1)
4

it

may restrain the buse of economic arguments in the political process

144
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and (2) it may provide a stimurus-t6 research and scientific under-

standing of...the problem of investment in education-
38

if nothing

elsd", 4t identifies the pertinent questions.

Theyotangibles" plague us; new techniques for inaking them

tangible or for letting them be meaningfully represented by other

data.are required if complete, solid answers are to be Mound either

to the all-ocative or efficiency questions. We caninow get solid

responses to perhaps 15 percent of the questions; another, say, .

40 percent is subject to 4Junverifiea" but solid speculation; the

remginin§ perhaps 45 percent in areas in which lie cannot even specu-

late sensibly.. The task is to increase the solidity of the speculation

in the second area and to .make the third area smaller.

Decisions have to be made--both With rtspect to the allocation

of -.resources their use. in .the absence of objective measures to

assistdecisiop makers, decisions must be made on the basi of

4. ir(tuition, pk.tfonage, politics, gues41. precedent, and so on. The

2 problems of attaining increasing objectivity and evidentiyforMidable.

4. ,

t
Y
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, -

(1+i)n.

,

,
.i

whele R = expected return, (

i = interest rate, and
.

,n = time period when no return is expected.
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1\sWe may write the rule as follows:

x x
i x2, n

+s Y
I

Y2 Yn.
+

TRIT
.

(1+02
. 3147 1-1-71-1 (1+02 (i+on

c

:

where xi, X2 . . . and y1, y2 are series of benefits and costs

in successive years, respectively, and

i = interest rate,
s = scrap value in terms of physical facilities, if any.

'If we know R and i, we can deduce V; similarly, if knowing V and R,
we can find out i. Of the four variables V, R, I, and n, V and i

are unknown. The determination of I is always a problem.

20. Although it is'.difficult to quantify the subjective element of
costs and benefits arising out of any non-formal educational pro-

gram, we may write the rule al.ge aically as follows:

xi ' x2 x3+s
+ + .

...

(1+0 (i+i)
2 .0+03

Y
1 2

Y Y3.

+ + . .

(1 +1) (1+0
2 .

(1+0
3 -

. ,

',. .
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'CHAPTER I.V.

APPLICATION OF INVESTMENT CRITERIA

AND NON-FORMAL EDUCATION

We have already indicated that one may acquire job oriented
,

skills either in the schools or on the job. Through the application

of investment criteria coupled with wise gtleSsing, the decision maker

'has to choose the most efficient line of approach so far as the

.investment in humancapital is concerned. \ ,InvestmenCin labor training

may be treated as 4a kind of human capital formation which tends to

raise the productivity of the workers and their future earnings. The

same type of labor training can occur within the structure of formal

schooling. The choice of the training institution is not entirely

the worker's, even after he enters the-. labor market. Both the firms
..

and government pla a rot t depend'i'ng on whether the economic system

,,s traditional, market, or command based.

I

'Return on Investment`
. 1

.
:

BecIuse of-the'sc5rcity of resource'. ; the rate of-return trim .

expenditures on non-formal education is critical. In making9e ucar.

tional .investment decisions, forgone behefitS must be taken i'

. account when determining which will give the highest payoff: formal

or non-formal 'educational programs. -Wq, have'already-discuss.ed 't

issue in the preceding chapter. However, on.the qugstion'of return:

on id-vestment in education, the principal approaches as indicated by

Nlarbison and.Myers include the, folLowing:
't

(1) determination.of the relationship betWeen expenditures on
edadation and growth in income or in_physi41 capital forma-
tlap over a period-of time in*.one country, (2) the regidual
a5piroat-iii determining the contribution of education to gross
national prbdudt (GNP), (3), calculation of the rate of return
from expenditures on'education and (4) making inter country .
correlatioris of school enrollment ratios and GNP.1

At 143'
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Each of these approaches.haS-6edn ekcijiip0,.,wth particular

reference" to the U.S. In thejollowing-Parigra
I

phs ;te propose to

discuss these approaches, although little is availab4e AealYng with

the rate of return from expenditures on non-formal education.

As for the first approach, Schultz attempted to establish a

relationship between expenditure on education and income or physical

capital formation for the period 1900 and 1956. He noted that the
,

national income of the U.S: has exceeded the combined contribution of

the three factors on production: land, labor, and stock of repro-

ducible capital. He sug4isted that this discrepancy can be .explained

partly by the benefits arising'out of economies of scale but largely

by the improvement. in the quality of labor (e.g., edycation).

'Examining the investment made .n human beings in the United
States, Schultz found that the stock of education in the labor
force rose 8 1/2times between 1900 and 1956, while the stock
of reproducible capital rose -only 4 1/2 times. He concluded
that between 36 and 70 percent bf tqFhitherto unexplained
rise in the earnings of labor was explained by returns to the
additional education of the workers.

A principal ifficulty'for our purposes is that in such.calcu-
-.

*ionsno attempts been made to'show the cOntribution of formal

and non-f4$mal education separately. Parenthetically, factors other

than education, particularly public health, contribute signifiCantlyl
--1 to theAqvality.a r

"
A.mdre recent . tempt to measure the cosfs,pf gli,typ:

'.
of edu-

. . cation- in the U ed States ihcluddd istimqtes for . "education
4 the home" (arni s f'oreg'one by mothers stay.ing at home to
educate their presc I children), "training on- the' - job,"

"education in the church'," "educatloh iq the armed services,"
aswell as costs of formal.education, special schools, other

-. 'Federal expenditures, and costs of publiC libraries. The total
cost for 1956-1957 was computed at over $60 billion, or 12.9 1\

;'percent of adjusted gross national product. The comparable
figures for 1955-1956 were over $51 billion and,11.8 percent of
Grm. 3

.With iespect to the second approach, several economists inclu-

ding Solow and Denison
4
attempt to measure the contribution of education

.

by .deducting the contribution attribuzed to measurable inputs of capital
..._

and labgr. The main probl m of this

)

hresidual approach I. -the/ the
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portion finally attributed to education is hardly specific, to say

nothing of its identifying the contribution of non-forpal education.

But in the absence of a peasurement in which one can have confidence

through the return to investment in.non-formal education, this dpproach

oay serve as a yseful, if crude, guide to the policy maker.

With, regard to the third approach, attempts havebeen made by

several economists including Mincer, Becker, and Hector Correa to

compute the internal rate of return at which incremental "income

obtained later in life would just compensate for the direct expendi-

ture on education and the value of income foregone during the period

of schooling"5 or non-formal educational training. If this rate of

return is higher than the prevailing interest rate on alternative

investments, then the investment in education is a desirable or
. 0

/

profitable one. Several different studies
6

indicate that the internal

rate of return for primary education As higher (e.g., 20 percent or

higher in the 0:5: 'compared 'to 10 to 15 percent in secondary education)

because costs involved are relatively 1pwer and little income is

forgone.

There ate no known data on this question with respectto less

developed countries. 'We may spec ate, however; that the

in rates' of return o primary and seco ary education proba

rence

y

smaller since yjungsters enter th abor market earlier and come

forg9ne becomes an element consider at an earlier age. areful

empiricalattentionshould be -gisten to thprivate and cial returns

related to bec9ming "functiona iylitgrate" since this is a, critical,

educational policy issue for.less developed countries which is hardly

an issue at all for. count uch as the U.S.

Thdifferentia- rate has an interesting implication for non-

formal education since many resources are wasted at the primary level'

in the Ms. ,Despite its popularity, the primary education may not

IttPV/be the most effic'' form of education for a poor country. seeking

economicdevelopent. For example, out Of,about 30 million children

e rolled eac.year i.n grade one of Asian schools, over 50 percent

eit er repeat the grade or dropout of school and into ultimate
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illiteracy. This is an expensive introduction to education (estimated

at $100 million a 'year in Asia) for thee little itaccomplishes, to say
nothing'of the human potential forever forgone: 7

Finally,, Harbison and Myers make an extensive attempt to

correlate education and economic indices. For 75 countries they
develop a composit index to distinguish among countries in terms ofl(
four,levels of human resource development; for example, Level I,

underdeveloped; Level II, partially developed; Level III, semi-

advanced; LeveCIV, advanced. In ell, 14 different indicators (e.g.,

GNP per capita,, teachers, scientists, engineers, physicians per

'1,000 population; first and second level school enrollment ratio;

public expenditure on education as percent of national income) were
tabulated. Analysis of their data led them to conclude that economic

thin
development correlated more strongly with higher education thlan with
primary education or literacy. From this they developed a composite
index of human resource development. This index consists ofthe

percentage of the age group in secondary school plus the percentage

in higher education Multiplied by a weight of 5. The correlation ..

between this composite index and gross national product per capita

in the U.S. is very high (0.888) but great care must be taken to

avoid assigning otherwise unverified causal 'relationships on the basis

of-such a coefficient. 8

_
.

In path breaking studies, Weyer, Mincer and' Becker studied

rates of return on investment in on- the -job training. which is only a

segment of non-formal education. Mincer assumes that'the rate of
.return from on-the-job training is almost equal to that from formal

,

sch ooling. The cases of male/female and white/nonwhite wage dif-

ferentials are analyzed through the "investment hypothesis" which /# .

suggests that human capital is a significant factor in explaining

wage differentials and employment patterns. Becker also considers

the matter because it illustrates the effect a human capital on

earnings, employment, and other economic variables. He argues: if the

present values of net earnings in different occupations are presumed

to be the same as one would expect in a perfect model, market costs
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and the internal rate of return can be measured from thenet earnings

information. Becker and Mincer do, however, provide an innovation

in human capital theory by linking to the time profile of investment

in human capital.

In this Connection, Blaug makes the foLleting comment-:

In Using age earning profiles to calculate rates at return on
investment in scLooling, are we not in fact confusing the
effects of schooling with the effects of training? Indeed,

.if all labor training is general training,. the age earning
profiles we obsePVe systematically understate earnings
attributable to formal education in the earl years of
employment and overstate them in the later -years; likewise,
'even if training is specific, there is a general tendency to
overstate earnings attributable to schooling.9

However, using age-earning profiles, Mincer c'alculated.the total

amount invested in on-,the-job and off-the-job training in the U.S.

in 1939, 1949, a nd L958. His calculation based not on the account-
;

ingdata at the ente rprise level but on.the'net return streams by

three Revels of.education and calculation of corresponding private

rates of return on investment- in schooling. "He then applied these

'rates to each Successive profile to determine what earnings Would

have been if individuals.had trot invested in training. These forgone

earnings Constitute the costs of general training and hence measure

the investments individuals Make in training."10 The forgone<earnings

as a result of general training can be graphically illustrated as

shown in Figure 9. ..It is assumed that persons who are receiving

general training tend to darn more than the persons who are receiving

specific training. But'the way we have drawn the specific and
. 1

general training lint shows uncertainty.. Ft is conceivable that

, despite certain advantages, persont with general training may not

compete with perS'ons with epecific training in a technological' society

such as the U.S. because specific 'training.tends to increase.the'

probability of oreativity'or innovation in.the same or in alternative

lines of production.

Mincer, however: is\4war of the drawbacks of his analysop

and assumptions such as that of a stant rite of return to invest -

He'further acknowledges his failur to adjust for differences

i5)
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lity and home bac1 round and to provide reliable evidence
of specific training. However, Blaug makes the following

comments on linter's studies.

But more
S,

important than any of these is the assumption thatrates of eturn on schooling arenot
very different from thoseon tra,01g. He does not make an effort to check his results'by examining data on the costs and returns of particular

training programs an the United States. For exaiple, compari-.
sons of craft apprentices' and

operatives' earnings gave an
averagprprivate rate of return to apprentice training for
three4anduStraes well below the private rate of return on
college edUcation, although social rates of return were not
very different in the two cases (Mincer, 1961, pp. 533 to534). However, from the point of view of Mincer's calcula-tions, at is the private rate of return that is important,4 since the p _vase rate of return on schooling seems to exceed
the rate of training, the impli ation is that his estimates of
the costs o training are actual the low side. Likewise,2t follows that calculations of the ages of return on school-
ing from obs rved age earnings profiles are, in fact, biaseddownwards; a we could truly separate the costs andirilsirns
from trainin , rates of return wouild rise, a surprising .result."

Ben-Porath
12

alsotdevelops'a model which generates some of the qUali-.

tative characterislics of the observed life cycle of earnings: 4ero
earnings followed by a period of increasing earnings at diminishing
rate with an eventual decline.

The productibo function is intended to,give some of the char-
'acteristics of the technology influencing the i'ndividual's decision
to invest in himself. Production functions describe relationships
between outputs of commodities produced by firms and the various
combinations of the-input* they employ in the production. -Knowledge
of these'production functions for the individual is equivalent to
knowledge of potential demids by dustry,for skills. Such knowledge
should be critical tothe individual in deciding on Vie amount and
nature of investmen -in his own skill development. In thi connection,
Simmons comments:.

Rate of'return models usually estima b lifetime earnings as a,
function of age and schooling, and shoh a high. rate of return'to all levels of education in aidevelopin country, with pri--.-
mart' consistently the highes oAthe three 'vets. How
correctly is this model specified? Omitting variables like

7
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socioeconomic status, quality of schooling, Work experience,

personality and health, to suggest a few, should upwardly bias

the coefficients of.the traditional model. Using survey data

from the Tunisian shoe industry to estimate earnings regres-

sions, I found that work experience was much more significant

than either using cognitive'skillf on the job or primary

schooling in predicting earnings.'3

From the preceding analysis it is clear that we have not*yet explored

fully the costs, benefits, and incidence of the non-formal educational

training. Some attempts have, however, been made to make cost-benefit

analysis of the government training and retrains g Qrograms and

hemes (e.g. , Borus,
14 Otley,

15.
Lester,

16
Gor Weisbrod,

18

ardin,
19

and others).

Since education, formal or non-formal, is a complex social

product, the measurement of the rate of return is highly complex.

Unlike 4.ps or steel mills it is etbt'possible to calculate the rate

of financial return on a non-formal educational project because of the

difficulty of determiAing ho"uch is really consumption, how much

represents investment, and how much is a political good. The goals

of modern societies are political, social, cultdral, and economic.

And the purposes of the non-foll education are likewise complex

and may be different in different societies depending on priorities.

if we elect to gi.e top priority to economic growth, then the program

of human resource develtpment through non-formal education must be

designed to provide the knowledge and critical skill required by the

economy. The better the definition of a program and the .greater the

degree to which output is quantifiable, the better is the chance for

ascertaining We rate of return from IIROfttment in non-formal educational

programs. The fact is that the measurement of rates of return on non-

formal educational investment have both individUal and social dimensiCrIse

The individual dimension' arises from the feet of net loss or gain of

individual earnings from the acquired skill and knowtedge.4 The social

dimension arises from the external economies or, diseconomies from an

investment in non-formal educational programs and from the fact of

idtperfect markets.
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Through pricing policy and various forms of financial aid,
society has "hidden" many of the costs so that the
vidual will be more likely to-make a favorable. dedision
about continuing his educatibn then he would make in a ,com-
pletely free market unsubsidized situation. From society's
point of view, if there are significakt communal benefits.
resulting from an educational program it is rational not to
depend on individual rational full cost decision.20

Furthermore, it is a mistake to think of returns from non-formal edu-

cational inves'tment.in economic terms only. The efforts to give

greater emphasis to human resources in economic analysis and the

attempts to Measure the contribution of .education to economic growth

are highly desirable; the notion that.non-formal ed caiionel programs

dither can or should be analyzed solely in economic terms is unrealis-

tic. Thus, the return on education in terms of increases in individual

or national income, ihcreases in productivity, cannot be taken as the

only test of.the effectiveness of non-formal educational programs.

Nevertheless, economists do define and measure progress by.economic

criteria, even if as individual members of the society, they have

often a much broader view of the goals of a society.21

- Conclusion'

There is an increasing awareness. among economists of the role

of non-formal education in human resource development. But only a

part of the investment in mon-formal education (e.g., on-the-job train-

ing) is explored at all, and even there the surface has jyst been

scratched. Investment ih in- service training or follow-up training

where non-formal education can be *a complement to format education has

yet to be explored.

Further, there little empirical information on the rate of

return to non-formal education although several attempts have been

made to calculate the r to of return from formal schooling in the U.S.

Education is a complex ochal good; it' is difficult to measure its

rate of returnin economic and finahcial terms as we would a factory/,

or service where the coststend to be unambiguous and the outcomeis

measured in unambiguous profits.'
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CHAPTER,V

PLANNING, GROWT1, DEVELOPMENT, AND

NON-FORMAL EDUCATION

Introduction

Planning is a complex phenomenon. ,Modern development planning,

as practiced in the LDCs since World War II, has used a model similar

to that developed in the U.S.S.4,..after World War 1. 1

=

Despite the great diversity of forms,
2

all planning seems to

be concerned in some way or another with "figuring out how you get

from here to there; and from where you are to where you want to be."

Put it another way, it is an organized conscious attempt to_exploit

the available resources to achieve specific goals through aorational

application of sets of choices among various possible alternatives.

. Planning as a process is an indispensable pre-conditign for
the formulation of effective development policies and mlpstires..
A plan can play an.important part in the planning polidies and .

measures. But, if a plan is prepared before the process has
begun in earnest or if it is unable to generate the proce4s.,"
it is likely to have little significance for development.)

eelopment planning may include sub-national planning for one region

or multi national regional planning involving "a series of regions
. '

,covering an entire country. Experience.shows that it is not Only the

economic potential but also the political will coupled with adminis-

trative capacity that determines whether or not a plan will ,be a

success or a failure.
4.

The.polLtical will can be quanafied in terms
,

of taxes.,, credit., and investment. While it is iingprtant to know the

theory of planning, the importance of empiricil2midence and experi-

ehcli in planning in other Countries shOiid not be wierlpoked. "Rather,

a priority should be given to the lessons from experience of planning.

Coim and others expressed a similar view in prepiring a plan. 5 "

A
With thisbrief introduction of development planning, we turn

tq the question of evolution Orf"non-formal educational planning.
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Evolutio of Non-:Formal Educational Planning

Although we re just developing the non - formal. educational

planning concept, an early integrated and systematic attempt on a

national scale was made at developmental planning during the first

Five-Year Plan of the U.S.S.R. Despite the Soviet success, there was

not ready acceptance of the concept of educational planning, in the .

Western countries and the non-Communist LDCs. Gradually, the importance '

ofplanning in the field of-social polic(as stressed by non-Marxist

economists such as Mannheim and Tugwell. Thus, several fragmented

experiments educational planning were made in the form of the

Tdrdieu plan of 1929 and the Marguet plan in 1934 in JErance, and the

New Deal planning in the 1930s in the U.S. But only after the second

World War, the Wester6 countries and many non-411.tgtern LDCs saw

social ferment in the form of rising expectations of the masses,

coupled with'demand for education. The concept of educational planning

gainer currency in many Western.couhtriessuch as Frande where "educe-
,

tion became an integral part of the national plan in 195.3."6 In the

U.S., where eclucatjon is a state and local, function,'the lack of a
#

'federal plan does not,of course, imply lack of_planning. Education,

became an imporftant secteiY of, the)development"plan of many LDCs.' Thus,
. *

education figures prominently in the development plans of countries

such as India in 1951,,Burma in 1152, Colombia in 1957, Paki-starrand

MorOcZo.in'1958, Tunisia in 1959, Bangladesh in 1972, and so on.7

The preceding d=iscussion, indicates that the eduCafional plan-.

ning concept is considered to be a part of the broader concept of

national economic planning for the purpose of the development of

Social' infras,tructure. Centrarto the concept is the underlying'

assumption that forinulationand implementation of any educational

plan require investment just like other sectors of the economy, e.g.,

agriculture and public'health. But the measurement of'return from

such investment presents a serious problem.
8

Wgnarce already discUssed'

At' ".° the problems involved in cost and benefit estimation.' A UNESCO report

covers many aspects of educational planning..9
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. However, the interest in non-fonmaieducation is of recent

.origin. In addition to Mich-igan State'Univers)tyl"s involvement in

. ,conducting a program of studies in non-formal education, the World

Bank-has been carrying, case sudies.of non- formal education in

thirteen LDCs.
10

Besides, several Other U.5.1 universities Such as the

University of California at Los Angeles, apli hgLUniversit9 of Pitts-

burgh are alsp inmolfed in non7fOrmal educational research. Genera

awareness abOut non-formal education is also indrested by7the fact that.

several'U.S. universities such: as Stanford and Michigan State Univer-

sity are offering courses and-,seminars,"on,non:formal education, IAAID

has provided financialf,aid for many non-formal edudational,pr gr ms

such as the M.S.U. project thro ugh financial support,

. . .

Concept of Non-Formal Educational Planning %,
. The non-formal educational planning is & conscious and

deliberate .policy package to exploit the available resources in the
`"post efficjent-way-,-to achieve-certai4194ci.o-economic goalv' or

dEijec.tives. -11-14§. del has five dIstinCt parts:

(a).6 cleal=. statement of objectNes;

(b) a survey of resources; .

(c) matching resources and objectives through techn'Hcal
coefficients;

(d) iMpleMenttion of the plan;

(e) evpluation a9d review..

Since lila ning for the non-formal elducation sub-sector should

be a continuous pr cess, the'process entails the above-mentioned

order bf succession of interdependent actions like a2,,yother sector-,
N /

Nanning. Eleboration.of these interdependent actions may be useful.,
. , .

..
.

. r(a) A-clear statement of objectives: Only through a clea.

,. .

statethent, of objectives of any non-formal educational program(s) is it

possible to reflect the societal need.. Tfiks 6needuhas diverse
. .

dimens'ions'encOmp:/ssIn 'social, economic, cultural and aesthetic and

other', values; and is likely.to reqUire determining the order. of

priority among various pbjectives,, some of which may.donin conflict

with'others.
4
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1

(b) A survey of resources: A survey of educational needs

is essential. in order to chart eYational course towards its objec-

tives. It is imperative that thoon-formal educational program be

drawn in the tight of present conditions and recent trends. This.

involves the assessment'of alternatives which require the assessment

not only of human and financialresOu*es, but also of political,

sociological, and administrative capacity or constraints. Any planner

who doer not give proper weight to the whole range of,constraints is

likely o meet with failOre in the.p ocess.or implementation. Many
-

development plans (education as q par of, them) have met with failure;

not.because of the lack of:financial an economic resources but

because of the lack of poiitical will." Success of, a plan for non-
\

formal.education reqpires the involvement of the leaders of the

community or political
1

leaders. AdMinistrative effectiveness to
-

carry out the program at its implementation stage similarly fre7

quently assumed to exist 'without careful consideration. Furthering ?I

the progrecaequires proper understanding and acceptance by the

people or community concerned.

The greatest difficulties met by planning-are socio-
oelchological resistance,'inertia, lack 6.f. enthusiasm..
17a-e is, therefore, adeveloping feeling that educational
prlanning cannot be effective if teachers, students, and the
cpmmunityatlarge are not always betta-r,informed.and

, suited. Efficient planning nowddays is'`an essentially
4democratic process.

.

In choosing the best alternatime,Ithe oiterridingtqncern for
.

the educational economists is to maximlie the. Oenefits from the use.of.

. . .

scarce resources. The fact of scarcity is the heart of economic
0

4.4..
.

problems. .

....
t. --

-
. -

......,.

. .
Educational conomists have, infthe way of al l economists*
relatively e ct point of view. He endeavors to-make the best

. . possible u of scanty, resources, whethei"finariCial OrhuMii.
The outlook of'the philosophers, or educationalists--if they'

. found 'their inclinationgliis, of course,..daametri&ally opposed.'
. They consider, and righOy too, that education,_ intellectual

training, moral instruction, are ti he righti of eV4,ry humab J

. being. This belief consequently leads TO almtn-instrumental

- outlook on the educational process. At the 'other eni/ of the.
--.

scale, the economist, by the very nature f his profeszion,
. must cultivate an instrumental outlook.4q

C
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Evidently there is a need -foi reconciling these opposing

views. Subject to edonomic, social, and political.constraints, a

mechanism of incentives needs to be .developed so that educational

effort can be directa towards a desired channel. .

#

..'(c) Matching of resources and objectives: This,, is a very

important'step in the planning process and is done through the .

coefficient of relative effectiveness. .T-hi means comparing rates of

return, or pay-offs on alternative investments. These are influenced

by such factors as the demand for educational products, costs involved

.in-providing services, availability of capital, and the-level of

technology. Earlier discussion has indicated that it is no easy

task to match resources with objectives. The difficuirty arises

partly from the problem of setting up an efficient order of priorities.

This arises because of the complex nature of the educational output.

(d) Implementation of the plan: Without a clear strategy' for

implementation, a plan is meaningleSs since in itself no action is

produced. Many development plans in which an educational plan is a.

pgrt have not produced 'the desired result simply because the planners

failed'to make an "adequate pro on for their implementation"4 14

.
it is easy to say much about what is to be achieved, but difficulty

arises in the means.of attaining the objectives.
.

(e) Evaluation and review: Since a plan is always future

oriented, its course is hardlypossible to predict- -hence the need for

constant review and adjustment and readjustmer .in the light of change

in the social dynamics. In'this perspective, non-formal educkional

planning must be a continuous process, with decisions subject to

constant review. We have just outlined in its broad detail the

varipus "stages" of the non-formal educational planning in it1 lOgicaT

sequende: Since birth, growth, maturity, end decay of non-formal

edlCational programs can goon simultaneously, all the "stages" of

planning are very likely to. go together, Any sparticillar program in

- non-formal education can contribute in the overall sector planning

.process involving execution of a rational system of choices based on

consideration of viable alternative investments compiled with-- economic
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and social benefitsand costs. If a program in the area of non-formal

educatiOn does not generate'the process, it may have relatIvely'little

significance for development and change compared to one which is,rein-
.

forcing the process of, change.

Two Levels, Two Forms, Two Approaches

So far we have discussed the concept of non-formal educational

planning and the prOcess it entail's. Equca.tional economists can con-

ceive of two levels, two forms, and two approaches)of not;- formal

education.

As for levels, we have already indicated that planners can

deal with non-formal educational planning either at macro-level which*

involves'the study Of the complete, integrated system of non-formal

education or a part thereof within the overall framework of develop-

menf planning, or at micro-level involving an analysis of individUal;

programs or institutions. In this present'study we are mainly inter-
.

. ested in macro-studies of non-fo mal educational planning. ti

As for forms, it may b planning by-direc+gion involving the

direct intervention by the goVernment when the greater part of the

non-formal.educational activities are in state hands. It may be -

planning .by inducement involving marginal intervention by the govew-

nent to correct certain imbalances Wfien the greater -part of the.

'economy and, for that matter, a greater part of. non-formal educational

planning-still remains in private hands. Such planning has to be

formulated through a process of successive approximation by means of

a comparison of resources available and of claims upon these

resources. In such cases it may be necessary to adjust the scale and

tomposition,of the non-formal educational,programs'to the limited

supply of cerra.0 specific resources such, as foreign-exchange,

administrative arl'technical_capabilities.

As for approache it may be planning of non-forma l_education

,as a sub-sectr of overall edu ational planning, or we May go ahead.

with panning f non-formal education as an independent sector, -keeping

in view both economickand social goals.
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As argued below, 1 favor planning of the non-formal educational
N,

sector in its own right. Treated as a sub-sector of overall economic

planning, it becomes merely an extension'of ninpowerplanning, thereby
losing important zontrol over its potentialities forsocia.change.

On the other hand, it might be possible .:to realiietwo Objectives-'-
. .

manpower planning in the narrow sense and that of influencing social

change.

-For the purpose of our analysis we have divided the economic,

-system into three broad areas:

(a) prodUctIon areas (e.g., agriculture, business, etc.);

(b) physical infrastructure (e.g., 'water, pdwer, communica-
tion, etc.);

(c) social infraSt ture (e.g., health, labor, education,
etc.).

Every area of the econalisi,r stem-needs trained and skilled

manpower. For example, agriculture.ne s extension agents, industry

and bus'ines's neeestertograph-ers and ae.-b. tants.

The models shown in Figurelawll iliu'strate these two

approaches. We can have a situation as in Model 1 if we treat. planning

of the non-formal. educational sector as a sub sector which is .subservir---...

ent to other sectors of general economic planni In this case, '

planning set of decisions for-future-a 09 to meet the

planning cannotmanpower requirement of other sectors of stage 2--th'

go beyond stage .3 insofar as its direct influence,is.c cerned;

growth which is the interaction of stage 2. This is b.. use non-formal

educational programs will be'designeci only to meet-the eqUiTements of

other sectors.
.

But if we make a plan of the nor formal educational sector as

an independent sectorkof general planning, then non - formal educational

activitiescan influence directly the final stage 4--a stage of social
.

_

change and development. In such cases, the non-formal educational

programs can'be planned, keeping in viel.the Sectoral and overall goal

of the developmenlplan. It is possible to conceive that this type

of Olanning may inf uence the direction of social change. Model I '.1-1d

Model 11 are identi...al except for stage 4 which has made Model II
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coniprehensive and global in character,. In the case of Model I, non-

formal education can play a'passive and indirect role it influencing

social change. But it the case of Model II, the non-formal sector

planner can act and re-act more actively in the dynamic setting of

growth and development. As such, we are inclined to follow the approach

suggested by Model II.

Since we have made a distinction between growth and development,

we prefer toP discuss some implications of non-formal education with

regard to growth and development.

Growth and Non-Formal.Education

Myint has.stated that "balanced growth theory may refer to the

minimum s,:ze of investment programs which are required to start economic

. development or it may refer to the path of economic development and the

46,,,Pattern of investment necessary to.keep the different sectors of the

economy in a balanced'way with each other.",15 He distinguished three
. v

related versi-ons of theory: the first version emphasized the con-

sumer's goods industries;
1,6-

the second version the technical indivisi-

bilities in social overhead services in transport, communication

power, etc. (e.g., physical infrastructure), and the third version

integrated program on industrialization (e.g., the big push).
17

With-

out entering into the controversy between the balanced growth anti

unbalanced growth approaches as stressed by Professor Hirschman,

there seems to-be a consensus among economists, strengthened by

experiences in some LOCs where "education is now increasingly regarded

as the 'missing component' of economic development."
18

Economic

literature has not developed wall enough to show as to how to strike a

correct balance between investmentin man and investment in machine,

between social development and economic development. But to determine

the scope of "social infrastructure" and its direction is not the job

of economists alone; it is essentially the task of social scientists

of 'different disciplines. But there seems to be little or no disagree-
.

ment that the growing social and economic problem of "educated

unemployed" in Asian countries is due to too much of the Wrong type of
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- human ,investment. Even the case for universal primary edutatibn in LDCs

is questionable if its high cost and the problems of absorption are

taken into account. Viewed from this perspective, investment in non-

formal education has advantages over investment in foetal education,

at least in two ways: First, theproductivity ofinvestment in non-
.

formal education may be greater due to greatei flexibility and

adaptability of the social and institutional framework. 'A:he strategy
.

of non-formal education can be evolved matching the local situations

and needs. This approach to educational- investment is likely to'

stimulate changes and receptiveness to these changes.

Secon4,4 non-formal education is perhaps bettersuited to fill

up the gaps of "critical skills" in the context of LDCs.

It is "good" to have an extensive system of formal-education.

But unfortunately, the resources of the pobr countries are too limited

to make massive investments in education ignoring theclaims of other

sectors. At least in the early phases of their development programs,-

LOCs should concentrate investment on_non-formal education and on
y

the objectives of functional educatiort. "These efforts are less time

consuming, less costly, and more directly related to manpower require-

,ments than is a formal.educational system as such, they are likely to

prove most effective in improving the economic quality of human

resources. "19

At this.stage, the special characteristics of investment in

os,.....material capital and investment in human captal are expl ed. This

intuitive distinction may stimulate arguments which may be use ul in

evolving an appropriate investment strategy. A compariibn.is shown

on the fallowing page.
. 4

Physical ilgestment is less complex compared to investme'rft in '

man. But non-forma-1 education presents perhaps less complexity cot -

pared to its counterpart in formal education.

., Development, Modernization, and Non-Formal Education

We see a very special role of planning for non - formal. education

in the context of broader concept of development. For our purpose,
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growth is a'part of development. Thus, growth in GNP or per capita

income or increase in employment may not be an adequate criterion of

development. ,While advocating a human resourceapproach to the

development of African nations, Harbison, a leading exponent of man-

power.planning, notes that "education has Other broader purposes than

hUman resource development."20

We should make a distinction between modernization and devel--

opment.' To me, developmedt is, the total cumulative effect of

modernizAtion. Modernization is seen here as a process by which social,

politidbl, and economic institutions of a given society tend to adapt

changing functions and role result.1ing" from change in paradigm. At

Profesor Black
21

observes: "Modernization may be defined as sthe proc-

ess by which historically evolved. institutiOns are adapted to the

rapidly changing functions that reflect the unprecedented increase in

pan's knowledge, permitting control over his environment, that ac'comr

panied the scientific revolution." Though it is difficult to endorse

all change as positive, yet both advanced, nd LDCs havevaccepted

. modernization in principle as desirable. Education, both formal and

. non-forMal, can play a crucial, role in the process of modernization

even if ec nomic,considerations are the most important criteria in

determining he overall degree of modernization in the LDCi....vinvest-

ment ir non- ormal education at a macro level tends to generate the

forces of Change which arlike]y to influence the life styles and

va)ue systems within a given s iety. Adam Curie has shown education'

as a powerful agent of economic an
Is

ociil cha n ge.
22

Thus, educational

investment has to be understood in the broad social context.

For LDCs, it is high time to understand and fully grasp this .

broNer conception
3
f development. in industrial Western societies,

1
job and job,only is the "key to individual status and participation in

/

the good of society," bu.t in the Case of new nations which are.stiir

'traditional, we can perhaps confer social status in a variety of ways.

This may give meanijig and satisfaction to the people involved. In

the lignt of, these tocial values it is very difficult to recommend
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the Western type of development for the new nations without qualifica-

tion. Many people ark Taisjn9 fundamental jssues.,

Alread-y-the wastefulness andresource-hpnger of the ,leading
' -industrialized nations are becOming painfully apparent in the
problemi of pollution, energy, cater and raw materials. Con,
sidering that the economic well -being of the indus,5Y2Ilized
nations has steadily depended upon increasing per-capita con-.
sumption that'has ieacaethe poiat where'paamsd obsolescence'
and fashion changes are 'essential to maintaining the volbme of
business, can .A

new
be maintained that road

being .for the new nations is along this same route?23
to we11-

Development strategy for the hew 'nations must come in terms of gradual

reduction and ultimate elimination of malnutrition, disease, illiteraq,

. squalor, unemployment., and inequalities. ,

The mere increase in GNP will not reduce poverty automatically,
e

,

- '

and serious efforts are required to reduceeinequality. "Let- us worry

about .the cornten of GO even more than its rate of increase."
I 0 _

_24

Miller notes the folioling four educational implications of any
t.'' ."

broader concept ion; developmer)"/:
,

.

.

4

1. Education must be less formal ;
.

. .,
.

2. Education must be freed from sisfem restrictions and
be developed'through a variety of specific projects
on a smalPer sca le;

3 Educational projects must be recognized as experi-
mental, and mustbe monitored so that we find out
what works in'spec'fic situations; .1

4. Educatibm must bec me more of a service within a cm-
.

plex of development efforts and less 9f an instructional
program for the sake instruction. 2)

W ile we are in general agreement with the author with respect

to having mental', experimental, and service oriented non-formal

educational programs within a new,perspective on'development, we are ,

hesitant to accept'hiS contention that less formal educational pro-
. At

grams or non-fee :fret educational projects, adjusted to local conditions,

may not, be confined within the requirement of any national-or other

widespreadsystems. Miller seems to neglect the importance Of

"systems analysis approach" in education either conscious)), or uncon-

sciously.
o

Non formal. education, fragmented though it may be, must be

treated as a part of. the total social. pi'cture.
0
Non-formal educatibn

-4
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must be approached "as a part of a larger system and not as a'systM

. which exists of and for itself." This leads us, then, to 'discuss the

following aspects of non-formal educational development planning:

' (a) Strategy of planning;

(b) manpower development in non-formal educational plan-
ning;

(c) systems analysis in'non-formal education.

Strategy in Planning Non-Formal Education,

Non-formal Oanning is a continuoua s process. Regardless of the

state ordevelopment in a_given country, a clear strategy is needed to

direct the course of non-'formal educational development. There cannot

be one strategy for all countries. It may differ from country to AD

country depending on the stage of development. But after making a

survey of the literature it seems to us that it might be pOssbie to

state a few general principles on the strategy of non-formal educa-

tional administration:

(a) principle ofneed;

principle of consistenty;.

0 (c) principle of 'reciprocity;

(d) principle of efficiency and productivity;

(e) principle of universality.

In the first instance, the social and economic need ofanY

particular commpnity will have a strong bearing on'its strategy. .Per-

haps because of the serious scarcity of resources, LDCs may place

heavy emphasis On job-oriented or service-oriented non-formal educa-

tional programsThe'essential nature of such programs are not

only to match education and work, but also to "help people do things

for themselves and'to assist them in tackling immediate problems

of health, sanitation, etc. A n the broader framework of develdpment

this service oriented non-formal education means a type of instruc-

tion which comes in as. specific technical problems'are identified.

Educat ion then becomes but one auxiliary service for people. who are

trying to do something for themselves."
26

This, type of emphasis may

* yob
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be needed equally in the case of a rapidly Changing technological

society such as the U.S. and LDts. But the dimension of the problems

may\vry from country to country. In the U.S., !or example, training

and retraining through nop-fprmal education might seem extremely

helpful in making necessary job adjustments.
27

Thus we see that

emphasis on nonr:formal education will depend on "need" of the society&

The.setond principle is that of consistency. This means not

only the internal harmony between objectives and meaps in achieving .

the objectives but also external consistency. This qbestion of

external harronarises because education as a sector hai a direct

bearing on other sectors of the economy. Thus if. a company wants

to retrain the older people through non-forMal educatioh it must take

timely action not only to house there and to train the required

teachers and to prepare study materials but also ascertain the need

of the different sectors of the economy. In this sense, "strategy

means liaison and harmonization. 28
In formal education, this act of

harmonization is relatively easy compared to non-formal education where

it is difficult to offer a clear statement of objectives, especially

when we are involved in macro-planning. At the pl-oject oprogram

level, the- objectives of don-formal.education
1
are 'much clearer and

1
more easily stated and .Teasurable than for formal education. The

heterogeneity of-the former and -apparent homogeneityof the latter

make quantification:and evaluation of non4ormal 4education-much

more difficult' at the "macro" or consolidated level.

'Third,4tegy for non-formal education demands the adequate

provisionbbth financial and human resources fOr contingencies

arising out of the impleMentation of the program.

rour.th,.astrategy of educational planning should also be

guided by .the objectiveof.efficiency and productivity. The economist's

concern for this principle sometimes creates misunderstanding between

educators and economists, misunderstanding which,summed up succinctly:

"Educat-ors, believe economists are too8,materlalistic, particularly
1

when economists talk about the effoiciency or productivity of education,

whereaseconomistelieve educators are too romantic,, particularly
6

o.

i
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when educators ask for more money."
29

Whe both educators aneecono-

mists sit togerer it is not diffidutt to c arify some of the main

issues and misunderstanding, Perhaps nobody will tolerate clear\

wastage of an educational program arising fro duplication o ulti-
.

. . m.

plication of efforts, the splitting up of prog ams into uneconomic

size. The strict application of economists' ki estment criteriat (i.e:,

cost-benefit analysis) in non-formal educati nal investment may have
, 0

a doubtful validity. There i,s definitely scope for cost analysis

(i.e., structure of expenditure, the-=4etailed allo ation of fundt.,

etc.) in non-Jormal lalLciational Nanning. But it i bedause of acute

shortage of technical personnel, particularly in LDC ,'that we do not

suggest the iDtroduction of prograM and performance b dgeting instead
. .

of conventional item b ts is the area of non-formal education. '

Last, but not east, is the principle,of univer alit). This
41111r

implies th t in addition to economic factors wherever po sible

sociologi al, poli ical, and anthropological factors shou d be
s

taken

into view in planning for non-formal education. From- the iewpoint

of development economics, the best strategy means an optima mix of ..

several factors in planning for non-formal education as a se tor.

This is likely to ensure political. support for the program an the

community involvemgnt in such action. This may mean the sacrif ce

of the-prtnciple of effidiencOand productivity To some toerabl

extent,.

Coombs' suggestion of two principal elements of a positive

t strategy includes focus on interrelationship between the educational

system and its environment and stress on educational innovation..
30,

He holds the view that the world educational Crisis is born of ehg

conjunction of, five factors: (a) the "student flood, (b). acute,

resource scarcities, (c) rising coAs per student, (d) unsuitability
'

of output, arid (e) inertia and inefficiency,

\

Manpower-Development in Non-Formal Educational Planning .

.

Within the broader concept of development, non-formal education
\

can corbtribute in a variety of ways. Manpower development, utilization

17'7 ,
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and, maintenance, should be-treated as one of the facets of the non-
\.

'

formal educational planning._ We have alre y no' ed that the scarcity.
..

of resources is acute in the case of
-

LOCs, 5 er e .

-...,,...._

through the : -formal eduCation is particpla ly significant,in\OCs.
.

Thus,-.job-Orien ed and service-orien ed non-for aleducational

training imply identification of futu e shortage and surpluses of

I manpower in each major sector pf the economy%'and thg evolving an

appropriate stra egy of training and retraining th,ough.a system of.

inctntives. Any licy ooncerningoincentives must be treated as an

essential componen ,of the strategy of non-forbal- edtkational planning.

'Without-provision,Jor incent ves or attractiveness of training, it

would be difficult to attract the attention bf the people invorved.

enterprise,
0

Thi% is fdndamental to any society based on private enferprise,
.- 0

personaLfreedom, and democratic ideats. .
.

,For the purpose of proper identification of actual manpower
,

needs, a planner requires knowledge of the 'past, and present, and

should be-able to see how the future will differ with respect to the-

occupational structure of Ithe total labor force. There is no hard

and fast rule with regard to the method of identification of manpower

needs in a givers economy. But in the areas of non-ormal educatiOn we

clearly see five dist ct problems:Of Manpower analysis in LOCs.

They are as followS.:_

Irk
(1) statistical data either unavailable)br unreliable;'

(2) lack of trained local personnel;

(3) lack of appreciation of the systems analysis approach
in education;

(4) unanticipated.aynon-marginal changes-in manpower,
needs;

(5) lack of recognition of non-formSl'eucatiori as a way
of learning.

Although the first four problems can also *be related to, formani-4
, -0

educational' pl9nning, the problems, are less serious in, fhe case

formal educatiOn because it has been fairly well developed in:LDCs:.,
.

alone similar line's to those in the West. Further, the capacito of
.

the lbhools, colleges, and universities are known; and.objectives

178
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con also be clearly deflned. Thus, despite the difficulties; solNin.
the problem of prOspective shortages and surpluses becomesecompara-

c

-tivePy easy in the area of formal education. Thus, in advanced

171

et

wuntries, there are stveral.-ways one can make ma npower .forecasts for
t

purposed of ascertain.ing needs for education.
. 0.

.These include askanvemiloyers-to.e.e9imate prospective require-
ments.; extranogatingst trends-in 'the growth of the
profession)611id correlating 'tine number of employees in the

,occupation with total employment, population, per-capita or
't 4 4' tota'' natmonal income, or some other such variable, using the

regression equations thus deriPed to estimate the total stock'
of 'engineers needed as of the.forecast date. This quantity
is then compared.with a forecast'of the supply of engineers
as of'bh3e date, calculated on the basis of the current stock,
withdrawals', and inflows from existing edu4atinal jnstitu-
tions. Prospective shortages or surpluses are thus idented.31.

,Some of the techol51, s cane used profftably'in.orecasting Ole man-
.

power requiresapaii non-formal education.

r

4

At this stage this panpower requirement approach in non formal

education has to be,distinguished from social demand approach. Social. ,

demand app'r'oach is essentially concerned with the -concept of education

6ased on he goal of imPartihg!spme measure of education.to all its

citizens. In IDCi such as India, Pakistan,,Bangladesh, and Ching, this

approach is gaining popularity_simplycbgcause bf the fact that the

' desire for education is constantly increasing. But the problem arises

because'the available funds for education are .becbming relatively

scarcer day by dayin these countries.32

r

-
!

.Systems Analysis in Non-ForMal Educatiion
:

The term "systems'aoelysis" Has recently been widely used.

The riletficid is designed to assist Cieclision makers for Tang -terra ,

perspective plannin4. ,Th concept has been wide, used in defense

' 33 -
. ,

planning. It is defined as

An inquiry to a/era Ocision maker to choose a course of
action byssystematically investigating his proper'oVje4-nves,

.

comparing quintitatiVely where,possiblee)sts, effectiVeness
and risks associatea with the alternative pol.ipia,...or
stmt vies foi achiev4v,them, aria formulating add.itional

I.
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aiternat::.cs if t2lose exarined are found wanting. Systems
anal,gs:srepresenss an approach to, or way,q looking at,
tonp:exproblems of choice under cer.tainty..)

-Ass-ystems approach in non-formal education is neede not only

for evolving, an appropriate strategy; but also for manpower analysis-

in non-formal educational planning.
-

Systems analysis. in education .is essentially concerned with

total educational effort in a given society. 35 Non-f&mal education,

a part of the total system of education, cannot and should not ignore

the role of schools,'"universities, technical. insticute, and'the

4-cs. er-43loying institutions which may provide facilities of training on the -

job. The main advantages of the systems approach to education are

as follo,s:

1. to get a total.picture of demand for education in
a given,community, thereby enabling tne planner for
non-formal education to know the magnitude of tasks
to bt performed by the non-formal educational
sector.

2, to know the total supply of educational resburees:-.
human and financial.

3. -fo identify the_ti)tal "manpower redbirement

4.suto identify the total "absorptive capacity" referring'
to a country's capacity to 'Provide sdme kind of seful
employment for persons with some eduCaTial
cationsm-fo=al or non-formai.

5 to establish closer linkages among differentlluman
.

r esource development agencies; thereby giving an oppor-
tu. ty for-considering alternatives of -training programs
(e.g., whether pre-employment craft trakiing should be-

. / , given is a formal techdical school or in an employikg
establishment on the job) .

.

6. lo avoid dupl:icatiohand.multiprication of educational
efforts so that. scarce resources can 'be-Used more
effectively and efficiently.

7. to detect actual and pbtential distortion in the sys-
tem, ;hereby enabling Zhe.planner to consider measures
io rectify the distortion.

ste-ns "analysis approach in'elon-formal education is

in LOCs this complexity arises partly because of the
. .

This

hlghly complex.

. ry nature of t problem, part!tyobecause of acute shortages of .\

'1.,
'N.,

1,

13\0 \
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-

.sJkil4e4 personnel ,in this area and-partly because of the lack of

information and effective communication as-well as paucity of statis-

tical-data. Also; when non-format education becomes. "systeriatic" it .

tends also io become somehow formal. Despite this, effort should be c
made to apply systems analysis in non-forNa educational planning,

because-this approach will not only highligh the various areas of
'.

concern but also offer different alternatives. This 4v0.1 facilitate.

the decision-making process and certainly help reduce wastage.
36-

I "
Summary and Conclusions

I. Despite the great-diversity of forms, planning implies a

conscious effort zo exploit the available resources--both human and

financia/--to attain certain more or less specific objectives. The

degree of:, s'ecificty frequently leaves much to be desired.
. -%
021. The current interest in non-formal education is essenti lly

a phentevertIon of the 1970s. Any definilidn of -formal educat.lonal

planning rest have the TolloWing fiv'e distinct , either implicitly
4

or expliciyy:

(a) :statenent jeceives and priorities in the light

of thennete

tbi survey trF_res s both human and financial;

(c) tching of resou es wit:1 objectivesthroughtec nicil
efficients;.

'(d) lementation of the lan;

) a to iston foC evaluatt feedback.

3. 1 edu atienal economist
.., .

forms, and tvo app. hes to' non-fdril e ucatiodb. As for levels,.

, economists can study non ormal educatio: ether fr-44 macro-level
\ \ .

.
..

. ---, .

rfrs; it may tid--prianning'by inducement
... ,...

or by.direction.,;-As,for-approaches, we 41.4y treat'hon-f rmal
. .

as a sector of oerall society or a sub.-secitor within an e
A N. . 4

.
sector. . . .

,
,

,

. 4. 0:0111-1 and develop-ent.are distincti itits. Educa

is now increSsing y 'regarded a vital component e growth
.
0 ,c

.

and development. But 1 estme t in non-formal education can have .

S
-............._

71

onceive of two levels, two.

Trio' micro-level. As for

ucalion

1
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advantages over investment in formal education at -least in tWo ways:

First, it'produces greater flexibility and.adaptability within the

social and institutional framework; second, it is better suited to

fill up the gaps of "critical skills" needed for development. These

efforts are likAy to be "less time consuming and less.costly."

5. After making a comparative anarysis of the characteristics

of invekrleift informal and in non-formal education, it has been

found that investme nt in man through non-formal education is perhaps

less complex. The following aspects of non-formal education have

been discussed:

(a) strategy planning;

(b) manpower develo ment in non-formal educational planning;

(c) systems analysis in non-fOrmal education. .

As for st;-ategy, we ave developed five general principles of
1

strategy as follows:

1. principle of need (i.e., establish need or idellify -
the area of conch 1;

2._ principle of consi tency (i.e., internal and external
harmony);

3. principle of recipr city (i.e., making adequate provi-
sion for carrying'o t.activities arising out of
implementation of th project);

4, principle of efficiency and productivity, (i.e.,
avoidance of wastage .1.1d better utilization of
resources;

. . .

\

-5. principle of universality (i.e:, taking into considera-
tion action. of sociological, political, and anthropo-
logical.fatiors inaddii-on to economic factors
wherever possible).

. .

jli
. ..

Manpower development, utilization and mainten' e, is treated

as one of he facets of non-formal education. We find five distinct
-

.... .
problems of 71anpower.anelysis in LOCs in the area of non-formal educe-

_

t(on. They are as follows:

1. lack of stiatistical data;*

2. lack-of 'trained native perSonnel;

3, rack of/apprecation of the systems approach.in eduta-
tion;

182
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_
4. bncertainty in ascertaining the manpoWer need;,

.

5. lack of repogni.tion of non-formal education as-a mode
of learning. ,

Lastly, we have seen that systems analysis approach in educa-

tion is concerned with tha total educational effort in a given society.

Non-foimal education is seen as-a vital part of the total system of

education. As such, activity in the area of non-formal education must

)1111

kg into account the'activities which are going on in formal schools,11

Ippa view to get the advantages as follows:

1. to get a total picture of demand for education; .

2. to get a total picture of- supply of educational resources
--human and finaicial; '. 1

3. to identify the total manpower re9uirements.;1.

4.' to establilh closer linkages;

5. to avoid dupliFation;

6. to detect actual and potential distortion..in the system.
-- J

Taken all in ail, we see that non-fdrmal education, if

fitspperly planned, can play a.decisive rifle in human resource develop-
, _ _

)

ment.not only in advanced countries,but also in modernizing .

economies. such as India, Bangladesh; Nigeria, and.Bi-azil. Development

experience has.shown ttlat.mosi of the plans In LDCs have failed dye

to.inadequaie implementatioil. This is a very important lesson for

those concerned with planning the non-formal -education sector: Non-

. fOrmal educational planeing is in its infancy., but we see its.great

'prospects and possibilities in the 1970s.

s

fs,
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CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY.AND CONCLUSIONS

Trends and Issues in the Economics of Non - Formal Education is

simultaneously discrete'and continuous. It is "discrete" in the sense

that it comprises distinct sections, eachof which is intended to be

independent of the others with its own objectives and related analy-

sis. ,It is'"concinuous" in the. sense that all sections together.

present the reader with an integrated view of the economic aspects of

non-formal education.

-This is a descriptive analysis in which I have adopted essen-

tially 4e theoretical and policy approach. The data and sources used

are secondary. The underlying hypothesis to be examined is that

no- n-forma education can substitute for and/or complement formal' edu-.

. Cation '-b-c'3t-h--ETeaninmd less developed countries. Chapter II

demonstrates that non - formal ducation can be an acceptable alterna-
.

tiVe to formal education. A theoretical framework is developed

indicating theprOblems"invol ed in investment criteria and'thetr,.A,

application to non-formal cation. Tally, the need for strategy

of planning the non -forma education sector is discussed.

Int::::Summary

Non formal educationis he de ned as a "conscious" effort

to utilize the educational resources (human and financial) usually
. .

outside of formal ochoolS to add to the total learning rtunities

available in both "consumption".tand "capital forming" actjui s in

a given community. The main feature of non-formal education is h

learning andwork expeiience'are closely related so that motivation

is maximfted because of the .evident link between learning and reward.

This is disfinguished from learning associated with formal schools.

This i5 also distinguished from pre-school, family learning situations

. 179
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.40
which may be called "informal"'education along with learning associ-

)

ated incidehtally with exposure to the physical and social environment,

One group of educators views -education as a lifelong, continu-,-

ous process, and it follows that non-formal and formal education 510
co-exist. Another school advocates "de-Schooling society" or the

-abolition of formal education. SchoolS are said to crette social

discrimination and i equality, and to require conformity. -EcOnomists

-can view non-formal e ucation either at the macro..level involving

o
the study of. the in egrated system of non-formal education or.at.--

, .

micro -level involvin an analysis, of individual programs.
---

Chapter li demon trates that non-formal education carp be an

effective alternative to forma education. A number of relationships_
.

,

is considered such as those bet een cducationandemployment, between
.

.1.. 1.

demand for andIOliply of skills oth at micro and macro-level. This
,.,c .

.
.,.demonstrates mapy functions_fornon-formal_education

particularly in"'. .

filling marry.lacunae. which I have chosen to call "gabs:" Cross=.
,

elasticity ofj deynd is considered which measures the.price-quantity

telati nship(between two products, e.g. the relationship of a rela-
. a

tive chtnge'in the quantity of non-formal education taken to a',
rela uve_c,hange in the price offormal education. The demand and

.
. ,

pr-ce relationship between formal and non-formal edUcational output

re explained. The role.of non formal education is considered with

respect to nine "gaps "-and its capacity to requce them:
., I. -the job gap etween education and. work experience

.

resulting in aximiz,ing motivation (i.e., job gap);
v

2. the wastage.of resources resulting from dropouts by .

prOviding all native institutions 4f- learning (i.e.
-,

gp)

3. the pressure on forMal schools thereby helping. to
., improve the quality of education (i.e.c, demAnd and

supply gap) ;. ' -
(..

4 ....

4. the pres ure on schools so that-they can cope, with the
.,

tremendo 's growth of scHo81-age population fi.e.,
populationgapi; .

. 5. the.rate of rural emigration to cities (i.e., wage
gap);

1813
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6.- the social inequality and discrimination in education
(i..e.,'equity gap);

7. the rigidity'and bureaucratic-Srrangement ,of the
schools.; the diverse nature of non-fqrmal education

programs tends to be more adaptable to educational
innovation and change (i.e., adapfability gap);

8. '."the supervisor's difficulty in assessing individual per-

forrgance on the job since the worker's skills are
likely to outrun supervisor! (i.e:, evaluation gap);

9. the expectation gap which is'reflectet pa.rtly in
migration friom rural to urban areas, and the pursuit of
education for jobs which are hot readily available

A(i.e., expectation gap).
4c: c,

Thus the non-formal educational,sector, if proper%planned,

can offer more than an alternative. B,, iff'diversity, non-formal
. ..

(

eduCation,can,be a dynamic factor in manpower development, utilization',`;
v

. ,

and maintenance- The economic and social of non-formal educa-

tion

.

developed here is a Nut step to explain the dynamism of

non-fortmal-education in the hope that others may be stimulated to
. . ,,, .

further investigation.

.-.
Like the output of formal education, the output Of non-formal

.

,education is also,a.complex social product: In both, there exists.

the difficulty of separating inVestm t from consumption expenditure.

But unlike- formal schooling, non-for al education does not generally
4

involve a long,gestation period since it prOduces an output which is

usoalty:fask speoific. Thrs ;micas the analysis a little easier.

Bia the problem of application of investment' criteria to.educatiOn

is formidable: The intangiblesiolague us. But decisions have to be

made--both with respect to the allocation of resources and their

efficient management.- Despite the.difficulti-es, cost-benefit analysis

and cost-effective analysis .356 useful in the sense that they bring

an element of objectivity: Cogts are relatively simple to handle, but

the benefit.estimation presents 'a prdblem of ser=ious nature.

0. There i's, however i,- an Increasing awarenEss among economists'

of the role of on-formal education in human resource development

Ohich is defined as the process of increasing knowledge apd the

"critical skWt" of all the'peoplelin a society for social and '

I.439
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economic development. But a part of the non-formal education, especially
'ton-the-job" training, is explored insome detail. Machlup identified

.

three types of on-the-job training: (a) on-the-job training from

experience, (b) on-thel-job training under guidance, and (c) off-the-,

job training inside the factery. His concept seems to be too narrow

because he excludes (a) from on-the-job training. Despite
/

certain

limitations; beCker's discussion of on-the-job training general
"Training useful to firms besides those providing for it 4d specific
training intended for the fi-iMs provlding for it) is very pbwerfdl;'

.it may prove-to:bQ a critical breakthrough.in the develOPMeht of a .

useful theory of OnAhe6job,training.

There' is additional di scOss.ion of rates of' zeturn to non-.'
formal education. Little empirical work has been done on this, although

several attempts have been made to calculattp.ihperate of return froL

formal schooling in the U.S. Both Becker ..s&igly rates of

return on investment in on-the-job training and pr v.i an innpvation,

in human capital theory by seeking to treat tle eful life" of the

investment, as fiAed physica assets are treat There are'many

imperfections in the procedure such as Mincer ssumOtion of ,constant ,

rate'ofcreturn to investment nd, further, his Sailur o adjust for

differences in native ability and home backgroullds his ca1o44mion .

of comparative rates of return. .

The appreciation or application of investment criteria, \
m

however difficult aids in the efficient allocation'and management

of scarceiresources. The final chapter deals with planning. It is
9 linked with the preceding dtsCussion because appropriatle.,investment

criteria are extremely important for planigers.- TheplanninVof the

non-formbl educationsector, a continuous process, is. deliiRerlte

attempt to utilize the available resources usually.dasidebf\the

f6rmal school system in order to achieve certain.specific wall - defined

objectives, to include finally a means of evaluation. ,Forpranning
.

0
pu'rposes,Itn-formal\educition seen as a vita) Part.ofthe total

as stem of education so that a kipkae is establ-ished and waste

voided. In other words, planners should adopt the "systems analysis

approach" in edUtational planning. 1

1Z1)
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But sector planning also ca11s for a strategy of planning

which should at least be guideeby the following five principles:

1. principle of need (i.e., establish need or identify
the areas of toncern);

2. principle of consistency (i.e., maintaining a balance'
between internal and external harmony);

, 3. principle of reciprocity (i.e., making ,adequate provi-

1 sioh for carrying out activities arising out of "

implementation of the project);

4. principle of efficiency and productivity(i..,
ante of waste and efficient utilization of resources);

5. principle of un iversality taking into considera-
tion of sociological, .political, and anthropological;
factor's in additign,to economic factors whefeogt'

possible) :

s'e

Major Conclusions 'and Findin§s
.

1. Both economists and educators can view non-formaleducation
,

at either the macro-level or the micro-level.
0

2. The appeal of pon-'forMal education is understandably great
.

.

both in more and less4eveloped countries: This appeal has.solid

theoretical bases, and-the analysis contributes to .developing an
gip . ..

. 1

economic acid -social-social Iheory=of_pon-_formal educatiOnl

3. The snbstitutibilicties and the complementarities. between
c

.

non-formal and fame] education can be explained with the help of
,

,..

1\, .

. .
.

cross-elasti(city of demana,- Iliat is, when,non-formal gducat,ion'becomes

a cloSe subst itute to'foral educationsZlfar as the salable skill_ in
.

the job market is,concerned,.the'demand-for non-formal education is
,.

likely to up with the increase in ttie pride of formal glidUcation.

Suppose auto mechanics can be trained either'. in a formal school or

in tfi each

other. . With the increase the wines .off formatschocil mechanics,
.

. .

hill
.

ceteris paribus, feWer will bg employed. Then the demand for non-
, . .

formal education mechan icslends-to.increase. This increase'in.demand
....- -

.

. Let -,

for'nonformplceducation mechanics will lead to higher wages. In*
, ,

thgr words,
,

wages to both formal and non-formal .exiaa on autput
, -

w 11 move in the same direction if they are substitutes Thq .

1 91 s
-

01,

\
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reverse is the case if they are complementary to each other. If the

noii-formal education programs become the complementary source of.,
,

,
supply of skill in the job market, the demand for non-formal education,

will increase with the increase in the demand for complementary formal
,

education.

4. If the'factory turns into a classroom (idstead of the

classroom into a factory), a better.labor and management relationship
4

'imay emerge. The laborers will bbenefited by the greater opportunil

'ties to acquire skills necessary, for promot -ion or higher salary.

Management will be Onefited'bygetting'more committed.labor. This

may lead to a lower labor turnover.

.5. There are conceptudaor4rotrlems'involved in cost and benefit..-.
. f

eSt1. imation. There seems to be little consens'u's among econorifists., on

.Certain basic 'issues such as appropriateness of the interest rate to

:discount Fong-term public investment, the length of the obserNation

peripd, the appropriateness of the Control groqp, and def.i.nition of

social osis and benefits (i.e., externalities). The problem is
.

-

. .

further cpmpiicated: by 'the fact. that non-formal educatiOn output is
, ,.

.a compl. x social'product. Cost-benefit analysis, however, pi-divides .

..

%aiii ele nt
of

of objectivity in the decision-making process.
.... .

6.
-
In the case offorMal 'schooling; earning and ,learning do

not usudlly go together, artd
or

,the income stream
,

is'negative during

4

the years'of schooling as a result of forgope income and,tendlto
7.'be pOsitive'during the periods of earning.' In the case bf non-formal

'education) learning and earning may generall-y go' together. In-some. ') .
.

cases, leafnieng becomeSunavoida0,e involving no marginal costs..
. - .

Even' in'lhe CeSiOf,off-finb-jc:13: training or on-the-job t'rltningi ..
. .

'(general and"specCfic), earning and, learning can concejv'abty go
.

.

.

together, and the income -stream may be poiti've. This is a signifi-
. cant differe

. .

t
.,

.

7.) The differences between the genefal and specific training

'on the job are already exptaiped."The firms may be encouraged to draw
, .

.. ...,
up'a getieral trai'ni'ng through firscal and monetary incentives, as the.

. . .....:. .

a
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expenditure on such training (whether or not they are ac/ually borne

by thb labor force) generates economies external to the firm.

'8. Unlike a dam or steel mill, it is hardly possible to:

klculate the rate of financial return on a non-formal educational
4r

project because of the diffidulty of separating social, cultural,

political, and economic aspects of the non-forMal educational, product

But if the objectives of a program are defined (if possible, in

'behavioral terms) and priorities determined, at least the first

requisite for computing the rate of return from investment in non-

formal education has been met.

9. A plan of the non-formal educational sector may. be

evolved by a relativ ly small group of well trained and experienced

scholars, but its ippl mentat,;on may require the active involvement of

the whole public and p te Sector as well as other social and

economic institutions. Imp ementation:Flust be seen as an integral

part of the planning process.

"10. The investment in man through non-formal edudation pre-

sents

.

less complexity compared to its counterpart in formal education

in that its objectives are. more specific and narrower, tkus, increasing

the likelihood of meaningful_eyaluation and measurement.

N4)
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